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WOMEN'S BUREAU
Washington

News Letter No. 82

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFULLY EMPLOYED WOEEN

Hours and ;fork Conditions

The South.  Standards For Workers.

A bulletin entitled "standards for Workers in Southern Industries"

has recently been prepared by Miss Lucy Randolph Mason, executive secretary

of the Southern Council for Women and Children in Industry. The bulletin

is published by the National Consumer's League. The bulletin covers 14

States, and gives data on the child labor laws and workmen's compensation laws

in these States. There is a section on the departments in the various

States which are charged with the enforcement of labor laws and a brief

resume of Southern Industries.
A considerable part of the bulletin deals with the limitation of

hours of work for women and the limitation or prohibition of night work for

women. The laws on these subjects are outlined, and the arguments for and

against such limitation presented. A section on Scheduled Hours and Actual

Hours gives information secured from the departments of labor or child wel-

fare departments in all of the States, from printed reports, surveys; books
and articles, from teachers; social workers, manufacturers and employees.
On the difficulties of securing accurate data, miss Meson says: While roL,u-
lar hours of work as reported are longer in the South than elsewhere, un-

regulated over time which is not shown in reports must be taken into con- .

sideration. It is loossible for a 12-hour day and 72-hour week to alternate
with shutdowns, or for employees to work 9 hours on a regular store schedule
and 12 or more hours on Saturdays and before Christmas, without its being
shown in official reports. In studying statistical reports on scheduled
hours and actual hours of work, it must also be borne in mind that there is
wide variation in methods of ascertaining average hours. Average hours may
be deduced from all plants' reports on standard scheduled hours, or by using
actual hours of work in a sample number of plants for a definite period of
a week or more; or they may be obtained by dividing the actual hours worked
by the total number of working days in a given period; and in more rare
instances they may be compiled from a yearly record of actual hours of
operation. It is inevitable that different reports will give varying
figures, depending on the method of assembling data; and that those varying
averages will ignore under time and over time.

January 2: 193 -.

Finland. Domestic Workers. 

About the year 1900 several local societies of Domestic Workers were
organized in Finland. These united into one Federation in 1905. The lot of
the domestic workers had been neglected. According to the patriarchal concep...
tion servants belonged to the family, having duties as members of the family
group but no rights. A special law, "Regulations for hiring, to masters and
servants," dating back to 1865; prescribed employment agreements, defined the
rights of the masters and duties of the servants and even permitted bodily
punishment in case of minors.
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One of the first demands the Dorestic Workers' Federation mado, was
that for full czenship rights. It further demanded that special legislation
pertaining to hiring of servants be repealed, and that the laws limiting the
length of the workinj, day and workers' protective laws be applied to domestic
servants. Demands were made to establish free municipal employment agencies
and vocational training schools, to brinq: domestic workers including minors
under accident and sickness insurance laws; and for betterment in food and
lodgings. The question of compensation, of course, was taken up, but always
remained abreast with other more important demands.

The organizin of servans and their demands created an unusual stir
in the employing circles. ristresses formed a "Federation of Hostesses" to
counteract societies among their help. In the columns of newspapers heated
discussions were conducted, especially fruitful to the cause of the workers as
this was the first chance for presenting to the public their side of the
question. As a result, very important laws have been passed for the betterment
of their conditions.

It is due to the Federation of Domestic Workers that servants received
full citizenship and franchise rights. The ancient law pertaining to hiring
was repealed and domestic workers now come under the same working agreements as
other wage earners. The Law prescribes a paid vacation period during the
summer. An 8-hour day has not been put into practice in case of domestic
servants, however, workers in restaurants, hotels and travelers' homes are
subject to the 8-hour law. Workers' accident insurance laws, wherein employers
pay the insurance fees; also cover domestic servants. private employment agents
have been eliminated and municipalities maintain employment agencies.

The domestic workers' societies have effected compensation agreements
with a few large hotels and restaurant systems. Since the Federation of Hostesses
and Women's League represent only a fraction of employers, and since, in rural
districts, no organization whatever can be found to represent employers, agree-
ments, if made, have to be made in individual cases. The real meaning of the
Dwlestic Workers, move:oent is in the fact that it has awakened and turned the
public mind favorably to the cause of betterment which in turn forces improve:oent
of conditions.

In the city of Helsingfors, the organization of the domestic workers
has been active since 1890. It maintains a hoine for girls when temporarily
out of work. A spacious suite is owned by the hol3e in a cooperative building.
This home provides food and lodgings at a very low cost and takes care of about
800 to 900 girls yearly. This society also maintains an employment agency
securing positions for girls livin there.

A fine summer home in the country is also owned by them where irls
are able to spend a vacation at a very small cost in their own villa. It is
open all the year around, in the winter as a convalescing home and in the sumi.ier
as a vacation camp. About ISr 8C Firls can be cared for at one time. Socially
these homes have so Ereat a value that appropriations have been secured fro1:1 the
municipal and government treasuries to r.lairtain and improve them. (Miina
Sillanpaa in Life and Labor, December, 1931.)

Emi)loyment

College Graduates. Placement.
There has been a marked decrease in calls from employers for college

graduates since the peak of 1928-29, according to the annual report of Eiss Katharine
Doty of the Barnard College Employment Bureau. The reduction in all calls has been
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20 per cent since last year and 35 per cent since 1928-29. There has been a

reduction in calls for permanent positions of 41 per cent since last year, and

of 52 per cent since 1920-29 while the reduction in percanent placements for the

sane periods has been 20 per cent and 39 per cent respectively. (New york Herald

Tribune, November 22, 1931.)

-3-.

College graduates. Em2loyment and 15arria7e.

In a study of land grant colleges made by the United States 0:fice

of Education and published in 19302 schedules were received from 6,665 women.

These were given to the Institute of 7omen's Professional Relations for analysis.

Women's Work and :ducation (December, 1931) published by the Institute announces

that this work has been completed and the bulletin will be available late in

January 1932. In addition to a discussion of the p:oeparation, occupation and

earnings of these women, there will be chapters on the continuity of eccupational

interest, on self-help, on reasons forlaaving college and its results, on earning

capacity, and on the work of the married women in this group.

Some preliminary information from the study is given in the December

number of Women's Work and Education in an article entitled "The College 1oolan -

Her Family and Her Job." Schedules were sent to all students matriculating in

four selected periods. Of the women, 102 had matriculated in 1889-1892, 526 in

1899-1902, 19333 in 1900-1912, and 49624 in 1919-1922. Of the total 69665

women 53.3 per cent were married. Grouped by occupations, 13.9 per cent of those

teaching, 27.2 per cent of those in other occupations, or 19.5 per cent of all those

gainfully employed and 94.3 per cent of those at hone were married. Apparently

there is a tendency for more of the more recent graduates to marry. For exam -21e,

while 62.3 per cent of all those reporting from the 1899-1902 matriculation group

were married, 67.5 per cent of the 1909-1912 group wore married. And the likelihood

of more marriages in the latter group was, of course, greater than in the earlier.

Of all woolen with no occupations 69.7 per cent had children, of those

working 27.8 per cent. While a smaller percentage of those in teaching than in

nonteaching occupations was married, a slightly larger percentage of the married

teachers had children, 29 per cent as against 24.6 per cent. "While married women

are in some localities excluded from teaching, the hours and work are well adopted

to the combination of home and a job." Some interesting data are given on

earning of single wo.ien, married women without children and married women with

children.

In conclusion the author says: 'Pine these findings cover a relatively

small number still they point to some interesting situations and to questions on

which more data arc needed. If, as figures indicate, a larger percentage of

college alumnae are marrying now than did formerly, does this mean that more alumnae

will try to continuo their work after marriage? If so, in what occupations will

they meet the nest favorable reception? The findings from this Land-Grant College

group would seem to suggest that teaching is not a profession in which the married

alumnae can do as well relatively as elsewhere. Should this condition hola or

should an effort be :lade to retain more married women in the teaching profession?

France. Arrricultural Labor.
In certain districts, especially the central regions of the Paris district,

hiring fairs were held in June before the oponinL; of the period of heavy Ev:ricul-

tural work. These hiring fairs are meetings at which employers in search of workers

and workers in search of employment ::_eet together. Engagements are concluded for

the four months of heavy work, or for the whole year, according to the nature of the

work in question. The demand for male workers was easily net. On the other hand,
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there was a shortage of women workers which had to be met by the employment of women

from Poland or Czechoslovakia. The decline in the number of women farm servants

has given rise to much complaint, especially in districts where milking is done

by women. The task which rakes girls reluctant to accept work in stables is the

cleaning and renewal of litter. Even those who arc willing to milk the cows are

reluctant to tend them. (Industrial and Labour Information, December 7, 1931.)

India. Employment of Women.
Women in India play an important part in the production of national

wealth. According to the census of 1921 2 which is still the latest source of

information on the subject, out of a total of 146 million actual workers or persons

engaged in gainful occupations, 46 million are women, 31 per cent of all persons

gainfully employed as compared with 29 per cent in Italy, 30 in England and Wales,

35 in Germany and 22.1 in the United States. In organized industries such as

plantations, factories, and mines, the proportion of women is smaller. In 1921,

of 2,681,125 workers in large scale industries or in industrial establishments

employing 20 persons or more, 666,811 or 26 per cent were women.

By far the largest number of women workers are employed on plantations,

which form one of the most important classes of organized industries in India. In

19219 of 190039456 workers on tea, coffee, rubber, cinchona, and indigo.plantationss

4749626 or 47 per cent were women. There are several reasons for the large

proportion of women workers found on plantations. Agriculture work is congenial

to the majority of Indian women who are drawn from the rural districts. Y.en

workers have to live on or near the plantation and this gives their wives and

daughters a chance to work with them. Finally, the system of labor contract based

on the principle of utilizing every able—bodied person in the family for Labor,

and of fixing the wage rates accordingly, compelled many women to seek employment

in order to balance the fanny budget. The contract system has been abolished but

the wage rates and the custom of woman labor still remain.

The earliest available records for workers in all classes of factories

are for 18929 when the total number was 316,816, consisting of 254,336inen 9 439592

women, and 109808 children. In 192a there were 1,5202 315 factory workers, consisting

of 19216,471 men, 2529933 women and 509911 children, showing an increase of 400 per

cent for women as compared with 370 per cent for men and 170 per cent for children.

There are several reasons for the proportionately larger increase in the number of

factory women. Increasing transportation facilities have opened up greater

opportunities to women in factories; the gradual amelioration of working conditions

has attracted more women to factories; and finally, the stricter regulation of

the employment of children has decreased their number and increased that of women.

Another organized industry which employs a considerable number of

women is mining. In 1901, (the earliest record available) of 104,660 workers,

30,408 were women. In 1929 the number of men was 1999045 and of women 7096569

indicating, an increase of 174 and 160 per cent, respectively. A large number

of women are employed underground. In 1929, 34 per cent were so employed and at

the same time 40 per cent were employed in open workings.

Women's work consists mostly of plucking on tea gradens; of carrying

of loads in coal, iron, and salt mines; of drying, spreading and turning rice,

moving it from the hullers, and winnowing bran in rice mills; of stripping, grinding

and sieving in shellac factories; and of drawing, roving, and moving receivers

and hand sewing in jute mills. In cotton mills women are empleyed in a variety

of occupations, such as winding, reeling, ring spinning, slubbing, mixing, carding

and warping, but by far the largest number are employed in the first three occupa—

tions. In certain kinds of work women's labor is preferable to that of men, but the

main reason why women are employed in organized industries is the cheapness of their

labor. (From "Woman Labour in India" by R. K. Des, International Labour Review,

October, 1931.)
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California.  Wages of office emqovees.

In October, 1930, reports were obtained from 2,643 Ainufacturing
establishments employing women. A tabulation of the office workers in these
manufacturing establishments shows that 26.3 per cent of the women and minors
received wages of from $25 to $30 a week, and the next largest number, 21.1 per
cent, received wa:es of from $30 to $40 a week. (California State DepartAent of

Industrial Relations, Report to Governor's Council, November, 1931.)

Massachusetts.  ja7es in 1 -anuracturincr.

For 822 establishments reporting wages by sex, average weekly
earnings for November were $23.75 for men and $14.88 for women. The average
wage for women ranged from $7.63 in rubber goods manufacture to $30.52 in newspaper
printing and publishing. For 15 of the 27 industries reporting wage by sex
the average wage for women was over $12 but under $15; for 7 the average wage
was below this group and for 5, above. (:onthly Survey - Representative i:anufactur-
ing Establishments - November 1931, Department of Labor and Industry - 7)ivision of
Statistics.)

New York. Wag.9.  of Office Ealoyees.

Every year in October the New York Department of Labor secures
data on the wages of office ariployees in factories. The employees covered are
only those who work in factory offices. The data does not include office help
in tho general business office of the concern located away from the manufacturing
plant nor high salaried executives and officials. Among the kind of positions
represented are office and stock clerks, stenographers, bookkeepers, accountants,
cashiers, office managers and superintendonts.

The outstanding fact this October is the decline of over 5 per
cent from a year ago in average weekly earnings for factory office help (men and
women), $35.49 as compared with $37./18 in 1930. This drop was the first real
set back in the unward trend evident since 1914.

Only part of the firms reporting give wages separately for men and
women. For those so reporting, wages for men in October of this year averaged
$46.22 and for women $23.25. This difference is due partly to the fact that
more of the higher paid positions requiring executive ability or technical skill
are hold Iv men.

Office workers have been reduced since October, 190 not only in pay
but also in numbers, the number of office workers having declined 12 per cent
from a year au. However, the decline has not been as severe for office worhers
in factories as for the shop workers either in employment, pay roll or average
weekly earnings as shown in the following comparison;

••••••••••••••••••••

Employment 
Pay rolls 
Average weekly earnings 

Per cent decrease
Office

12.3
17.0
5.3

••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• •••••••

Office and sho co:nbined

14.3
22.5
9.6

(The Industrial Bulletin—Now York. November, 1931.)
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Rhode Island. 1ae-earning Home-makers.

The prevalence of the we.-earning home maker in one county o
f the

State and "se.:e of its effects on her and her family" are bein:; studied by
 the

Agricultural Experiment Station of the Rhode Island State Cellef:,e. 
The study

is a rural one, the only town in the county with a population of more tha
n 2,500

being excluded from consideration. Although the facts are not yet oil secured

data have been compiled for 408 women and some of the finfjings report
ed by 1:ergaret

Whittemore in the Journal of Hone Economics, Noveelber, 1031.

Since Rhode Island is an industrial State; it is natural that

approximately one-half of the wage-earning home makers work in the m
ills. The next

largest group is that in laundering and cleaning. Although steam laundries are

readily available, many women, especially the well-to-do among the summer r
esidents,

prefer to have their clothes laundered by hand. Some continue to emdoy the

local women in the winter, mailinr the laundry from New York 2 philadellThia, or

elsewhere. The other obvious occupations such as accommodation of touris
ts,

taking of boarders, running of tea rooms or wayside stands, and acting as 
Jai-tresses;

chambermaids, or general houseworkers are well represented. Tun per cent of the

total number are teachers and there are quite a number of clerks, librariaes,

postmistresses, and dressl:akers. Two of the 403 are real estate ayents, one is

a doctor, four are florists, and seven raise turkeys. One of the latter re)orted

having cleared over 43500 in one year fron her turkey flock. Others have found more

original ways of earning money. Two are rural mail carriers, one of whom has had

her route for over 20 years. Another woman, who has always loved horses, found it

possible to utilize her ability in handling them and the proximity of the farm
 to

several summer resorts by developing stables with saddle horses for ren
t. Another

woman rents boats and sells bait on a river where fishing is popular. Touching

up and finishin photogra:thic plates for a photogra)her in one ef the Connecticut

cities is the source of cuite a lare income for the mother of a small boy
 living

in a rather isolated location. A cor-elete list of the different ways in whicl, the

group of women is earning money would show more than sixty different activities.

It may easily be seen that except for some of the .:d11 wor
k and a

few other types of work, the women are not competing with men. Even in cases where

the kind of work might be suitable to men, it is usually on a part-time basis, or

so poorly paid that few, if any, men would be into .ested. This may not be rating

the market ability of the women very hie-1 2 but in this county it is the :_resent

situation.

In light of the facts just stated, it is surprising to find that a

weekly total of 4,655.27 was earned by 230 women who were able to give a fairly

accurate statement of their earnings. This means a per capita average of 16.13,

which is not a Large amount on which to support a family, but no -ean suplaement

to that supposedly provided by a wage earner with undivided demands on his time

and strength. If the other 120 of the 408 women had reported their earnin s,

the weekly average would have doubtless been smaller because many of then wore in

the irregularly employed group. This circumstance made it especially difficult

to state their yearly income.

Of the women whose records are completed, 343; or 71.4 per cent, are

working for pay because thoy need the money. This is based not onle: on their own

statement but on a knewlede:e of the financial situation of the feeeily, shown by

the earnings of other recelbers of the family; together with any ether source of

income. One of the striking facts of this investigation has been the freeuency
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ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFULLY EMPLOYED WOMEN

Hours and Work  Conditions 

Kentucky. Hours and 'jerk Conditions.

Information compiled from reports made by labor inspectors sh
ow that violations

of the Women's *.forking Law among the manufacturing group were infrequ
ent. "No

general conclusion that the manufacturers have provided ideal conditi
ons for their

employees can be drawn from this statement. If conditions in some plants do

approach the ideal, workplaces are dirty, dingy, generally unsuitable
 and dangerous

in many others. It is only that the labor welfare laws of this State are deficient,

general rather than specific, ambiguous and vague, that such hazards and other

undesirable conditions can not be rectified or reported as actual violations
 of the

labor laws of Kentucky."
No violations of the law liiting working hours of women were reported

 for manu-

facturing establishments, but 125 violations were found among the trade groups 

(such as stores, restaurants, and laundries). "The economic stress we are now

experiencing has resulted in reduced personnel in practically all
 trade establish-

ments . . . a persistent tendency on the part of managers of trade establish
ments to

stay open several hours a day longer than formerly has contributed to th
e difficul-

ties of enforcement. I:any workers who formerly worked on an 3-nour basis have been

increased to 10. These increases have been the cause of many complaints but since

the limitation set by law is 10 hours a day and 60 hours a week, nothing within the

jurisdiction of the department can be done to remedy this situation." (Biennial

Report of Kentucky Department of Agriculture, Labor and Statistics, July 1, 1929 to

June 30, 1931.)

Albania. Night Work.

The Albanian Parliament has ratified the conventions concerning the employment

of women during the night, concerning the minimum age for admission of children to

industrial employment and concerning the night work of young persons. (Industrial

and Labor Information, January 4, 19320

China.  Conditions of 'Jerk in Shanghai Factories.

The local Y.W.C.A. of Shanghai made a study of selected industrial districts

in that city in the winter of 1929 and 130, which has recently been published. The

investigation was undertaken mainly because of the lack of definite information

concerning the conditions under which Tomen live and work. It included information

concerning existing facilities in each district which were meeting the needs of

women workers, and of possible ways of cooperating with existing organizations.

The position of the Chinese woman factory worker is an extremely difficult one,

Hours of work are long and rest days few. In a large number of factories there are

only two rest days a month and the average working day is 10 or 11 hours. In many

factories there is a rest day on Sunday fr the day workers but the night shift

works as usual.

Although wages in most industries are lower for women than for men, the con-

tribution made by women toward family support is of considerable importance. A study

of the income and expenditures of 21 families in Shanghai made by Shanghai College

students shows that in these families the averk-e contribution of females was 53.3

per cent of the family income. That this contribution is necessary for the familyDigitized for FRASER 
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support is shown by the fact that the avera:-,e earnings for male laborers in Shanghai
in 1928 in 30 types of industries was $255.96. This is less than the 015.30 to
$498.42 which it is estimated is required to support a family of 5 for one year.

Factory workrooms are found to be crowded with workers so that air space is
insufficient. Ventilation and lighting are had, especially in the silk filatures.
In the other factories conditions are somewhat better but still there is much room
for improvement. While the effect of the conditions on the health of workers has
not been studied thoroughly there is some indication of the effect of the condi-
tions in filatures in the statements of workers who were interviewed. Some had
developed eye trouble as a result of the badly lighted rooms, where the handling of
the fine threads requires very close work. The ground floor is usually more poorly
lighted than the upper floors. Many of the filature workers complained of "Hongkong
foot," which they said was due to the dampness in the reeling rooms. In the summer
months the steam filled rooms become unbearably hot. In some filatures there was
actual provision of substitutes for taking the place of those who were overcome by
the heat.

In one of the districts studied, it was found that not more than 150 women out
of a total of 11,153 could be accommodated in all of the evening schools. In this
same district women workers participate in three labor unions. The most important
seemed to be The joint Silk 'Iomen's Union, including in its membership women from 24
silk filatures in the district. The purpose of the union, as stated by the woman
labor leader interviewed, is to study the conditions of the members and to do col-
lective bargaining. The work which they plan to do if financial support can be had
will include the encouraging of the arts, a cooperative society, recreation rooms,
library and gymnasium and a school for workers. The income of the union comes from
membership dues, the foe being 10 coppers per person per month, and from employers'
subsidy which is given in proportion to the number of machines in the filatures.
(Women in Industry in the Chapei, Hongkew and Pootung Districts of Shanghai.)

England. Work Conditions of  Shop Assistants.

The Select Committee or the hours and conditions of shop assistants (workers in
stores) was appointed in May, 1930, by the Labor Government. It consisted of 5 labor
men, 5 Tories, and 1 Liberal. Charles Roden Buxton, a labor man s was elected chair-
man. The committee was at work for 18 months. Evidence was secured from employers,
employees, and also from social organizations such as the Association for Juvenile
Employment and Welfare Officers, which come in contact with shop assistants in the
course of their work, and are able to take an impartial and unbiased view of their
condition.

Mr. Buxton gives a summary of the report in The Labor Magazine, December, 1931,
which is quoted here in part:

"The problem is a vast one,
whose lives are affected by it.
assistants in the country and it
numbers--of all the occupations,
course, the reason why so little
is that they are scattered often
places of employment . . .

"There is no doubt that the worst hardship arises from the length of the hours
during which they are at the beck and call of their employers, or those in charge.
The Select Committee had considerable evidence of men and women working normally 60
hours a week and over, without including the hours set aside for meals. Jhen the
weekly half-holiday is taken into account, this means a working day of 11 hours on
5 days of the week. We had evidence of hours longer than thistof waitresses working
a 70-hour week, of girls working in ice-cream stalls or shops up to 80 hours a week,
and so on . . .

and very few people realize the number of persons
There are, probably, approximately 19750,000 shop
is, therefore, the most important--in point of
not even excluding Agriculture and Mining. Of
has been heard of the grievances of shop assistants
in twos or threes or even ones, among innumerable
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"The length of the hours of work tells on the health of all those concerned. It
is, nevertheless, perhaps most serious in its effect on the women. The late Dr.
Ethel Bentham, giving evidence before the Committee, said she would put the health
of women working in shops lower than that of either factory or domestic workers.
'Like the men, they suffer from flat feet, varicose veins, and inflamed toe joints,
from every form of dyspepsia, and the consequent nervous irritability. They are
anaemic very often, and there are menstrual troubles, and very frequently I have
found uterine displacements leading -to much backache and malaise. There was a tra-
dition among them, often expressed to me when I first returned to London, that a
woman who had been 10 to 12 years in her younger days in a shop behind the counter
did not have children if she married. Another very common complaint is headache and
eyestrain; . . As to causation, I believe that the long hours of standins- account
for the greater part of this. The space behind the counters is often very narrow,
and the assistant is standing in the same attitude practically all the time,'

. . . The second grievance of the shop assistant is the irregularity of their
working day, In some trades more than others the prevalence of 'overtime' work after
the closing of the shops prevents full enjoyment of even the limited leisure they
possess. The irregularity and uncertainty prevents their making any definite plans,
and leads to the abandonment of evening classes or any other regular occupation.

"Ventilation, seats, and the freedom to use them, sanitary arrangements, light-
ing--all gave rise to criticism. But the length and uncertainty of hours of work
overshadows all other matters.

"The main recommendation of the Committee was that the normal hours of work of
shop assistants--which means practically all persons working in connection with
shops, and not merely those in the shop itself--should be limited to 48 a week. The
breaks for meal times are, of course, not included . . .

"The adoption of this main proposal will be rendered more easy by the recom-
mendations on overtime. Such overtime is to be allowed in certain trades 'where
there is a reasonable demand for hours in excess of 48 per week.'
to the trades in which overtime should be allowed, and its amount,
in the hands of Local and National Advisory Boards . . .

"The chief remaining recommendation of the committee was that

The decision as
is to be ?laced

certain provisions
of the Factory and Workshops Act, 1901, should be extended, so as to cover the sani-
tary conditions, heating, ventilation, and lighting of shops . . .

"Much was made in the evidence of employers as to the difficulties of organiza-
tion which would be caused by the shortening of the hours of labor. Fortunately,
the committee obtained most elaborate information, showing in full detail, and by
all sorts of alternative methods, how these supposed difficulties not only might be
surmounted, but were actually being surmounted at the present time.

"If anything were needed to complete the proof, it would be the admirable
achievement of the Cooperative Movement. They have introduced, practically univers-
sally, a 48-hour week, and yet, while giving this advantage to their employees, they
have lost nothing in the number of their members and adherents. This achievement
of the Cooperative Lovement has boon really the final proof, the overwhelming con-
firmation of the case put forward by those of us who have fought throughout for the
48-hour week."

Japan. Hours and Wees in Mines.

The report of the Japanese Mining Inspection Service for 1930 was recently
published by the Government. Mining in general, and especially coal mining, eias
slack during the year in consequence of the industrial depression, electrification
of spinning mills, slump in the shipping industry, etc. An agreement was reached
among coal producers to reduce their output by 22 per cent during the year. The
total number of miners at the end of June, 1930, was 258,469, of whom 214,036 were
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men and 43,633 women 4 The number of women engaged in underground work was 24,270,

a decrease of 9,062.
The feature of the year was the coming into operation on September 1 of the

amended Mining Regulations reducing the maximum hours of work for underground miners

from 11 to 10 in the day, including rest periods. This involved no change in metal-

liferous mines, where one shift of from 8 to 10 hours a day was worked. In coal

mines, however, where about 80 per cent of the miners are employed, two shifts

ranging from 10 to 12 hours were worked, so that the hours of work were reduced by

30 minutes a day on the average. In coal mines, the number of rest days was

increased from 6 to 10 in each month so as to effect the reduction of output. The

most popular form was the adoption of 2 rest days a week. In metalliferous mines,

the weekly rest was generally observed, instead of 2 or 3 days a month as practiced

in the past. These rest days were devoted chiefly to athletics, lectures or vege-

table gardening. The actual daily earnings on the average during the year were 1.66

yen for men, 1.02 yen for women. (Industrial and Labor Information, December 28,

1931.)

Portugal. Night Work.

The Portugesc government has promulgated decrees ratifying the conventions

concerning the employment of women during the night and concerning the night work

of young persons. (Industrial and Labor Information, January 4, 1932.)

EM.PLOYIENT

United States. Women in Government Service.

In the fiscal year of 1931; 7,976 women were appointed to positions in the

Federal classified service. Of particular interest is the appointment of a woman as

junior forester, another as associate commercial agent, one as assistant park

naturalist, one as distilled-spirits clerk, and three as customs inspector.

Among the positions classified as professional, to which women were appointed

during the year from the eligible register, are biochemist, associate biochemist,

associate economic analyst, senior educationist, associate civil service examiner in

education, associate in historical research, senior librarian, expert in social

service administration; home economics specialist, associate medical technician, and

supervisor of home demonstration work. These positions pay entrance salaries rang-

ing from $3,200 to $4,600 a year.

On June 30, 1931, 30;294 women were employed in the Federal executive civil

service in the District of Columbia, and 60,902 outside the District of Columbia--a

total of 91,196. These figures include positions classified under the civil service

law And those not so classified. (Annual Report of the United States Civil Service

Commission, Fiscal Year ending June 30, 1931.)

United States. Employment of Married 7lomen.

Preliminary reports from the Bureau of the Census covering 35 States give the

proportion of married women who are gainfully occupied. In 14 of these States less

than one-tenth of the married women are working. In 14 additional States over 10

but less than 15 per cent are gainfully employed. In three States, all in the South,

over 20 per cent of the married women are working.
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pennsylvania. :Employment of Married Women.

Displacement of employed married women by unemployed heads of families as an
unemployment relief measure would afford only trivial relief and in many cases would
cause severe hardship, according to a survey made by the industrial research depart-
ment of the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School of Finance and Commerce.
This conclusion is based on the following data:

Although 55,000 married women normally are employed in this city, 11,000 of
these are out of work and 10000 others are working part time. Of the estimated
34,000 Philadelphia families in which a married woman was employed full time, a
total of 9,660 had no earnings except those obtained from the full-time employment
of the married woman. In an additional 1;590 families all of the employable members,
except the married women, were either totally unemployed or employed part time.
Thus, eliminating the 11,250 full-time employed married women represented in these
families, there remains a total of 22,750 for consideration as displacement possi-
bilities. Of these 22,750 families, which had some full-time employment earnings
besides those of the married women, 5,050 had one or more wage earners totally
unemployed or employed part time. It is evident, therefore, that each one of these
22,750 full-time employed married women who might be considered for displacement
would have to be given individual consideration before any action could be taken
without resulting in widespread distress among many families. Many of these families
may already be below the level of minimum health and comfort. In many others, fur-
ther reduction of family income would immediately result in this condition. In the
remaining 17,700 families, individual consideration would have to be given to size
of family, number of persons employed full time, family income and other factors.
(philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Ledger, December 10; 1931.)

Wisconsin.  Unemployment Insurance.

The first unemployment insurance law in the United States has been enacted
in Wisconsin. It is to become effective July 1, 1933 unless before that time volun-
tary plans have been adopted by industry covering the majority of workers eligible
to the proposed benefits. Thu "majority" is defined as 175,000 workers. Benefits
will be 50 per cent of the worker's wage, with a maximum of 0.0 a week for 10 weeks.
Additional benefits will be paid to workers who attend school during the period of
unemployment. Workers eligible to benefits are limited to resident employees who
lose their jobs involuntarily. (united States Daily, January 15 and 18; 1932.)

WAGES

Colorado. Wages and Production in Coal mines.
*.M•l•

The Colorado Labor Advocate, December 31, 1931; contains an account of condi-
tions in the mines of The Rocky mountain Fuel Company since miss Josephine Roche has
been in control.

In 1929 the company's production was 200,000 tons more than in 1928. The
average number of working days was 216, compared with 178 in 1928. This was 57 days
more than the average number of days worked by all the mines in the State in 1 929.
Miners' average earnings wore $2,104 as compared with 81,661 in 1928. This is more
than twice the averk.e annual earnings of coal diggers in Colorado's nonunion mines.
The average number of men employed was the same--595. production per man per day
was 5.98 tors in 1929, as compared with 5.27 tons in 1928, or approximately three-
fourths of a ton more. With the higher union rate in effect all of 1929, operating
costs were reduced 19 cents a ton below those of 1923.

_
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of the cases in which, during the business depression, the woman's earninL.s have
been the only cash income of the family for weeks or months at a time. In more
cases than one, these earnings have been the only thing that has kept the family
from actual want and the need to call upon outside help. or although the acute-
ness of the labor siturtion has affected the married woman's work to some estent,
especially in the mills, for the most part the demand for her work has continued.
This may be partly because her services are of more vital nature, and also partly
because tourists and summer visitors, like the poor, we have ever with us. A study
of the types of work carried on showed that 67 per cent were little, if any,
affected by the present business depression.

Nova Scotia. Einimum Jage.

Order No. 62 the latest order of the 17inimum Wage Board, governs -
"Female employees in all factories not dealt with in other orders, and the paper
trades" (printing, bookbinding and manufacture of paper products). The minimum
wage for experienced workers shall be $11 a week in cities and towns of 17,000
population and over, and $10 a week in all towns under 17,000 population. The
wage minimum shall be payable for the work period within the limits of from 44
hours to 50 hours per week. The wages paid to each time %.orker and to each piece
worker during the first six months' employment in the industry shall conform to
this order. In the case of piece workers of more than six months' experience
it is sufficient, if at least 80 per cent receive wages conformable to this
order. (The Labor Gazette, Canada, November, 1931.)

NOTES: UNITED STATES

Vocational Rehabilitation,

Of 5,192 persons rehabilitated during the year ending June 30, 1931,
1,042 were female. The type of service rendered these women and girls was as
follows:

Guidance, school training and placement  652
Guidance, employment training and placement ......   90
Guidance, other training and placement  59
Guidance, physical reconstruction, and 44
GuidPnce, artificial appliances, and placeL'ent .  53
Guidance, placement  144

Beside the above completed cases, there are 24,156 cases on the live
roll (not separated by sox). (provisional figures from the 15th Annual eport
of the Federal Board for Vocational Education, 1931.)
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NOTES: INTERNATIONAL

The Textile Industry..

The Committee on Conditions of Work in the Textile Industry of the

International Labor Office, held its third session in October, 1931.

kt its preceding session, the Committee had drafted a questionnaire

which was to be sent to Governments with a view to their undertaking an inquiry

into the conditions of work in the textile industry (cotton and wool). The

questionnaire included inquiries concerning wazes for workers in certain

specified occupations, classed by sex and also by age groups. The Governing

Body of the International Labor Office decided in February 1930 to send this

draft to certain Governments asking them for any observations they wished to offer

for its improvement and for information as to the approximate number of establish-

ments from which they expected to receive the data required for the proposed inquiry.

Twenty of the twenty-two countries thus consulted sent in replies.

The com:Attee, having exaLlined the replies, drafted a new questionnaire

less extensive in scope and simpler in form, which will be submitted to the

Governing Body of the International Labour Office next January. (Industrial and

Labour Information November 2, 1931 and Communication to Woments Bureau.)

FERSON:1L

niina Sillanpaa, a leader of the Finnish labor movement, started her

career as a servant girl and as e‘n organizer of domestic servants. She be;-,c.n her

political career in 1905 as Socialist representative in the Finnish Diet anC. was

the first woman to hold an administrative post. She has served as minister of

Social kffairs.
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In 1930 the Rocky Mountain, in common with all industry, felt the effect of
the depression. The State's output of coal declined 17i per cent in that year,
while the Rocky Mountain suffered a decline of 13 per cent. Despite the fact that
decreased production ordinarily results in a substantial increase of cost, the com-
pany's 1930 production cost remained exactly the same as in 19299 the first year
after the union contract went into effect. This was due to the fact that the ton-
nage produced per man again showed a sharp increase this time nearly half a ton
daily.

The average daily wage of Miss Roche's miners in 1930 was $89 as compared with
the 1929 average of $7.97 and the 1928 average of $6.99. Annual earnings were
$197709 as compared with $29 104 in 1929 and $19660 in 1928. This decrease of the
1930 average annual earnings below the average of the preceding year was the result
of a socially significant policy adopted at certain of the company's mines. Instead
of laying off men when the slack season began in the spring of 1930, work was
rotated between all men. It was estimated that unorganized miners were getting
between $3.50 and $4 a day, less than half the average paid by Miss Roche. Nonunion
miners worked only 164 days during 1930, against 172 worked by Rocky Mountain
employees.

NOTES: UNITED STATES

Industrial Research in New Jersey.

The Bureau for Women and Children was authorized by the bill creating it "to
make studies and investigations of special problems connected with the labor of
women and children." When Mrs. Summers, director of the bureau, first took charge
she found so much work needing immediate attention, such as homework regulation,
migrant child protection, and tightening of regulations regarding employment of
women and children, that for the time being the matter of a research division was
set aside. Now, Mrs. Summers feels that the time has come to establish such a divi-
sion. She says:

(The

Up to the present time it has been impossible to undertake the routine
inspection of our mercantile establishments which should be done according to
law. A follow up of the complaints as they come in has uncovered much that
should have such regular attention, but has also uncovered the fact that no
such system could be set up, however necessary it may be, without an adequate
survey, which of course, the bureau has no facilities to undertake, nor the
personnel to carry out. Then, too, constant requests come to the Director,
from the Federal and other State bureaus, which are fully equipped, for infor-
mation and data which we are unable to provide due to lack of a properly
established research and survey division.

Industrial Bulletin, New Jersey, November, 1931.)

NOTES: INTERNATIONAL

Advisory Meeting of Representatives of Hotel Employees.

In accordance with repeated requests, the Director of the International Labor
Office recently organized a meeting of certain representatives of international
organizations of hotel, cafe and restaurant employees, in order to consult them on
the claims to be made on behalf of these groups of workers. The tipping system was
one of the subjects discussed, and the following resolution was adopted:
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Hotel employees are of the opinion that only a system of fixed wages can

clarify the relations between employers, clients and staff and put them on a

correct footing. They consider that efficient service for the client and good

profits for the undertaking depend neither on tips nor on percentages, and

that the same results can be obtained by means of fixed wages.

An international regulation of the system of remuneration in hotels is

essential in the interests of international tourist traffic. The tipping

system is widely disapproved of by public opinion. Until hotel employees can

be paid like other workers, the system of percentages should be applied instead

of that of tips5 but only those employees who previously received the latter

should benefit by the former. Effoloyers should have the right to check the

sums thus collected and divide them among the staff, but should have no right

whatever over them, even in the form of deductions or payments for breakages,

utensils, etc.
(Industrial and Labor Information, Dec. 219 1931.)

NOTES: FOREIGN

Finland. position of Women.

An interview with muna Sillanpaa is quoted in The Dawn (the monthly journal of

the Australian Federation of Women Voters), for October 21, 1931. She is proud of

her country as the first in the world to have extended the suffrage to women, in

1907. In that year 19 women were elected to the Diet. From 19075 20 per cent of

the members of the Finnish Diet he been women.

During the administration of 1927-28 the law making it impossible for women to

act as judges was overthrown. With the exception of the Army and the police Force,

all posts in Finland are open to women. A law is now being passed in Parliament

that women shall be trained to handle cases, both of a criminal and moral nature, in

which women are concerned. At present a few women in a semiofficial capacity handle

children's cases and conduct investigations in cases where offenses against women

are involved.

Men and women teachers of equal status receive equal pay for equal work. And

even more surprising, is the fact that in the printing trade (a male stronghold in

English countries) women are trained with men, and receive the same fate of pay. In

factories and various other classes of work, great differences in pay, as between

men and women, exist. Women are graded as assistants, with very small pay, and are

debarred from learning the better-paid work.
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Washington

News Letter No. 34 March 1, 1932.

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFULLY EMPLOYED WOKEN

Hours and Work Conditions

Massachusetts. Hours.

A bill has been introduced into the General Court restricting the hours of
employment for women and minors to six hours a day and thirty-six a week with
certain exceptions.

The Commissioner of Labor and Industries has introduced two bills affecting
women workers. One is to require reporting to the Department of Labor and Industries
of all kinds of home work s the present law requiring such reporting only in the case
of home work on wearing apparel. The other law requires employers not only to post
but to maintain the statutory notices regarding employment of women and minors.
(Communication to the -,;(xlen's Bureau.)

Minnesota. Hours of Work.

Governor Floyd B. Olson has ordered the Minnesota Industrial Commission to
institute a test case to secure a court determination of the validity of the women's
hour law passed by the 1923 legislature. The law has been inoperative since shortly
after its passage as a result of a ruling by the Attorney General's office holding
that it was invalid because the measure signed loy the Governor was not the .same
measure passed by the legislature. A legislative clerk made an error in copying the
measure, omitting from the draft sent to the Governor for signature, amendolents
adopted by the State Senate. (U.S. Daily, Feb. 139 1932.)

With the 1923 law inoperative the laws of 1909 and 1913 again were in force.
These laws provide, in cities of the first and second class, a 9-hour day, 54-hour
week in mechanical and nanufacturilv, telephone and telegraph establishments and a
10-hour day, 58-hour week in mercantile establishments and restaurants; outside
cities of the first and second class, a 10-hour day, 58-hour week in manufacturing
and mechanical establishioents, and a 58-hour week in mercantile establishments. The
act of 1923 provided a 9 -hour day s 54-hour week for practically all women worl:ers
throughout the State. (Session laws 1909, ch. 499; 1913s ch. 561; 19239 ch. 422;
19279 ch. 349.)

New York.  Beauty Parlor Workers.

After years of effort to organize beauty parlor %-erkers, a crisis in the indus-
try has made both employers and employees realize that the only hope of stabilization
lies in trade-union organization. Aile the workers were always overworked and under-
paid, the employers were able to make money. Now the employers also are suffering. A
large number of 25 cent beauty parlors have sprung up--fly-by-night concerns which
are a menace to the industry and the public. For the first time an association of
employers has been formed. It is negotiating an agreement with the union which calls
for: A 48-hour week; closing time not later than 9 o'clock; a minimum scale of
wages; pay for legal holidays; a strictly union shop. (Women's Trade Union League of
New York s Monthly Bulletin, February, 1932.)

The draft of a bill for State licensing of schools of hairdressing, establish-
ments and operators was presented at a meeting of the New york State Hairdressers
Association on January 5th. Some 300 members of the association were in attendance
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and the New York Stan Department of Labor was represented at the meeting. The

Labor Department has 'n,SLer consideration certain standards for the inuntr:,, o
begin with a limitation of hours for workers, last year's survey of the .iairdnessing
and beauty parlor business having revealed very unsatisfactory conditions with
respect to hours. (Th. Industrial Bulletin, New ':ork, January; 1932.)

ViELinia. Hours and 'daos, Manufacturina.

:Tor the calendar year of 19302 3090 plants reported to the Departieent of Labor
and Industry. These plants emnloyed 1622927 wage earners, of whom 41,376 were women,
26,659 white and 15;217 colored. The largest numbers wore employed in manufacturing,
2,970 plants reporting 25;615 white women wage earners and 139507 colored women.
The average daily hours of labor in manufacturing innusbries were 3.7 for -.;itu women
and 9.0 for colored women.

Average hourly wages are reported for certain industries. While it is pointed
out that these averages are only approximately correct, they undoubtedly indicate
general trends, especially in the more important industries. The two most important
woman-employing manufacturing industries in Virginia were food and kindred products
and textiles and their products. The food industries employed 3,014 white ';:o: ,on and
62 302 colored women. Vihite women worked an averae of 8.4 hours a day earnin_ on
average of slightly over 21 cents an hour., while colored women worked an average of
8.8 hours a day at an average of nearly 16-:)- cents an hour. In the textile industries
15,312 white and 876 colored women were employed. The avera7e (laily hours for white
women were 8.8 and teeir average hourly earnings slightly over 27 cents. For colored
women an averao of 9.1 hours a day at nearly 16 cents an hour were renortod.
(Thirty-fourth Annual Report of the DeeartIlent of Labor and Industry of
1931.)

Japan. Effects of Night Vfork on Women Employees.

Spinning andvicavin:: which are among the mot important industries in Jal.en,
depend upon the work of young woolen employed in alternate weeks of day and n5ht work,
a system which many far-sighted Japanese investigators consider presents one of the
most important problems in industrial hygiene.

Recent studies of this subject have been made by two doctors connected with the
Japanese Institute for 3cience of Labor; T. Ishikawa and T. Yagi.

Doctor Ishikawa described his experiments as follows:
The items of exa.:ination were the body temperature, body weight; rate of

and blood pressure of the subjects; and the atmospheric temperature and humidity of
the workshop. From each of the three departments of roving; ring spinning, anC. reel-
ing, two subjects were selected. These six p-irls were Between 13 and 19 years of
age and all in normal health.

His conclusions were as follows:
When the night is occupied in work, and the day in sleeping, the hourly courses

of the body temperature, pulse rate; and blood pressure are an inversion of their
normal daily routine. Benedict's theory, that the body temperature is an ence-etion
to this rule; can not be supported. Night work; especially work after midnight, has
a very great influence on the physical functions. Comparing the results o'etained
during the period of ',ay work with those of night work; (a) the daily variations of
the body temperature, the pulse rate and blood pressure, are greater in the latter
than in the former; (o) these daily variations increase from day to day in the night-
work period, which is not the case with day work; (c) in the night-work 1,erioC, the
body weight decreases daily; as a rule. These facts may be considered as indicating
a greater decline of the physical functions and a larger decrease in the a2,ility for

work, and in the power of resisting disease, when the subject is employed on niTht
work than on day work; and consequently as symptolls of daily accumulating fatigue.
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Doctor Yagi's investigation confined itself to variation in body weight, and
was described as follows:

The relations of night work to body weight were observed during 19 consecutive
days, from August 3 to the 21st 1922, which is the hottest season of the year, when
the workers find their occupation most difficult. Each subject was measured twice
daily, before and after work; in each case before she had eaten or bathed. Although
a very large number of girls were thus measured, there were only 3 who did not miss
a single measurement through absence, while a further group of 10 girls included 2
who missed 1 or 2 measurements on the holiday. All the subjects were healthy girls
living together in a large boarding house and employed in the reeling departe!ent of
the same factory. The reeling operation is one of the most important in a Japanese
spinning factory, requiring the greatest effort and tension on the part of the
workers. It is also a very convenient operation when variations of output are to be
observed. The average age of the group consistine: of 10 subjects, was 17 years and
3 months, the minimum age was 15 and the maximum 20 years; their average length of
service in the factory was. 11 months. The average temperature of the air while they
were working was 29.7009 and the average humidity 80 per cent.

The experiments which were made during the hottest season of the year, were
repeated during 16 days of November, from the 4th to the 19th9 when the girls find
work is easiest.

Among Dr. Yagi's findings were the following:
Night work, undeniably and with few exceptions, decreases the body weight of

female workers. ahether this loss is recovered during the week of day work, depends
on circumstances, and dogmatic conclusion is impossible.

So great a difference as is observed between the body weights during the day
and night shifts can not be sufficiently explained by the influence o: ceetput,fatigue,
temperature; humidity, caloric value of food or any known other factors. There is
probably some cause, either inherent in ni!eht work itself, or indirectly arising
therefrom, such as insufficient sleep and relaxation and loss of ae)petite.

Although only a small number of subjects were observed, a high degree of corre-
lation was discovered between body weight and the caloric value of food consumed. The
loss of body weight during night work, may to some extent be minimized by increasing
the caloric value of food. The body weight of young girls is much more decreased by
work of any kind than that of older girls, but work making excessive demands on
strength or attention, as night work does, makes this greater loss of weight even
more pronounced. The more rapid recovery of lost weight by the younger girls, during
rest and normal working periods, is of course due to their being immature and having
that additional energy necessary for development. If, however, this reserve be
wasted in recovering from work too strenuous for them, their health and growth are
liable to be adversely affected.

Thin girls are least affected by night work, but it is the middle class which
suffers least, and recovers quickest, from the effects of night work, they also de-
rive most benefit from holidays. The small number of subjects tested makes it desir-
able to reexamine these conclusions. (Reports of the Institute for Science of Labor,
Kurashiki, Japan; No. 3, Studies on the Influence of the Day and Night Shift System
Upon the Physiological Functions of Labor, and No. 4, On the Variations of the :Jody
Weight of young :forking Girls Employed in Day and Night Shift Work.)

12.212.Pent

United States. EnT1 ymont of Women 1930 Census.

Up to the middle of Felcruare, 19329 the roperts of the 1930 census of occleea-
tiers have been made available in such form that main occupational groups can be com-
pared with 1920 for 17 States: Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas., Delweare, fecoreia, Idaho;
Kansas, Maine, Montana, Nevada, Now Hampshire, Now Eoxico, North Dakota, South Dakota,
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Vermont, West Virginia, and Wyomiref. In each of these States there has been an
increase in the proportion of woman employed. These increases rancLe fee:, 1.5 per
cent in Now Hamleshiro to 63 per cent in Arizona. No Stete but Arizona sees a 50
per cent incroaso, New Mexico coming next with 47.9 per cent. West Virginia showed
over 40, Wyomin3. and Nevada over 30; south Dakota. VAIL°, north Dakota, and Yansas
over 202 and the following States over 10 par cent increase each: Alabren, ::ontana,
Delaware.

If the various occupational F.reups be censidered, it will be found that every
State reported shows an increase in number of women engaged in trade, pro;cssional
service, domestic an,.1 personal service, and in clerical occupations, in most cases
these additions were very consielereble in each of those classifications. Tr all
States for which inforelation is available, except Eentana, nurbors of wee en in
transportation have increased somewhat. Those in manufacturing and Duchi.lnical
industries have increased only in 7 of the 17 States. The most notable additions
to numbers in this classification were in Alabalea, Arleansas, Georgia, and Jeet
Virginia, while heavy declines occurred in Now Hampshire, and Vor: ont. Losses
in employment were sh(yin in agriculture in 10 of the 17 States, the decline eeinr-
very groat in Alaboem, Arizona, Arkansas, Georgia, Maine, No:; Hampshire; and. 7 r:lent.
(Analysis by -/omen's Bureau.)

Minnesota. Ealovment Trends in St. Feul, 1:inneanelis; and Duluth.

(A Report by ii11ian H. Stead and Dreng Bjernaraa of the University
seta, November, 1931.)

This report is one of a series of bulletins conteining unemploy7lent data te be
issued by the EDployelent Stabilization Reseo.rch :notituto of the University -f
Minnesota. This material is part of the background for a project of employ: ant
stabilization, to be undertaken by the Institute and the Tr -City Employment Stabil-
ization Committee.

The report analyzes cuploreent data collected in 122 St. Paul establishments
over a 6-year period, in 106 in Linneal)olis for 5 years, and 103 in Duluth fcr
years--ending December, 19309 for Minneapolis and St. paul, and June, 1930, for
Duluth. Some interpretation is made on the basis of seasonal fluctuations, trend
through the period and effects of depression. The eueloypent figures are given by
sex for the total, reta:,.1 anri mail-order houses; wholesale finis, uanufactuning,
public utilities; construction and building materials, miscellaneous. In all cases,
clerical workers in the industries are included with the ethers. Each industry
group is then broken down into smaller groups, the data for which also are ':ivon by
sex. Next, employment in the following main occupational groups; and in su' eivi-
sions of each of these are given: Skilled; semiskilled; unskilled, sales; clerical,
miscellaneous. These occupational figures are not reported by sex except for
Minneapolis, for which data on women are given for the main groups and for the fol-
lowing separate occupations--presumably those important in woman euploy:ent—tele-
phone operators; apprentices, bakers and bakery workers,hand folders, machine
operators; general labor, helpers; janitors, and six occupations in the sales an
clerical groups.

The following points were brought out in connection with woman elep1e7.eent:

St. Paul. It is observable that the decline in employment is great or a:.:ong the
male than among the feAcle workers. The female workers show an average monthly
decline of 4.1 per cent from 1928 to 19309 whereas the male workers show an e.6 per
cent decline.

One other distinction between the emnlovnent curves of ;ale and fer:ale la'eor is
shown in the fact that the seasonal peak for female workers is December; with a
summer decline, whereas the male workers reach a peak of employment in October or
NoveDber with the low point in February or ',arch.
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The proportion of female labor is largest in the clothing industry; and there
is some tendency to displace men in this field. It is also interestin to note that
in the meat nackiiv industry the number of women increased about 20-25 per cent from
1929-1930, while the number of men was decreasing some 3 or 4 per cent.

Minneapolis. Jhen the curve for total employment in Einneapolis is dived
into male and female we find surprising similarity in the two curves. _-,oth _ale and
female employees show the same general employment picture from 1926-1930 Y:;.t1: a
sharp gain in 1928 and a 10 per cent loss in each curve from 1929 to 1030.

Two points of difference stand out; however. While the female employces gained
5 to 6 por cent from 1926 to 1929, the male workers actually lost 3-4 per cent. It
is also noticeable that the female werkers show little seasonality; varying only 3
per cent from the winter low to a holiday peak in December. On the other hand the
male workers show from 13-15 per cent seasonal variction from the February low to a
summer peak in July.

From the clerical ,4roup9 male bookkeepers, cal° office clerks, and female
office clerks were selscted. }jai° bookkeepers have shown a downward trend through-
out the entire period, accelerating in 1929 and 19.30 to a point 11-12 per cent
below 1926. No seasonal movement is found in this group. The male and female
office clerks have one thing in common--the absence of any marked seasonal fluctua-
tion, a characteristic common to most clerical occupations.

The long-run trend, however, shows considerable difference. The male office
clerks increase 3 or 4 ner cent from 1926 to 19289 lose loss than 1 per cont in 1929,
and then drop 4-5 per cent in 1930. Female office clerks gain slightly from 1926 to
1927 only to lose rnpidly in 1923, dropping 13-14 per cent in one year. Just a')out,
holding their own in 1920; they actually show a gain of about 1 per cent in 1r30.
Here again we have an illustration of the fact that the women workers hove re'„ained
employment much more successfully than the nen during the depression year of 1930.

Duluth. Duluth depertment stores are manned 75 per cent: by women in contrast
to the more than 90 per cent males in the small unit stores. The smaller cThearti.!ent
stores such as those found in Duluth show the sales force much larger in proportion
to the operating staff, and the sales force is always predonirantly fe-ale.

Women workers are most important in the clothing industry where they comprise
55-60 per cent of the total, and in household equinment with 33-35 per cent. The
dairy products division of the food industry also numbers 27-28 per cent females.
In all other (manufacturing) groups they represent less than 5 per cent of the total.

The "Other public utilities" have about 30 per cent female workers, mostly in
the telephone business, but none of the transportation divisions run more than 5-10
per cent women workers; mostly clerical.

While the report does not note the fact, the data for St. Paul son- more
extreme fluctuations and greater irregularity for women than for men. For example,
the totals given for women and men in all industries taken, even excluding the month
of December for women--always a peak one in their Employ:lent—show that in every
year the month of minimum employment anproached more nearly that of the maximum
month for her than for women; in some years the difference for the two sexes was
considerable.

In Minneapolis women's employnent appears to be; on the whole, somewhae:, more
regular than men's. In Duluth, while the variations in employment from low point to
high point in the year seem to be no more extreme for women than for men, there is
considerably more irregularity from month to month within the year.
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Pennsvlvania. The Full-Fashioned :iosierl_In,?ustla.

A stud-, er how full-fashioned hosiery workers find their jobs has recently been
completed by the Depart ent of Industrial Research of the Wharton School of Finance
and Commerce, University of Pennsylvania. Information was gathered in l'AO from
more than 4000 full-fashioned hosiery workers and 61 mill executives threu:h replies
to questionnaires and tl-reugh personel interviews. The study was made by Kiss
Dorothea de Schweinitz, assistant to the direct:r of the Pennsylvania Em-eloyment
Commission.

It was found that approximately 58 per cent of the workers obtained their
positions through friends, and that 22 per cent cbt&ined their positons by
application to the factories. Only slightly more than 2 per cent make use of
employment bureaus. As a result of these conditions, employers are hanicapped
because they are not always assured of finding the best men and women ava laiele to
fill vacancies in their mills, and the skilled workers, in turn, suffer throuch
inability to find readily the particular jobs for which they are best c.ueliaed,
accordin7 to the study.

The last two chapters of the book are devoted to a description of the three
employment bureaus which might have been used by the industry and to a discussion
of the organization of a hypothetical bureau which would serve the full-fashioned
hosiery industry alone. The essentials of an industry bureau would be that it hold
the confidence of employers and orkers alike and that it be used by the entire
industry as a central point of information as to the availability of jobs and
workers. (Daily News Record, February 9, U32.)

United States. Salaries of Teachers.

The Office o: 2clucation of the Department of Interior has attempted to shcw in
a limited way what the financial opportunities for women entering the profession of
college teaching are as compared to these of men. In 1923 the Office re7 EC,ucation
made a survey of 52 selected institutions known as land grant universities and col-
leges and an analysis has now been made of the salary data collected at that time.

According to the results of tku.) ineuiry, women entering co11e7e teachin:
these particular universities and colleges appear at a distinct disadvartace in the
salaries received by thee: as compared with men. Comparisons were fade in five
academic ranks, that of dean, professor, associate professor, assistant professor,
and instructor. .lomen were found to receive a lower median salary tnan :sten in each
of these academic ranks, the difference increaeing with the increase in rank. The
difference between leer's and women's salaries in each rank was as follo-:Ts: Dean,
$1260; professor, $558; associate professor, $402; assistant professor, ,(5;
instructor, $71. For all women teachers, irrespective of rank, in -Leese 0 ibsti-
tutiors the median salary was $600 below that of men teachers. (Salaries ,f Cellegc
Teachers: Collparisons, by John H. MeNcelY9 Division of Colleges and profeosienal
Schools, Office of Education, in School Life, February, 1932.)

Massachusetts.

wage board to recommend a minimum rate of wages for women and girls employed
in waste sorting establiements is to 'ee formed by the minimum agc CmeissLon. The
occupation considered includes the sorting of rags, bags, waste paper, and -ill
remnants.
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Wa7es. Eanufacturino:. The average weekly Yage for woreen in 812 meaufacturing
establisnmerees for )occ:Ther 1931 was $12.98. The average wage in certain in:_ustries
employing large pre-oortiers of women was: Beets and s'eees, $11.66; cluthieln, mer's,
$11.26; clothin, wonen's, $13.75; cenfectioncry, $13.58; cotton ze:ds, 11.22;
hosiery and knit ,,-eods, n11.28.• Averae carnin2s are influenced by time warheC..
While such data are not given separately for weelen, a report on the total number of
wage earners employed in 12057 manufacturing establishirents shows that of 1512916
employees, 6528849 or less than half, worked full time. (Communication to tee
Women's Bureau.)

Oregon. minimum .Jae.

Two important problems are scheduled for consideration at a special conference
to be held in portland -D:arch 7 under the direction of the Stite welfare ae:mission.
Probably the most important of these deals with readjustment of the mini:ewe waL:e for
women employed in canneries. Women employees of these industries received 27-.- cents
an hour in 1931. Cannerymen declared that this scale YDS discriminatory against
women, for the reaso:i that men could be employed at a lesser ware under existin
conditions. Some cannery men reported that they ceuld emnles: men worl:ers for 20
cents an hour.

The other problem at issue has to do with the so-called bonus system in berry,
vegetable and hop fields. Reports received by the welfare commission indicated that
the present system of holding back from pickers as much as one-half cent a pound on
their pickings until the end of the season had worked a hardship on many of the
workers. Only pickers who remain through the entire season receive t'ais bonus.
(The Sunday Oregonian, iebruary 7, 1932.)

Great Britain. Salaries of Teachers.

The present scales of salaries are so framed as to Eive to women teachers
approximately 80 per cent of the salaries payable to :eon. These scales are due to
terminate in ;narch, 1933. Before tkn'es date, the Burnham committee, the joint com-
mittee of teachers and education authorities resporeible for teachers' salaries,
will undertake the tasl: of formulating new scales. let these negotiations nressure
for enual pay for men and women will be exerted.

The movement for equal pay will stimulate the movement for allowance for
dependents. Already the London School of :commies has granted equal pay to the men
and women on its staff, together with substantial allowances to married .len for each
child receivinc!; education, under the age of 23. (Christian Science 1:onitor, Feb.13,
1932.)

PERSONNEL

Florence Kelley.

Working women el' this country suffored an immeasurable loss with -the recent
death of Florence irulloy. Her 73 years of were snent in an effort to better
the conditions of industrial workers, women and children, and at the end of her long
career, the force of her . ersenality and her intellectual keenness and vision had
made her one of the nost distinguished humanitarians of her day and a real influence
on her generation.

At a time when *.icn:ien university graduates were few and women lawyers still more
uncommon, she was a graduate of Cornell University and a 7euber of the Illineis.bar.
In the early and eperievental days of social research, she had served as a special
agent of the Federal Covernment in charge of its inquiry into conditions in Chicago
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for its report on The Slums of Great Cities. Eoreover from 1893 to 1097 s-e had

served with ability as chief of the Illinois Factory Inspectors--beilv; the :•:_rst

woman to head a State factory insnectien denartl:ent.

Few progressive movements failed to receive her support. From the first she

was a leader in the cause of Equal Suffrage. She was actively interested in aiding

the Negro. She was one of the pioneers in promoting the creation of the Federal

jomen's and Children's Bureaus. she had ion:.: residence with Jane Adff.as at Hull

House and later at the Henry Street Settlement with Lilian Wald.

But it is in connection with the National Consumers' League of which she was

secretary from 1899 until her death and with her work for industrial and social

legislation that Florence Kelley's name has been most closely identified. urelor her

leadership this Leac;uevmrked for legislation limiting the day's and the week's work

and prohibiting night work, to set standards of safety and sanitation, and to secure

minimum wage standards.
For such causes she wrote and spoke. She was the author of "Some 2thical Gains

Through Legislation" published in 19052 and of "modern Industry" in 1913.

In Mrs. Kelley's own words, "The Consumers' League was not formed to bea', do
wn

the price of groceries and dress goods. %Mat it warted to do was to awaken res-

ponsibility for conditions under which goods were made and distributed, and through

investigation, education and logislation9 to mobilize :mblie opinion in behalf of

enli7htened standards for workers and honest products for everybody."

NOTES: UNITED STATES

Vocational Guidance.

At the annual convention of the National Vocational Guidance i,ssociatThn; which

met in Washington, February 182 192 and 202 1932, a number of matters o interest

and importance in the field of woman erployment were discussed. An importont feature

of one breakfast meeting was the explanation by Miss Florence E. Clark o.. Chicato of

the preparation of a -iacephlet on the frintincr, trades shortly to be published the

occupational research section of the association, for the use of young students and

the teachers who are seeking to e:ive them occupational inforelaticn and advice. In

another meetinr..; tho chairman of this section, V1S3 Eay acyzers Lane of Cswoo, Now

york, called attention to the fact that, after strossinU the need of moo° colete

and accurate information in regard to occupations, the sessions had laid es-2ccial

emphasis on a matter scarcely mentioned at such meetings in former years: The im-

portance of establishing a broad background of knowledge in regard to ckanin

economic conditions and the ways in which they are affecting occupations. In another

session, the reed for training in diversified knowled:o rather than in narrewed

specialization was brought out. At a fourth session, Miss 1:argaeet 1:eyer, of the

division of Junior placement, Now York State Dopartrent of Labor, spoke ef the diffi-

culties of preventing certain typos cf occupational exploitation a-ainst whtck the

law does not protect. In this connection she mentiened the uso of youn 1)0e -)1c for

the sale direct to consumers of cosmetics and other products. Sono-tie:los those

young people, whose appeal nay be greater than that of older persons, are seet to

country districts to make sales, after having boon supplied by their elepl)yes with.

"hard luck" stories, or oven with a photograph of the convelescent hospital from

which they are supposed to have emerged.
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1003 U. S. Department of Labor
Women's Bureau

Washington

News Letter No. 85 ArTil 1, 1932.

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFULLY EYFLOYED W0LE1;

Hours and 'jerk  Conditions

New Jersey. A Six-Day_Week.

A M1 which would make Dandatory one day of rest in seven for workers in

factories, mercantile establishments, transportation and public service co.lpanies,

hotels, restaurants and elevators, has been introduced in iho State lerr.isla5ure of

Now Jersey as a socially desirable measure and as another attach on unen-)loyment.

The bill: introduced by Senator Arthur A. Quinn, permits Sunday work but guarantees

another day of r,st and recreation to those employed on Sunday. Simil r ?.aws have

been in operation in New York, Massachusetts, and lisconsin for some years as public

health measures. The ALerican Association for Labor Legislation which is backing

the New jersey ::easurc reports, on the basis of recent investigation, that the

ono-day-of-rest-ir-sever law in those three States is working smoothly "without

hardship to the el,plol.cr." (The Survey, Icarch 15, 1032.)

pennsylvania. In•Justrial Homework.

In the adninistration of the one Work Regulations during the year 1S31 con-

tacts have been -lade with nearly 500 employers and over 4,000 home-workine;

In 10302 violations of the Woman's Law were found in about 3 per cent of the homes

visited. In 1?31 violations were found in ap-;:roximately 14 per cent of ;:he hoes.

(Labor and Industry, January, 1032.)
The hour law--10-,hovr day, 54-hour week—the night work law, and the law

requiring a 115-ninute rest period after 6 hours' work, apply to industrial horx work

as well as to work in factories.

Rhode Island. Ho-ars of Work.

Bills which would )rohnit night work for women, and limit their ;,uars of labor

to 48 in one week, have been introduced into the Rhode Island legislature. The

night work law would prohibit work between the hours of 10 p.m. and 6 a.u. (Daily

News Record, March 15, 3032.)

Virginia. Hours of Jor.:.

The Senate Committee on General Lavs 1,-as killed a new hour law for 7fx2en a

vote of nine to one. At present the Law forbids wo.,:en in industry to woris i.i.ore than

10 hours a day, an..1 there is no weekly limit, making 70 hours a possibilit: 9 where

the Sunday law is not enforced. The bill just killed provided an 8-hour (lay for a

6-day week, a V..,-:Iour day for a 5-day week, and a 0-hour day for a 5- ,-day week.

Manufacturers alnearine atiAinst the bill clained thai it would serieusly har:iicap

if not destroy the industries of the Stete. (Christian Science Honitor, :arch 12,

1932.)

Wisconsin. Ni'.:ht 'Jerk.

Officials of a hosiery company of Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, and representatives of

civic organizations of that city recently al,peared before the Industrial ConLnission
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asking that that the hosiery company he allowed to employ a night shift of wcrien, Th
commission had previously ruled against nisht work, and would not change this
previous decision. The commission in its decision stated in part:

"The trend of nodern thought in the light of modern conditions is to
prohibit night work, and fisconsin must choose whether it zil1 continue to
lead in this direction or whether it will turn its face in the °tiler direction;
thus lending its influence not only to breaking down the progress that has
been made in this State but in other States as well.

"Weeien Pay row work from 6 a.m. until 6 p.m. so that this employer could
operate on a two 6-hour shift plan without losing any time for meal periods.
This alone would increase the nuleber of hours of eLnloyment 44 per cel ; since
the women are no:: worhinn' 50 hours a week. Permitting this amnloyer tu eperate
until 10 olclocl: would only grant him two additional hours per day, sict.
1-heur meal ;uric-ids would have to be per it-ted each shift of workers,

"If the eersleer followed this suff'estion he would be reducing tho eu. ,r
of hours work:d ney each woman from 40 to 36 per week but would be deul)li:: the
number of woon workers. This would be more thou sufficient to take cen of
the nronosed increase in nroduction.

"The colinissien -eclieves ti:at it cones with ill grace frele such an eenle:er
to urge that he be nermittod to employ his women at night before ho hs tLcn
advantage of his eennertunities to increase employment s' (Daily News 7necorel,
Earch S 1932.)

Eraloyment

United States.
.46111.0••••••••••• •

Eelployment ef_Marrie0e2omen....1930 Census. Up to the 25th of :7erch preliminary
releases received fnel: the Census of Occupations show the gainful cean1cn7noe'e of
married women in 44 natea. The proportion of these women who were se ec!uned had
decreased in 3 States from that in 19209 and had increased only about 1.. or
less in 7 other:). In nearly lalf the reported States only about 10 1;Gf ccb:L:

less of the married woen were employed. Only in the four States of Georg:.a; Florida,
South Carolina, and ieississipni did the proportien reach or approach 20 per cent;
and these -Lore all in regions where many negrees live and work. For exaellele; in
Georgia 10.5 per cent of the white and 37.0 per cent of the negro married ween were
gainfully employed. In all the States for which inferno-tie:1 is available, consid-
erably larger pro:nortieLs of ell women 15 years of aee and over than of -f.Alerien wee-.en
15 and over were gainfully employed. In 16 of the 26 States for which bulletins
giving occupation statistics have been nublished, the proortion of gainfully employed

women was practically twice as great as the nroportion of en:nloyed marric,e ':0 on.

In 14 of these States less than one-third of the eainfully occunied anC over
were rarried, tnd only in the four States of Arizona; Florida, Ilissisei-j..i;

Nevada was the )reportion es hiF.,h as 4C ner eentE in three of these anc7. in seveneen

other States—in all; 20 of the 26--the largest groups of married woz,or in eenful

occunations were in ecriestic und personal service. That women who enter this occu-

pation do no from the necessity of making a living would seem to be oUviens.
(Analysis by ionents Darean.)

EnTloyreent of Married -Cloen as Teachers. In 1930-31 the flational :Jucation

Association obtained from school authorities in nearly 1,500 cities a state: cut of

the general policy of each school system with respect to the cIendoyleent :)2 :larriej

women an now teachers and the retention of sinle women teachers who marry. Of the

cities reportins in all nopuletion groups, about 77 par cent do not (L -ploy married

women as new teachers. The figures vary from 60 pox' cunt in cities ever 1C)0,000 to
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80 per cent in cities of 10000 to 30,000 in population. No definite rclationsisin
is apparent between thc size of cities and their practice on this point.

Only 37 per cent of all cities reporting permit sini7,10 women teachers to
continue teachinc after marriage, and a number of these permit it only i1i case of
teachers who have been elected for permanert service. Dere than one-half of the
remaining 63 per cent require woflen teachers to resiTr at once if they Airry; while
nearly as maly require their resignation at the close of the school yea'. In a elere
handful of cities the rules make it optional with the school board in each case as
to whether the teacher may continue or is reeuired to resign.

ks to the legal aspects of the question, apparently no State has passed any
legislation with respect to 2larried woren as teachers. In at least six etates and
the District of Colubia, however, decisions on the question have been han:.ed down
by the courts, the ci.ief State school official, or the State boarj of ce:eecaion.
Two authorities coeelud.e, from their analyses of these decision e that in tone states
marrjae is not in itself a valid cause for dismissin:: a teacher who is ueeler con-
tract or who is teachiee under a tenure law which per,its disnissal only :or
specified causes. It is; of course, unsafe to assume that similar decisi, zovia
be made in the other 3tatee if cases of this kind should cone up for :djuCe'_ceon.

The :lost recent l'..ecision or the subject was handed down on Deceeeber 21, 1e31,
by the laryland 3tatc 'eoard of Education in response to an a;peel ."roy. !ice:dce
County. The board ruled that a woman teacher in the yeAblic schools of :eryhanC.
can not be dismissed because she marries. It also stated that a clauee ie a teacher's
contract readir, "If a "eleele teacher merries in any school year Sh3wiil'e
expected to resi:n at the close of the school year," is In hlair. eonfliet .;ith the
State tenure law. '2his law provides no basis for discriminatien en accoen sox
or marital status. (Research Bulletin of the :lationel Education ;-,C30Ci.,) p Jac.

Ialoymeetof OofljeVTomen. Areon the 6,665 matriculants of land-
institutions .,:hose educationi and occuletional histories have been anal-zee: ir a
bulletin just Tublie:.ed by the Institute of ',lemon's Professional aelatiells, t,:lere are
enceurae,inr indicatiees of a growing diversification of occupatioee. hub fer too
many of these colle2e 'roleen are crewded into teacie-:, an increase in the _re_er'eion
entering other fields of work is noted aelong the more recent classes.

For example tore were 300 women with hor.e econonics train4 n whe ,re sot
teachint;. Of these 103 wore dietitians and 77 were home denenstration aeenese The
others were in bueiness positions with food, equipieen, and textile :eorepeeies, on
newspaper or magaeine staffs writing special articles or in manaeorial 1;eoitiees in
tea rooms, cafeterias and institutions.

Neet to the teaeh.ors in number were t1,0L;e in clerical wcrk, but there were 162
wemee in busillese who Jere distinctly outside of the clerical ranks. Thu:. few in
number their exa..e:de is of value.

Some of the ..eoot 3eetorestins werk wale that reported by the 30 woo;. .e a:eicul-
ture. Half of them Lacl had special preparation for their work in the aerieral
collegoe, the ether 'ale' had matriculated in liberal arts or hone ecere:liee. T.,ere
wore :rowers of L:rain, bulbs, fruit, 3.1..1%2 f1ower:3; cattle raieere, dairy see
farm owners. one of t'eu ;i3:!lest earned incomes was reported by the ;Ialea_..,e c17 a
cattle ranch who I- aej. 0.6,000 the year of the survey; 1927-28. (e'ea, -;
and Educatin, iebruery, 132.)

UneLniplovelent Amer- •,7e1.1en. 1933  Census of Uneryrreent. Examination of the
figures showily eue:aJe of 7omet, ordinarily in jainful eccul)ations who were re: orted
by the Census to be ou of work in the groups classed by the Census as Class 1.9
those "out of work, able to work, and lookine for a job," and Class B those or
lay-off (which in sce -e cases had extended for 6 or 9 months or even a year at the
time reported) it is fwend that over 500,000 women--4.7 per cent of these usually
in gainful oceupations--were returned as unemployed. The largest
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women--185,000--was Ire:- the manufacturing industries, 145,000 were from domostic
and personal service; and 66,000 from trade. Very many more women than lee :a: been
thrown out of work in domestic and personal service. Nearly as many of t:.e no:sen as
of the men norelally in the cigar and tobacco industries were unemployed; in this
industry as well as in the manufacture of electrical machinery and suDplies, and in
the combined textile industries, over 10 per cent of the women normally so e-e_;eeed
were out of work. The largest groups of unemiaoyed from manufacturin were 53,000
from the textile, 31,000 from the clothing, and 13700 from the food industries.
While unemployment did not affect as many of the worsen as of the men who wore
usually in the electrical machinery and supply industry, the combined food indus-
tries, insurance and real estate, and wholesale and retail trade, it did apDly to
larger proportions of tho werlen than of the men in these occupations. (Analysis by
Women's Bureau.)

Nee: York. Industrial 'romewcrk.
•••••••••••••••••••10.4.

It is semetimes aseeneed that during a depression industrial homework t ri-ves at
the expense of the factory worker. A closer e.e.a.Anation of the facts, ho-ev'r,
reveals quite a different situation. Homework, as all other worh; has be n .euatle:
affected by the present cle,voesion and there are indications that for the :aet
twenty years the volume of such work has increased during periods of Irosperity and
has been curtailed more drastically than fet7ry employment clurinc nerieds of
depression.

A rough inde:e e the trend of homework in :;ow Yerh State may be found in the
reports of the homework inspectors who regularly inspect each tener:ent which is
licensed for homework: and report the number of 1Dersons onasod in such work at the
time of the inspection. During 1(231 there were 13,377 horeeworhers rc)orted working
in the apartments visited during the two re7u1ar insDections, as comared with
14,440 the year before. In addition to the 13;377 reported Jerking: the inspectors
interviewed 5,456 Yee:,ces who normally ongacee in homework; but had not 1)..)D able to
secure work at the of the interview. Those who were leer:: successful in finding
work had a much s-cller cneonnt than ever before. 1:ow one seldom sees Italian wo:een
piled heavily with cons or trousers OD the way from the factory, even in the height
of the season. They carry only a fei garments each, often less than half a dczer,
instead of the heavy bunt:Lie of a dozen or two which was a familiar sight a few years
ago.

It would seem test there is a direct relation between the volume of .:"actor:
work and that of homework.. There are various factors which must influence this
relationship. In some industries certain )rocesses in the manufacture or fineshinz
of factory mPde articles have lent themselves readily to homework. In t: 030 cases
homework has long held a definite place in the industry end is e)anded or eurteiled
as the volume of factory work itself increases or diminishes. It is undentodly
true that there are other industries in which heerework is substituted fr :actory
work during a depression In still others, homewerkers constitute a reeerve labor
supply and as such aro the first workers to be dispensed with when business ')ece:Ies
dull. 'eith their plants and machinery in existence manufacturers in such industries
are anxious to keep their factory workers employed. Instead of increasin:; ' ewerk
as a substitute for factory work at such tines they rely upon homework as a . cans
of expanding production beyond the capacity of their plants during periede ex crest-
er activity. (The Indnotrial Bulletin, !76-1 York, February, 1932.)

Canada. harried eo:'en in Government Service..•••MO

A section of the Civil Service Let provides that; "An employee
manent position that is to be abolished, or which is no loner required, snet.L
laid off and his salary c'dsccntinued but his name shall be placed, in therocer
provided by the ren:ulations of tho commission on the list of persons olisiele for
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the class of positions from which ho was laid off or for any other positions for
which he may have qualified."

ks a result of charges in the Department of the Interior, 845 employees were
laid off in 1931. Realizing the hardship which this involved, and also that a great
number of trained workers would be lost to the serv3ce if they could not be absorbed
elsewhere, the Government saw fit to pass an Order in Council, making provision for
the absorption of these 645 employees.

One of the provisions of this Order in Council for the absorption of laid-off
employees of the Department of the Interior by other departments of the service;

was that married women who were employed in the Government service should be replaced
by surplus Interior employees. A canvass vas made of the various departments of

Government, and complete returns have been received from all but two departments,
namely, the National Research Council and the Income Tax Branch of the Department
of National Revenue. In all other departments it was found that there were 75 mar-
ried women employed, but with the exception of 11 these were either separated from
their husbands and receiving rc support from them, or their husbands were physically
incapable of supporting them. (23d Ann.Rep.Civil Service Commission of Carac'a,

Scotland. lament of Women in Edinburgh.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••• .00,0,•••••••••••••••••••••••• • 

••.••••••.••••••••••••.••••••••••=b

More than 41 per cent of all women and girls in Edinburgh 14 years of acre and
over are employed, and the total number of female workers, 70,17)2, is nearly 10,000
greater than in 1921 and represents more than 18 per cent of the total population
of the Scottish capitol, 439,010. Of the 70,132 female workers in I]dinburgh, 21,400
are in 2ersonal services, including 14,840 in private domestic service; 16,40.1 are
employed in commerce and finance, 8,351 in the professions (chiefly teaching and
nursing), 5,703 in public administration and defense, 5,748 in the manufacture of
food, drink and tobacco, 5,157 in paper making; printing and publishing, 3,735 in
the manufacture of clothing and textiles, and 2,622 in the rubber industr::. Among
4,774 typists there are only 16 men. (Communication from the American Consul in
Edinburgh, based on Zourteenth Decennial Census of Scotland, 1931.)

Waes

Massachusetts.

Earn3ngs., Pocetbook ard Leather Goode Industr1r. It will be recalled that the
Iinimm .aage Commission voted in the fall to establish a wage board for the pocket-
book and leather f;ooe,s industry. Data on wages and earnings in this industry
recently have boor co:Tiled, based on an inveatigation of bay-roll records in 30
establishments for th 'period Juno through July, 1931. Minimum rage dacrees are now
in force covering 21 industries or occuDations in Massachusetts. The lowest minimum
for experienced workers sot by any decree is $13 (in some eases this applies only to
workers 18 years of a:-;e end over); the highest is $15.40.

Of the 820 women in the 30 establishments investigated, over three-fourths
earned loss than $13 a week, and over half earned less than $10 a week. 1Gokly
rates were reported for 714 v:omen in 29 establishments. A rate of less than
was reported for over two-thirds of the womon and of less than $10 for evor one-
third. 'rho per coxt of women earning the lower rates was greatest in (,..stablishments
manufacturing pocketbooks and handbags, over three-fourths having rates loss than
$13 a week and nearly on -half havinz rates loss than $10. Wage rates of $16 or
over were reported for 119 of the 714 women. (Communication to the .:omen's Bureau.)

minimum Wage. A bill hrs been introduced by State Senator 7il1iam S. Conroy of
Fall River requiring that manufacturers not complying with the provisions of the
minimum wage law shall indicate this fact by appropriate labels on their products.
Two important amendments have boor added since the introduction of the ori:inal bill.
One would compel retailers to post in their places of business a sign notifying
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purchasers that 000ds sold there were not made in compliance with the mini,ome. %:age
law, if this were th. case. The oth,r provides a substantial fine and imprisonl:ent
for any -cerson detected removing labels from goods.

Introduction or this proposed legislation is the result of a recent Aceting of
civic bodies, at which it was stated that very low wages were paid to wonon employees
by a nuleber of industries that have Come recently to Fall River. 7hile the le:;isla.-
tion is aimed at the L;are.: nt industry it will take effect or every industry in the
State.

That the bill is considered important is apparent from the fact that the com-
mittee on rules will tae it up after the time allowed for the filing of bills. The
solid support in favor of placing it upon the calendar for this session by members
of the legislature from Fall River will undoubtedly have effect. (Daily News Record,
March 18; 1932.)

Orem!. 7a,,,es in Fruit and Vep;.etable Harvestinr,  and Carninc;.
• •••0....•./.......IMIMIMMOOIP

The Industrial oelfare Commission at a recent meeting refused to re-luce the
minimum hourly rate for women in canneries from 27* cents to 25 cents as recluested
by employers.

At the same meetin a program was adopted for establishment of an arbitration
board to adjust coelleints and grievances arising, out of a so-celled "bolus system"
for pickers in berry; vegetable, and hop fields. The bonus system; adopted by the
growers themselves to make sure that the pickers will remain until the en. of the
season; is an arrar,:ecent whereby a 1,ortion of the picker's wage is withheld until
the last crop is harvested. Abuses of the system in Which the workers charged that
they had been forced out just before they were entitled to receive the bonus; or in
which they claimed they had left the fields with the employer's -2ermission, ancl
later were not allowed to claim the remainder of their wage, have teen subitted
to the welfare commission and will result in an investigation. (The Portlard
Oregonian, I.Karch 12, 1:32.)

France. Family :-.11ewances.

On 21 January 1932 the French Senate adopted without amendnent the Farily
Allowances Bill 1.assed by the Chamber of Deputic)e on 30 March 1931. Tne essential
provisions of this ileasure are given below.

The new Act will form the fifth Chapter of the Labor Code. It requires every
employer in an industrial, commercial or aEriculturel occupation, cr liberal profes-
sion, to become a -leplier of a compensation fund or similar irstitutior approved by
the minister of Labor. In exceptional cases an employer who has already established
on behalf of his workers a family allowance service approved by the Minister of
Labor may be enemrt from this requirement. The application of the act to a -;ricul-
tural undertakings will be deterloined by i„ublic administrative resulations; issued
on the initiative of the 1:inister of Labor and the Finister of Agriculture and after
consultatien with the Chambers of Agriculture.

The act provides for allowances for every child dependent on the worker or
salaried employee up to the school-leavinc are, or up to the ae of 16 I: the child
is continuing its studies or has entered apprenticedhil;4 The number of daily allow-
ances may not be less then the number of days' work perfermed. The allowances are
payable in full in the event of temporary or permanent incapacity or in case
death resulting from an accident.

The minimuoi rate of the allowance for each child will be determined by an Order
of the linister of Labor in each department, either for all occupations to:...ether
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or for each occuDatienal group. The rate may not be less than that granted by the
compensation funds already approved at the time of the promulgation of thc act; but
may be raised or lowered at a later date. Allmances may not be ceded or attached,
except for the payment Ai the specific forms of debt covered by section 203 of the
Civil Code. (Industrial and Labor Information, Feb. 159 1932.)

PERSONNEL

Massachusetts.

Yiss Lary ::c.ehan of the Bookbinders' Union has boon appointed Assistant Ce..-
missicner of the )epal'tflent of Labor and Industries, the position formerly hold by
Miss Ethel Johnson.

NOTES: UNITED STATES

position of 7.1crnot: in 50 Land Grant _Universities and Cenci-cos.
• ••••••••• 00•••••••••••••••••........

Tnis information is based on a study made in 1926 by the Office of Education.
Of 6,890 f..211-tie staff members in these 50 institutions, 5;822 were r4e1; and 1,068
were women. The prepertionate distribution of men and wor.!en in the five academic
ranks of dean, professor, associate professor, assistant professor, and ins-;.ructor,
shows more men proportionately in the higher ranks. Nearly 3 per cent o: the men and
less than 1:e per cent of the. women were dears. One-third of the er. and J:e-tenth of
the women were ;refessors. 'Mile women formed 15.5 per cent of all the sta:f members,
they formed only al:,ut 5 1:er cent of the professclis. Nearly one-half of the women
and about ..,ne-fourth of the men were instructors. The report also gives the distri-
bution of men and women, and median salaries by academic rani: in seven major
sions of instructicn, liberal arts; oducati:n, home economics, agriculture,
engineering, commerce and business, and physical education. Eediar salaries o_ 4'
women in all rans tuether were fnly 72.9 per cent as great as those of men. 'Zenon
instructors received 06.6 the median salary of men, while as deans they received.
only 77.6 of the men's median. (Salaries in Land-Grant Universities and Collees,
by John E. :cNcely.)
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1011 U. S. Department of Labor
Women's Bureau
Was

News Letter No. 86.

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFULLY EiYLOYED 1,701,1.N

Hours and -lork Conditions

ray 1, 1C;32.

Massachusetts. Ni-ht Work.

House Bill 23 to lirohihit the employment of women and minors in the i.lanu-
facture of leather before 6 a.m. and after 6 p.1]. -.-assed the T!ouse without division
but was rejected in t:ie Senate on a roll-call vote of 15 to 15. '(Industry,
March 26, 1932.)

New York. Chan-in7 Conditions of Homework.

The history of legislation regulating industrial homework in New York State,
and a survey of conditions surrounding such work as shown in studies made
from time to time are given in the New york Industrial Bulletin for 1:arch, 1932.

"Almost fifty :rec-ss -.Etve -sassed since the first attempt ,:as made to con-
trol industrial hopoworh through legislation. When the first hoLiework law was
enacted in New York ;tate there was no such thing as a labor law. The Depart-
ment of Labor was not yet in existence. There were no regulations conccrning
child labor, no limitations of hours of work, net ever the most ele-3entary re-
quirements to insure safety and sanitation in factories

The first law relatinr to tenement house manufacture, a law pro-
hibiting: the manufacture of cigars, in tenement houses in New York City, was
rased in 18P3. This law and a second which followed it were entitled 'An
Act to Improve the Health' and were to be administered by the sanitary
inspectors. Both wore soon declared unconstitutional. Eight years later, in
1892, a more effective law was lassed which was broader in scope but which
regulated, rather than prohibited, certain types of homework in tenements

In January, 1n3, a new homework bill ..... was passed which,
with a few minor changes, is still in effect today. Most important among the
new provisions of this law were the prohibition of the manufacture of curtain
articles in tene.:ent houses for a factory, including children's clothin,:, (ions
and food; licensim- and regulation of the manufacture of all articles in :;one-
ment houses; the rec„uiring of a permit for all factory owners giving ouL articles
to be nf...nufactured in tenements; and the organization of a special Division of
Homework Inspection to enforce the law

In the earlier reports "many rages were devoted to detailed descriptions
of the overcrowding and the insanitary conditions in the tenement workroa7.6

"The investigators reported the prevalence of 'consumption' and other com:xni-
cable diseases among hameworkers and called attention not only to insanitary
rooms from which disease might be spread to consumers but to the dangers, for
the workers themselves, of working long hours and eating poorly prepared rood.

They commented on the fact that the workers did not stop their work for mnals

but sent out for whatever food required the least time to prepare and eat at
their work. They also reported that the families worked and slept in shirts

so that work continued day and night
Although sanitary conditions characteristic of the old type sweat

shop are now the e;:ception rather than the rule in apartments where homework
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is carried on, it .1ust revertheless be remerbered that the potential hazaeCe of
homework are still great. A fact i-ointed out by the Factory Investiatin: Com-
mission twenty ycaro ago is still true today, that very few families who weeee2e
in homework have a room where such work can be done without comity into c etaet
with food and housekeeping processes. Contagious diseases are still found fro
time to time in aparteeents where work is being carried on for factories, and
every year hundreds of orders are issued by the inspectors to comply with the
sanitary regulations of the homework law. In 1913, 705 'such orders were iecued
to homeworkers regarding insanitary conlitions.

"It has also 'eecoree apnarent tient the sanitary hazards of homework, as
well as other homework rroblems, may be 8s serious in single and two fa: ily
dwellings as in tenement houses where homework is carried on. In 1904 such
dwellings were exeeeeted 'ron the homework law. It was believed at that ti:,o
that the evils which the law was designed to correct generally eeisted only in
tenement houses and that the conditions under which homework was carried Cl) In
dwellings di cl not rce.eire legislative control. It has become more and elore
apparent, however, thot the sanitary dangers of homework depend more upon the
habits of the individual family than upon the type of dwelling in which tney
live, and that fro the point of view of the consumer, homework in the dwell-
ings now exempt frets: the Labor Law may be as great a menace as that carried on
in the tenement houses under its jurisdiction."

Albania. _Niht fork.

On March 17, 1932; the Secretariat of the League of Nations registered
the formal ratification by the .0.banian Goverment of the Conventions concern-
ing the eteployent of women during the niL:ht, concerning the night work o:
young persons employed in industry, and fixing the minimum age for admission ef
children to industrial employment. (Industrial and Labor Information, April 11,
1932.)

France. Hours of lore..
••••••• •••••• ••• • .••••••••••• ....•••••••••••••

A Bill for the introduction of a 40-hour week was introduced in the
French Chamber of ieeuties on 23 February 1932.

The Bill stilndatee that workers, irresiective of sex and age, who arc
employed in indeotrial or commercial undertakings or their branches; ..:het.ter
public or private, secular or denominational, educational or charitable, :lay
not be eml!loyed more than 40 hours per week of five days. provision will e
made in the public ad::inistrative regulations to distribute the 40 hours over
more than five (lays in trades where the nature of the work does rot normally
permit a five-day week.

4ithin three .!onths of the date of promulgation, public administrative
regulations will fix the time lieeits and conditions for the application c2
the provisions of the Act to the various occupational groups throughout France.
In all cases the employers' and workers' organizations concerned must O con-
sulted and must give their orinion not more than one month later. The ad:'ieis-
trative regulations eust be 'eased on existing national agreements concluded be-
tween the employers' and workers' organizations concerned, and arc subject to
compulsory amendment when the time limits and conditions which they embody are
not in conformity with the -provisions of international agreements concluded on
the subject. They sej also be revised at the request of the employers' and
workers' organizations.
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The enforceolent of the 40-hour week may in no case he a reason for a re-

ducton in tho real earnings of the workers. (Industrial and Labor Infor-olaton,

March 289 1932.)

.•••Emnlovment

••••••••••4410.

Illinois. Unemplapent of Women, Januarv 1031.
MI00. •••••••.•.A.

..•.••..4..•••••••

The Labor Bulletin for Larch, 19329 contains a report of thc men and wo:'en

unemidoyed in Chicago as shown in the special unemployment census taken in Janu-

ary, 1931. Of 370,051 persons out of a job, able to work and lookin: for work

(Class A) 82,034 wore woolen; while of 79,393 persons having jobs but on lal,-o2f

without pay excludin those sick or voluntarily idle (Class B) 14,230 -oore -omen,

making nearly a hundred .thousand women in the two classes. In April, 1r.)36, of

167,034 persons reiorted unemployed in Classes A and B, 26;869 were woo:el.. Thus

in April; 1933, about one-sixth (16 per cent) of those reported as uneplo-w-ed in

Classes A and B were waren while in Januarys 1931, over one-fifth (21.4 .2er cent

of those so reported were women.

New York. Unemrlolo,e,"- Syracuse.

A survey of unen)loyment sponsored by the New York State Department of

Labor was made in syracuse in November, 1931. Seven sam:de areas were selected

for canvass by the Associated Charities of Syracuse. "The superior residential

district, the medium residential district, the congested district; the foreign

district, all found their way into the selection." The persons enumerated both

male and female formed roughly 10 per cent of the total gainfully e,:nloyed in

the city according to the 1920 census. In the areas canvassed were found 5;639

males 18 years of age and over (those in school excluded) and 1,663 females

18 years of age and over, who wore usually employed, of the 1;663 wo:o!en; 311

wore unemployed, 292 of these being able and willing to work - nearly one-fifth

of the total usually employed. Ono-sixth of this total (278) were employe,: pert

time.
The following -,able shows the proportion of women unemployed but able and

willin to work in certain industrial groups employing larger numbers of war:men.

Total number
enumerated

Per cent uncmloyed, but

able and willin to work

Domestic and personal service.... 340 21.2

Hanufacturir:g and mechanical 337 22.6

Retail and wholesale trade 307 16.3

Professional 224 9.4

Self-employed 130 14.6

Clerical workers were classified according to industry employin: theu

(manufacturing, etc.) unless the industry or employer was not given, in w'olich

case they were classified as "ciericol (not otherwise specified)." Fifty-two

wow.en were so classified, of whom 21.2 per cent were unemployed although able

and willing to work. (Special 3u1. No. 173; New York State Del'arto:ent of Labor.)
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West Virrinia. Ere-Ao,rnent of Women.______••••*••••••••*Wor. ..•••••....•••• •• • .0.14.1....m••••••••.•••

"A number of factories in recent years have located within the 3tato re-

cruiting their employees from the feuale sex. The largest growth in numers was
during 1930  "fest Virginia is one of four States that does not have a law

regulating the hours of labor for women. Consideration should be given to this
fact, a regulatory law enactee„ and thus remove tho State from the present blac
color on the chart of the United States." (Twentieth Biennial Report of the
Bureau of Labor, West Virs.inia.)

222.bec. Employment Offices.

An amendment to the Employment Bureau Act, which comes into force ::ay 2,
1932; repeals those sections which -porleit rrivate empley,lent offices to ce)e -eate

under license and .2rohibits the kueniTT of such offices except those established
and maintained by religious cengregations or societies for the placing of t:leir
proteeeDo; workers' societies for the study, defense and development of the econom-
ical, social and Loral interest of employees, charitable and benevolent occieties,

and cre:)loyers who have their own employment bureaus. In all cases a -2en'it ust
be obtained froei th ;:inister of Labor. Such pernit is issued free of c11.7re
and is good for one year only. It may be cancelled at any time. No reeluneation

may be exacted from to seeker for e;eploynent and a register must be 1:opt in the

form prescribed by the :.inister. (The Labor Gazette, Canada; 1:arch; 1932.)

aLes
Massachusetts. Minimuve War-e.

The House of aepresentatives on a voice vote; April 14, killed the Lill
which would authoriee the State ::inimum ;age Commission to revise wa:e decrees
without the convening of a wage beard unless a revision in excess of 10 per
cent was centen)lated. (The T,oston Transcri-lt, April 142 1932.)

Tlebec. L'inimum

Th'e "Liebec Lee.;iclature Jhich was in session from november 3, 19312 to

February 19, 1'232, al ended the Rneen's rinimum 'lege Act so as to extend its

scope to include corieercial establishment. The section dealing with tho ap-

pointment of the Linirlum 'iago Commission was altered to provide thnt two men-

bars shou30 represent fier-alo employees. The commission may fix a special scale

of wages for persons engaged in seasonr1 occupations. (The Labor Gazette.

Canada, Y.arch, 1932.)

Australia. Child 2ndowmont.
memovam.......walb,. • Amonloimoro. ••••••••••• ••••••••••

The principle of supplementing wages by a payment in respect of cle -)en2ey.t

childr.n under fourteen years of age has become very prominent in Auetralia in

recent years and is actually in operation in ceetain instances.

The first payLe.) of child endowment allowances in Australia was in con-

nection with the Convonwcalth lublic Service. *ellen the Commenwealth Gover-E -xxt

decided to pay allowances, payment was made to officers at the rate of 5 shill-

ings per wool; for each dependent child under 14 years of ago, with a linitation

of 400 pounds 1:er annum by way of salary ilus allowance. Tho payment of the

allowance in the service is noc limited to a sum derived from salary and allow-

ances of 500 pounds :_er annum.
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An act passnd in Nov.? South Wales in 1927 and an:ended in 1929 :erovidcs that
child endonnonnts sh 11 'nn five shilling or weok for each child in the 4'ale4 1y
except ono. (La'nor 1:ceort 1930, No. 21, Commonwealth Burcau of Census and Sta-
tistics, Canboria; Australia.)

Bule-aria. rinimun
-"-

Thc Bulgarian jatnlonal Council on Lnhor and Social Insurance hole., its
ninth session in Sofia en Larch 14, 1932. In his opening speech the rinistnr
of Commerco, Industry and Labor drew nttention to the irenortence of this meet-
ing in view of the cconomic depression under which the country and the working
class were laboring. :,eferring to the low level of wages, especially in L'ne
tobacco industry, where some women wcrkers were earning only 12 leva (a)out
8 cents) a day, the :einister asked the council to draft a pill yroviC.ine for
the determination of ninixeura wage. (Industrial and Labor Information, fineril
11, 1932.)

Hunarx.. 1,;i/Anur2 71.ane.

The Upper House of the Hungarian logislneture has passed a bill to in-
corporate in Hunearian legislation the Convention concerning the creation of
minimum wage fixing, reachinery. (Industriul and Labor Information, 1,:arch 21,
1932.)

raternit” Benefits for Employed  7/omen

United States.
•AMOMPNWO.....0. ••.• •• •

The trustees of arnard College, Columbia University, have voted to
allow maternity leave of a half year on full pay or a full year on half ;ay to
any woman member of the college administrative or tcachine staff who is ex-
pecting a child.. There are at present seventeen married women on the staff.
(The Survoy; April 1, 1932.)

India.

At the annual lIceting of the, Bengal Presidency Council of Women; Jr.
Balfour, of Borebay, who has closnly investigated the position of women in
industry in India, discussed the question of maternity benefits, and enneha-
sized the gren.ton efficacy and desirability of allowances in kind rather than
in cash.

Fifty years ago, she said, only 40,000 women were employed in industry
in India, but the nuelber has now risen to more than a quarter of a million:
30 per cent working in. Bengal where the question is one of great importance  
Shu on the imnortanco of special maternity privileges for nneuun annlofae.
in induntrial conconnn and on the necessity of scrutinizing any proposed leeis-
lativc eleanures in this respect. In Bombay, she added, the existing legisla-
tion might have peon much improved had it boon cxanined by intcllieont worren •
(Industrial and Labor Information, April 11, 1932.)

Poland.

The polish Governmont recently laid before Parlienont a bill for the
revision of the vthoi.. system nf social insurance with the exception of uncm-
pinyment insurance. The provisions regarding maternity benefits are as follows:
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Faternity beneft includes nedical and obstetrical acsistance efore:
inc and after eoninon'.ent, with benefit aolounting to half the wace as loin os the
woman abstains fro Ao workin ; for a period of rot more than eight Yoeks; sioo of
which must be after confiner:cut, together with a nursing bonus for twolv wee!no
after the ceosat:.on of the allowance for childbirth. Benefits :proposed are less
than ot present sranted. The bill proposes to fix the joint contribut:.on:
is borne half by the insured person and I-1E11f by the employer, at 5 or cant of the
wage, instead of 7.::) 1.,or cent as at present. (Industrial and Labor Infor:lation;
April 11, 1932.)

NOTES: UNITED STATES

Evnlovee Attitudes.-

In order to detoro.ire the influences affectino the individuol attitn,leo
of womeh factory won!:ers an investigation was undertaken by Jr. Arthur ':orn-
hauser and Agnes A. Sharp of the University of Chicago.

The study was carried on from June to December, 1930, in the 3ads.er-C1obe
Mill of the Kimberley-Clark Corporation. The Lill is located in Neenah; lis-
consin. Its principal products are Kotex and Kleenex. The manufacturin-: _re-
cess is carried on by routine repetitive jobs at machines and conveyors cn.,ernted
by from 200 to 300 girls. The investigation focused on the girls and t)cir
supervinors.

Relations between manar.Qoent and employees were normally good. There wore
no special problems or labor trouble.

The character of the working group may be briefly summarized. In 1930
three-fourths of the girls were between 19 and 25 years of age; only 3 nor cent
were over 35. One in four was married. About two- .hirds had boon emiaeyod ever
one year; one-fourth over 3 years. Only 10 per cent reported less than oiohth
grade schooling; one in seven graduated from high school. Sixty per cent ood
native-born parents. About ore-half lived at home. All in all it is -.2roboC1l:- a
typical group of young women workers.

The girls work at an hourly rate of pay. l'hysical conditions arc Tood
except that there is a grant deal of noise and vibration and in some places
considerable draft. A 20-minute rest period is provided morning and afternoon.

interesting facts were brought out and questions arose in'Jicatiog
the need of further study. Attitudes are determined both by the situation and
the make-up of the individual and investigation might nrofitablo: follow along
either lino.

Among the conclnsions arrived at may be quoted the following:
No correlation existed between work-attitude scores and intellioence: agc

schooling, and marital status. This is true both of general attitudes and of
more specific ones like boredom or monotony. On the basis of intervion::s we
selected a group of 30 girls whom we labeled "those with unhappy hol.lo life." Their
work-attitudes InnoveC. to be no more unfavorable than the average. Liewiz,c, evid
perhaps still more unexrectedly, efficiency ratings of employees showed no
relotionship to theio attitudes.

Low positive correlations are found between favorableress of attitudes and
individual scores for emotional adjustment; secured by means of a brief P100
neurotic inventory. Gf the 25 most neurotic, 16 are more dissatisfied t;ler the
average; of the 25 most stable; only 3 are this dissatisfied.
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Unfavorableneso of job attitudes is slightly correlated with lost tire 1)e-
cause of sickness aad with ratify7s of health by the foreladles. Attitudes of
boredom or vonotony are sorewhat more closely correlated with these :lean': indi-
cators. If we divide the girls into those averaginr:, more than one-half day sick-
ness per month and all others, reports of 1:arked boredom are twice as frequent
among the former.

Feelings towaral less of job stand out as most important of all the points
inquired into. In t:le list of job charaeteristics a:.ere the girla were to mark
the things disliked; far more checked "possibility of lay-off" than any other
item. Likewise in a list of "things you worry about most:" neay more a.r.::e(1.
"losing your job" than anything else.

Another point of some interest which arises in interpreting
feelinro is the apparently large part played by unimportant, even trflia,
occurrences. :.:inor sources of irritation are bound to occur. The question is
how far they will carry. ;here attituC.es are basically favorable the aanoyaaces
are mere surface ri)ylea. here there is little trust or p:oo-vill; hoaevor,
where negative feeli.a;c.a have developed because of insecurity; inadequate re-
wards, bad treatment by supervisors, frustration in work--then almost an: :Iola-
hill may become a mountain.

In conclusior the authors say:
There is pressin: need for trustworthy knowledge about the social and in-

dividual effects of ::odern factory work. The human side of industry is :me!, talked
of in recent years but scientifically-spirited inquiries are still rare. The study
sketchily portrayed in this paper Is one attempt to add to our relf.aLly col-
lected information about people at work . There is no end to the amount of suc:-
evidence needed if aa. nre successfully to adjust ourselves to the now in"astrialism.
Or may one be idealiatic enouuh to say: if we are to just the now industrialism
to the needs ef hualca life? (The Personnel Journal; April; 1932.)

NOTES: INTERNATIONAL

International  Confederatior of Professional workers.
•••• .111.04••••••.• •••••••• .....•••••••••/.....• • +N1.. M. ••••••

The Committee of the International Confederation of Professional Jorkers
mot in Paris on 1/1 7ebruary 1932 representatives being nrosont from Del:_iva;;
Czechoslovakia, Finland; Franco, Germany, Great Britain; the Netherlands
and Foland.

Tha Committee dealt first of all with unemyloyment and vocational ::ailanee,
a subject on which the Secretariat has been in touch with the irternatioaal Con-
federation of Students. L questionnaire has been tent out to the natioaal .ed-
eratj.ono flaking them to try to organize vocational guidance in their oan count:.iec
and to inform the iecretariat of the oystems which already exist for this Tar?eae.
The replies received will later be transmitted to the International Labor 0Mce-

The Confederation Cecidod to undertake an inquiry on tho quaati.on o: o:ficc
hygiene and the international 1:0,24ica1 ,,sseciation has ar;recd to ioquire ino
school hygiene.

The committee bote.;f:n a study of the economic position of prefosaioaal worl:ers
during the present economic ilepreasion in accerdance with a resolution adol-,Ler:
by the Congress of the Oonfcaleration in September, 1931. (Industrial and Labor
Information, I:arch 21; 1932.)
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ACTIVITLES AFFECTING GAINFULLY Ei3LOYED 101,27,N

Hours and 'fork Conditions 

Massachusetts. Nir:ht

House Bill 23 to prohi'lit thc earoloyment of women and minors in the le.anu-
facture of leather bc..7ere 6 a.l. and after 6 e).n. -.-assed the ;louse .oithoot

but was rejected in tIte Senate on a roll-call vote of 15 to 15. (Industry,

March 26, 1932.)

New York.  Chaneine: Conditions of Homework.

The history of leEislation regulating industrial homework in New yor!: State,

and a survey of conr'.itions surrounding such work as shown in studies lead°

from time to time aro Liven in the New york Industrial Bulletin for Darch, 1932.
"Almost fifty -,-eces leave -oassed eince the first attempt ,eas made tc con-

trol industrial hopeworl: throuct legislation. When the first horeework ,oae

enacted in New yor!: State there was no such thin2: as a labor law. The pe)art-

ment of Labor was no yct in existence. There were no regulations concerning

child labor, no limitations of hours of work5 not even the most ele-e,entary re-

quirements to insure oafety and sanitation in factories  
“  Tho first law relating te tenement house manufacture, a law pro-

hibiting the manufacture of cigars, in tenement houses in New 7ork City, was

passed in 1883. This law and a second which followed it were entitled 'An

Act to Improve the 1-uLlic Health' and were to be admiListered by the sanitary

inspectors. Both were soon declared unconstitutional. Eight years later, in

1892, a more effective law was 1- 3sse5 which was broader in scope but wifel

regulated, rather than 1)rohibited, certain types of homework in tenelecnts  

  In January, 1n3, a new homework bill ..... was passed  
with a few minor chanc,co, is still in effect today. Lost important amonr7 the

new provisions of this law were thc prohibition of the manufacture of curtain

articles in teneeent houses for a factory, including children's clothinj., 0)11s

and food; licensino- and regulation of the manufacture of all articlos in Lone-

mont houses; the recuiring o: a permit for all factory owners giving out articles

to be ronnufactured in tenements; and the orgarization of a special Divieioe of

Homework Inseection to enforce the law . 
In the earlier reports "rainy paf;es were devoted to detailed descript:.ors

of the overcrowdin and the insanitary conditions in the tenement workroaes  

"The investigatere re:)orted the prevalence of Iconsueertionl and other coitaeri-

cable diseases among hameworkers and called attention not only to insanitary

rooms fret-, which disease might be spread to consumers but to the dangers, for

the workers themselves, of working long hours and eatinc: poorly prepared

They commented on the fact that the werkers did not stop their worl, for e)eala

but sent out for w:Iatever food required the least tiele to 1--)repare and at

their work. They aleo re-oorted that the fames worked and slept in shifts

sS that work continue day and night  
  Althoufn sanitary conditions characteristic of the old tyl:e sweat

shI p 3re now the eaception r3ther than the rule in apartments where homework
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is carried on, it ,lust nevertheless be remerbered that the potential hazarc's of
homework are st1.11 great. A fact rointed out by the Factory Invostiatinc Com-
mission twenty years a,;() is still true today, that very few families who er:aLe
in homework have a root e where such work can be done without coming into cetact
with food and housekeeping processes. Contagious diseases are still found fro;.,
time to time in aparteeents where work is being carried on for factories, and
every year hundreds of orders are issued by the inspectors to comply with the
sanitary regulations of the homework law. In 1913, 705 'such orders were iseued
to homeworkers regarding insanitary conditions.

"It has also 1)ecoree ap7arent that the sanitary hazards or hollework; as
well as other homework problems, may be 85 serious in single and two fa. ily
dwellings as in tenement houses where homework is carried on. In 1004 such
dwellings were exele:ited from the homework law. It was believed at that
that the evils t'lic'e the law was designed to correct generally existed only in
tenement houses anh that the conditions under which homework was carried on in
dwellings di0 not re,eire legislative control. It has become more an,:: leorc
apparent, however, that the sanitary daners of homework depend more upon the
habits of the individual family than upon the type of dwelling in which tncy
live, and that fro.- the point of view of the consumer, homework in the dwell-
ings now exempt from the Labor Law may be as great a menace as that carried on
in the tenement houses under its jurisdiction."

Albania. _Niht jerk.

On March 17, 1932; the Secretariat of the League of Nations registered

the formal ratification by the Albanian Government of the Conventions concern-

ing the employment of women during the night ; concerning the night work of

young persons employed in industry, and fixing the minimum age for adreission cf

children to industrial employment. (Industrial and Labor Information, April 11,

1932.)

France. Hours of Jerk.

A Bill for the introduction of a 40-hour week was introduced in the

French Chamber of De-Taties on 23 February 1932.
The Bill stipidates that workers, irrespective of sex and age, who arc

employed in industrial or commercial undertakings or their branches; whet'ier

public or private, secular or denominational, educational or charitable, :may

not be employed more than 40 hours per week of five days. provision will ho

made in the public ad:inistrative regulations to distribute the 40 hours over

more than five (1.ays in trades 'There the nature of the work does not normally

permit a five-day week.
.lithin three .!enths of the date of promulgation, public administrative

regulations will fix the time limits and conditions for the application of

the provisions of the Act to the various occupational groups throughout France.

In all cases the el;ployers' and workers' organizations concerned must 'oe con-

sulted and must give ',;!:eir opinion not more than one month later. The ad:'inis-

trative regulations must be 'eased on existing national agreements concluded be-

tween the employers' and workers' organizations concurred, and arc subject to

compulsory amendment when the time limits and conditions 'which they embody are

not in conformity with the provisions of international agreements concluded on

the subject. They may also be revised at the request of the employers' and

workers' organizations.
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The enformecAt of the 40-hour week may in no case be a reason for a re-

ducton in the real earnings of the worifers. (Industrial and Labor Inforelaton,

March 28, 1932.)

Em1upent

Illincis. Unctinlo,rrert of Women, anuarv, 1031.

The Labor Bulletin for Earch, 1932, contains a report of thc men and wo:lon

unervloycd in Chicago as shown in the special unemployment census taken in Janu-

ary, 1931. Of 370,051 persons out of a job, able to e:ork and lookilv for work

(Class A) 82,034 were woilen; while of 79,393 persons having jobs but on lay-off

without pay excluding those sick or voluntarily idle (Class B) 1/1,230 were yonon,

making nearly a hundred thousand women in the two classes. In A)ril, lre33, of

1672934 persons rederted unemployed in Classes A and B, 26860 were wo-eee. Thus

in April, 1933, about ene-sixth (16 per cent) of those reported as une:r:lo:ed in

Classes A and B were woven while in January, 1931, over one-fifth (21.11 -2ser cent

of those so reported were woven.

New York. Unemplo;Lent qaacuse.

A survey of uneLl)loyment sponsored by the New york State Department of

Labor was made in Syracuse in November, 1031. Seven sample areas were selected

for canvass by the Associated Charities of Syracuse. "The superior residential

district, the medium residential district, the congested district; the foreign

district; all found their way into the selection." The persons enuinerated both

male and female formed roughly 10 per cent of the total gainfully emnloyed in

the city according, to the 1920 census. In the areas canvassed were found 5639

males 18 years of ago and over (those in school excluded) and 1,663 females

18 years of age and over, who were usually employed. Of the 1;663 70:-0A; 311

were unemployed, 2eD2 of these being able and willing to work - nearly one-fifth

of the total usually employed. One-sixth of this total (278) wore employee part

time.
The following sable shows the proportion of women unemployed but a))1c and

willing to work in certain industrial groups employing larger numbers of woucn.

Total number
enumerated

per cent unemployed; but

able and willing, to work
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••...• ...1.1,11••••

Domestic and personal service.... 340 21.2

nanufacturirg and mechanical 337 22.6

Retail and wholesale trade 307 16.3

Professional 224 9.4

Self-employed 130 14.6

Clerical workers were classified according to industry employin: the:n

(manufacturing, etc.) unless the industry or employer was not given, iii

case they were classified as "clerical (not otherwise specified)." Fifty-two

women were so classfied, of whom 21.2 per cent were unemployed although et -ele

and willing to work. (Special 3111. No. 173, New York State DepartIlent of Labor.)
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West Vir.Linia. 2mployment of Women.- .....••••=re rft

"A number of factories in recent years have located within the 3tato re-
cruiting their employees from the female sex. The largest growth in num';ers was
during 3.930  'rest Virginia is one of four States that does not have a law
regulating the hours of labor for women. Consideration should be given to this
fact, a regulatory law enactec!„ and thus remove the State from the present blach
color on the chart of the United States." (Twentieth 7dennial Report of the
Bureau of Labor, West Virginia.)

21.TJ)ec. Emplament ()Meas.
4MOMMIM• .01011.M..0

An aDendment to the Employment Bureau Act, which comes into force 1:a:- 1,
1932; repeals those sections which 1:enoit Frivate employ,oent offices to o-.-.,erato
under license and -:.roilibits the 'Kooning of such offices except thooci. established
and maintained by roli:ious congregations or societies for the placing of their
proteges; workers' societies for the study, defense and development of the econom-
ical, social and rooral interest of umployoes, charitable and benevolent societies;
and employers who have their own employment bureaus. In all cases a 2er,it oust
be obtained froid tho 1:inister of Labor. Such pernit is issued free of chare
and is rood for one year only. It may be cancelled at any tie. No rs:luneation
may be exacted from t'le seeker for eloployoent and a register must be 1:opt in the
forn prescribed 1)1- tle i.inistor. (The Labor Gazette, Canada; ::arch, 1932.)

ALes

Massachusetts. :rlinipuo W -e.,o

The House of Ro.:rosentatives on a voice vote; April 14, killed the bill
wnich would authorio:e the State ::inimum Wae Comoission to revise wa:e rlecrees
without the conveniw: of a wage board unless a revision in excess of 10 -1:;er
cent was contemplated. (The 7.oston Transcript, April 14, 19:-)2.)

Ouclboc.

The 'Llebec Le_;ioloture which was in session from november 3, 1931, to
February 19, 1932, a: ended the Yaroen's Einimum 1age Act so E.,s to extend its
scope to include conioercial establisKounts. The section dealing with the ap-
pointment of the Eininum ago Comioission was altered to provide that two mo:o-
bers should ropresen employees. The commission may fix a :71-decial snit:
of wages for persons engaged in seasonal occupations. (The Labor Gazotte,
Canada, Y.arch; 1032.)

Australia. Child .7,nowment.
1.1•••••••••011... 0.11••••••••• 0.1••••••••••

The principle of supplementing wages by a payment in respect of do2en:.ol,t

children under fourteen years of ago has become very fromiront in Australia in

recent years and is actually in operation in certain instances.
The first :Elljni. of child endovilment allowances in Australia was in con-

nection with tho Co:monwcalth iublic Service. When the Commonwidalth Govcr-o,ent

decided to ray allo'Jances, paynont was made to officers at tho rate of 5 shill-

ings per week for each dependent child under 14 years of ago, with a linitation

of 400 pounds per annum by way of salary plus allowance. The payment of thu

allowance in the service is floor limited to a sum derived from salary and allow-
ances of 500 pounds
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An act passA in NOW South Weles in 1027 and aciended in 1929 1,rovides that
child oadeaments sh 11 be five shilling for week for each child in the
except ,no. (La:)or 102 No. 21, Commomfealth Bureau of CCAISUS S'La-
tistica, Canboria: Australia.)

Bul7,aria. Einimum

The Bulgarian Jational Council on Labor and Social Insurance hold its
ninth session in Sofia en Larch 14, 1932. In his opening sl-apcch the 1.:inister
of Commerce, Industry and Labor drew attention to the inlortence of this meet-
ing in view of the economic depression under Ntinh the country and the working
class were laborin. :,eforring to the low level of wages, especially in L'ac
tobacco industry; where some women workers were earning only 12 lova (E0out
8 cents) a day; the ::inister asked the council to draft a Bill in-ovie.in;I: for
the determination of :ainilaura wage. (Industrial and Labor Infornation, April
11, 1032.)

Hunrarx. Einimum Wa;o.

The Upper House of the Hungarian lek;islature has passel a bill to in-
corporate in Huivarian legislation the Convention concerning the creation of
minimum wage fixing :a.chinery. (Industrial and Labor Information, 1,;arch
1932.)

Haterritv Benefits for E•,r102..yed Women

United States.
•••••11.110•11.....110 ..110.11/••••••

The trustees of arnard College; Columbia University, have voted to
allow maternity leave of a half year on full pay or a full year on half -,,ay to
any woman uember of the college administrative or teachina staff who is ex-
pecting a chilC. There are at present seventeen married women on the staff.
(The 3urvey; April 1032.)

India.

At the annual lecting of the t3ungal Presidency Council of Women, Dr.
Balfour, of Bmbay, who has closely investigated the position of women in
industry in India, discussed the question of maternity benefits; and enpha-
sized the greater efficacy and desirability of allowances in kind rather than
in cash.

Fifty years ago, she said, only 40,000 womon were employed in industry
in India, but the number has now risen to more than a quarter of a millian,
30 per cent working in -aengal where the question is one of great impertanco  

Shb ''.welt ell the importance of special maternity privileges for women Eon:loved
in induatrial concerns and on the necessity of scrutinizing any proposed le:is-
lative ;.leaauros in this roslJect. In Bombay, she added, the existin

night have bCCII much improved had it boon examined by intolliont women.
(Industrial and Labor Information, April 115 1932.)

Poland.

The Polish Government recently laid before parliment a bill for the

revision of the whole system of social insurance with the exception of unem-

ployment insurance. The provisions regarding maternity benefits arc as follows:

L 
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Vaternity be.ileft includes nedicsl and obstetrical assistance bel,re: Cur-
ing and Lftcr eon!'Lleent, with benefit a:lounting to half the wage as lone ee the
woman abstains from ..:orkilv; for a period of not more than eiFht weeks, six cf
which must be after con:inement, together with a nursing bonun for twelv: %:oc!:e
after the cessation of the allowance for cleLlelbirth. r)enefits proposed are less
than at prsent iseeanted. The bill proposes to fix the joint contribut:on: y',1eh
is borne half by the insured. ::.erson and half by the emple)yer, at 5 per (:,:k; n the
wage, instead of 7.5 :or cent as at present. (Industrial and Labor refor.lation,

April 11, l'e32.)

NOTES: UNITED STATES

Employee Attitudes.
• ••••••.••••••......•.••• .1.111.•••••

In order to detere.ire the influences affectin the individual attiteC.es
of women factory woekers an investigation was undertaken by Jr. Arthur 7, 1rn-
hauser and Agnes A. 31:arp of the University of Chicago.

The study was carried on from June to December, 1930, in the 311C-:er-lo...)o
Mill of the Kimberley-Clark Corporation. The Lill is located in Neenah ho-
consin. Its principal products are Kotex and Kleenex. The manufacturine . ro-

cess is carried on by routine repetitive jobs at machines and conveyors o:erated
by from 200 to 300 ;:;irls. The investigation focused on the 0.rls and their
supervieors.

Relations between manaree;ent and areployees were normally good. There were
no special problems or labor trouble.

The character of the working group may be briefly summarized. In 1930
three-fourths of to girls were between 19 and 25 years of age; only 3 nor cent
were over 35. One in four was married. About two-hinds had been cree)loyed over
one year; one-fourth over 3 years. only 10 per ceni, reported less than eighth
grade schooling; one in seven e:raduated from high school. Sixty per cent "ad
native-born parents. About one-half lived at hore. All in all it is -_)ro".)c.1)1: a
typical group of young wo:een workers.

The girls work at an hourly rate of pay. physical cnditions arc 7ood
except that there is a ::net deal of noise and vibration and in soue places
considerable draft. A 20-minute rest period is provided morning and afternoon.

L:any interesting facts wore brought out and questions arose in-licatie!:
the need of further study. Attitudes are determined both Ly the sit.2atiol,and

the make-up of the individual and investigation might ,:rofitabl: follow along

either line.
Among the conclusions arrived at may be quoted the following:
No correlation existed between work-attitude scores and intellirence, aL-;e;

schooling; and marital status. This is true both of general attitudes and of

more specific ones like boredom or monotony. On the basis of intervieus ye

selec5ed a group of 30 girls whom we labeled "those with unhappy hoele life." Their

work-attitudes .,)roved to be no more unfavorable than the average. Lit:owl:A', al16-
perhe.ps still more unexpectedly; efficiency ratings of employees showed no

relationship to their attitudes.
Low positive correlations are found between favorableness of attitudes and

individual scores for emotional adjustment; secured by means of a brief ..ysycao..

neurotic inventory. Cf the 25 most neurotic, 16 are more dissatisfied tear the

average; of the 25 .eost stable, only 3 are this dissatisfied.
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Unfavorableneso of job attitudes is slightly correlated with lost time be
cause of sickness ald with retitle:5 of health by the foreladies. Attitudes or
boredom or monotony are sorewat core closely correlated with these health ine.i-
cators. If we divide the girls into those averaging more than one-half ('.ay sick-
ness per month and all others, reports of learheJ boredom are twice as frequent
amore: the former.

Feelings toware-, loss of job stand out as most important of all the -joints
inquired into. In t:te list of job characteristics e:::ere the girls e:ere to iarL
the things disliked; far nore checked "possibility of lay-off" than any other
item. Likewise in a list of "things you worry about most:" many ;lorearhed
"losing your job" than anything else.

Another point of some interest which arises in interpretin eereloyeost
feelinfls is the apparently large part played by unimportant, even treflin,
occurrences. :j_nor sources of irritation are bound to occur. The queston is
hole far they will carry. ",:here attitte:.es are basically favorable the annoyances
are more surface riyelee. . here there is little trust or r;teo-will; hoJever,
where negative feelin:s have developed because of insecurity; inadequate re-
wards, bad treatment by supervisors, frustration in work—then almost an: :rnle-
hill may become a mountain.

Ie conclusion the authors say:
There is preesin: need for trustworthy knowledge about the social and in-

dividual effects of :lodern factory work. The human side of industry is :eac!, tnlked
of in recent years but scientifically-spirited inquiries are still rare. The etudy
sketchily portrayed in this paper Is one sreall attempt to eeld to our rel'a'ely col-
lected information about people at wor. There is no emd to the amount o: eve:,
evidence needed if 7:c are successfully to adjust ourselves to the new 4,e
Or levy on be idealistic enough to say: if we are to .just the now :.ndustrialisu
to the needs of hulecn life? (The Personnel Journal, April 1932.)

NOTES: INT2RNATIONAL

International Confederation of professional 1orkers.

The Committee of the International Confederation of professional Jorkors.
mot in Paris on 14 7cbruaey 1932, representatives being present from Deliiule;
Ceechoslovrekia, Finland; Franco, Germany, Great Britain; tho Netherlands
and Foland.

The Committee dealt first of all Yith uneml21oyment and vocational re.ince,
a subject on which the secretariat has been in touch with the Internatioeal CO.-
federation of Students. J. questionnaire has been cent out to the natioeal red-
erations asking them te try to organize vocational ,r:uie.ance ;n their oen countriec
and to inform the 3ecretariat of the systems which already exist for this -.'ure.eoe.
The replies receive:: ii1 later be transmitted to the International Labor CM-ce.

The Confederation Cecided to undertake an inquir,- on the question e; office
hygiene and the International I:edical 48eeciation has agreed to iequire into
school hygiene.

The committee beie a study of the economic position of professional wor!:ers
during the present economic deprooliion in accordance with a resolution adoed
by the Congress of the Confederation in September, 1931. (Industrial and LaberInformation: t:arch 21; 1932.)
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ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFULLY EMPLOYED WOMEN

Hours and Work Conditions

California. Liqhtin: and Vision.

The Department of physics Optometry of the Univers
ity of California has

recently made the first complete scientific investigation 
of the visual status

of the employees of a California industry. This survey, under the supervision of

professor R. S. in charge of the department, assisted by Dr. T. A. ,:.rombach,

lecturer, was ,lade at the plant of the California Wire Cloth 
Company in Oakland.

The results were riven to the pubic for the first time at a 
meeting of the Calif-

ornia Safety Society, and show very definitely that many of 
the so-called "unavoid-

able accidents" are duo to eye or plant conditions which can 
be corrected. The

combined services of the optometrist, illuminating expert, an
d safety en::,ineer,

will ivo benefits that were unknown under the old system of eye 
examinations.

(California State Department of Industrial Relations, Report 
to Governor's Council,

April, 1932.)

France. Seats for Public Transport  Workers.

The Committee on Public Viorks and Communications of t
he French Chamber of

Deputies recently drafted a bill nrovidng that in all vehi
cles utilized for public

transport, inc.uding trams, railway trains and motor-buses, a
s many seats should be

provided as there are employees, so as to enable the latter 
to sit down dul'inE their

work, on condition that this does not interfere with their duties.

The committee stated that the object of this proposal 
was to make universal a

practice which had beer begun some time ago by several public 
transport undertal-ings,

and that it corresponded to the legislative measure already 
enacted in re:;ard to

women shop assistants. Such a measure was even more necessary for w
omen er:Iploy:3d as

ticket collectors in trams and omnibuses, but it should also be 
extended to :en, for

whom the standing posture continued for long periods involved s
erious disadvantages

in view of the vibration to which they were exposed. (Industrial and Labor Informa-

tion, 2 I:jay 1932.)

Turkey. Labor Code.

A bill embodying a new labor code has been presented 
to the Turkish Parliament.

The original project comprises no fewer than 161 clauses
, dealing with the following

subjects: Employment of women and children; hours of work; rest 
periods; health and

safety; factory inspection; wageS and contracts of employment
; shops attache to

works; accident insurance; freedom of association; employment 
exchanges; concilia-

tion and arbitration; the establishment of a Superior Labor 
Council. (Industrial

and Labor Information, 16 April 1932.)
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Emloyment 

New York. Unemployed Industrial Women.

The annual report of the Women's Trade Union League of New york for the year

endine: iearch 31, 1932, contains a summary of activities for the assistance of unem-

ployed industrial women, the major problem to be met during this period.

In April of 1931 a small loan fund was started, from which members of affiliated

trade unicns could borrow without paying interest. Loans have been made to 64

individuals averaging 26.59 each. There is no time limit on the repayment of the

loan, which is given with the understanding that it will be repaid in small weekly

installments as Soon as the borrower is able. Yet even in these hard times 11 women

have started to make repayments. The league believes that under present conditions

a loan fund of this typo is the only form of relief which really fits the needs of

the trade union group. Although started only in a small way (the entire fund

amounted to $3,000), it is hoped to build up the fund gradually so that the league

can permanently provide this service for trade union women.

The league has also taken an active part in plans for the relief of the great

mass of industrial women. A special committee, of which Miss Mary E. Dreier is

.chairman, has been working on relief proposals throughout the winter. It was found

early in the fall, that in spite of the legislative appropriation of $20,000,000 for

unemployment relief, industrial women could not expect work relief (the only form of

relief which would not destroy their self-respect), one of the limitations of the

work relief program was that work had to be given on city projects and no way could

be found to employ any large number of industrial women on these projects. As soon

as this became apparent the league brought their plight to the attention of Mrs.

August Belmont, Chairman of the Women's Division of the Gibson Committee, and to the

Welfare Council Coordinating Committee, stressing especially the needs of unemployed

trade union women. Later, the Emergency Work DAreau opened registration to indus-

trial women for work in sewing shops and asked the league to recommend 200 trade

union women. 'jerk relief of this type was given to approximately 800 industrial

women.
The league in December also recruited a group of 50 industrial women who were

placed in the continuation schools by the Emergency Work Bureau at a scholarshiy

wage ranging from ;',;5 to er;8 a week. The Emergency Work Bureau also provided scholar-

ships for 10 unemployed industrial girls to enable them to attend the Vineyard Shore

School for three months. When the school term of the first group was at an end,

the Emergency jork eureau gave a maintenance scholarship to a second group of one

hundred industrial women while they attended school for 10 weeks. Although the

school group was meall in relation to those in need, this experiment at least pro-

vided some help to a group who would not otherwise have been aided, and also showed

that relief can be made at least partially constructive. The league officers

believe that since we mist expect a continuous increase in the number of permanently

unemployed, the development of trade training is of outstanding importance. The

Committee on Unemployment has been empowered by the Executive Board to make a

detailed study of the results of this experiment in trade training for adults, and

to recommend a program for next winter and a plan for the future development of

this type of training.

The league this year has made a special effort to reach unemployed girls with

their educational program. It is encouraging to note that despite the unusual

financial and personal problems facing industrial girls, registration increased

considerably; 97 students registered for the seven courses that were given and

attended them with reasonable regularity. Over one-third of this group registered
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for more than one classy so that there was a total of 135 enrollments for all the
classes. In order to 1.:ahe it possible for unemployed girls to take these classes,
the league accepted an additional financial burden, believing that no student
should be turned away because of her inability to pay tuition fees. A large number
of students have been unable to pay even the average tuition fee of 25 cents a
lessor. yet in spite of the fact that a large proportion were unemployed, 34
students (over one-third) have paid their full tuition and 29 (nearly another third)
have paid part of their tuition. It is felt that this shows remarkable cooperation
on the part of the students, the more noteworthy as no bills were sent.

Wages,

Salaries  of public Health Nurses.

A report has been made by Louise M. Tattershall (statistician s lational Organiza-
tion for Public Health Nursing) on salaries paid public health nurses on January 31,
1932, based on information from 104 health departments, 130 boards of education,
and 143 public health nursing associations. All the agencies employ two or more
nurses, except 20 boards of education which employ one nurse each. Twelve agencies,
six health departments and six public health nursing associations serve ccuntics or
group of townships. The other agencies serve only the places in which they t:re
located.

That some idea might be obtained as to whether or not the salaries reported for
January 31 could be considered as the salaries to be paid for the year 19329 all
agencies were asked if changes in salaries were to be made at a later da-Le, and, if
so, what changes. Of the total 377 agencies, sending information, only 12 agencies,
three health departments, one board of education, and eight public health nursin:
associations report that plans are made for cuts in salaries to go into effect after
January 31. In addition, three health departments and three boards of education
report that it is probable that cuts in salaries will be made later. As these 18
agencies represent only 5 per cent of the total number of agencies included in this
report, the salaries given may be considered as those to be paid for 1932.

Median monthly salaries paid by health departments and by public health nursing
associations to directors, supervisors and field nurses are classified by population
of cities reporting and by number of nurses employed. The following table gives the
median monthly salary paid by each agency to nurses in the three types of positions
in all population groups combined.

Health De')artments public Pealth Nursing Assn.

Directors...  $180 $225
Supervisors 175 165
Field Nurses 145 135

The report on salaries paid school nurses includes salaries paid by health
departments and boards cf education to graduate nurses giving full time to school
nursing. The median yearly salary for directors or chief nurses was $2,100 and for
school field nurses, 1,760. (public Health Nursing, mr.y 1932.)

klebec. Minimum V/hgc.

The fifth annual report of the Wemen's Minimum Wage Commission of the Province
of Quebec gives a detailed review of its work in administering the act during the
year ending June 309 1931. The 23 enactments issued to the date of the report's
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publication cover 949 workshops in which arc employed a total of 31,81C -working

women and apprentices. Orders ,-,overning the amployment of female workers now nnply
in laundries, dye neer:.s and dry cleaning establishments, printing in all its branches;

textile trades and all allied processes; boot and shoe and leather manufacture;

clothing in all its classifications; tobacco, cigar and cigarette manufacture; and

the fur industry.
The chief statistics as regards the employment of women in these various indus-

tries are summarized in the followinn table:

rontreal
No. or
estab-
lish-
ments

Laundries and dye -onkr3 • 45
printing industry  104
Textile industry  13
Leather industry  54
Tobacco, cigars and cigarettes 22
Fur industry  116

No. of
women
employed

Remainder of province
Average No. of No. of 1 Average
wage estab- women wage
weekly lish- employed weekly

ments

1271
988
2483
2124
3132
724

*lb

$12.52 22
13.19 31
13.45 33
14.62 52
12.78 20
15.88 30

284
215
5909
1597
924
294

6 CI 62y

0.82
12.33
10.96
10.08
1(2,.42

A complete report was not given for the needle trades but in this classification
there are 407 establishments employing 11,673 women.

The statistics indicate that while the number of women employed decreased 1)y
about one thousand in these industries and while a number worked on reduced time,
the average weekly wage was not only maintained but increased in every industry
except laundering where it dropped from $12.63 in 1930 to $12.52 in 1931. (The
Labor Gazette, Canada, April, 1932.)

Accidents

Maryland. Accidents to ',;omen.

Of 10;401 claims filed with the State Industrial Accident Commission which were
classified by sex, 606 were made by women, of these, 661 were cases of temporary
injury and 35 of per :anent partial injury. There were no fatal cases among 1;a:ion,
and none of pernanent total disability. Of the men's cases, 77 were fatal and 3
permanent total. The women injured ranged in age from 13 to 69, with age not stated
in 24 cases. Over half (387 or 55.6 per cent) of the women were under 30. Nearly
half (306 or 44 per cent) were under 25, and one-fourth (167 or 24 per cent) were
under 20. Of all females 10 years of age and over reported as gainfully employed in
Maryland by the census of April, 1930, half (49.3 per cent) were under 302 one-third
(35.7 per cent) under 25, and about one-sixth (15.3 per cent) under 20. 'Idle many
persons reported as gainfully employed IT: the censue are not covered by the workmen's

compensation law of the State, still the figures seem to indicate a higher incidence
of accidents among :purr: women in relation to the numbers emnloyod than a:non: more
mature women. (Seventeenth Annual aeport of the State Industrial Accident Co=1:^3slon
of ilaryland, and U. S. Census data.)
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NOTES: UrITED STATES

The spring months represent a tine when a nunber of women's conventions
and conferences take ;lace, and several of these have sections concerned with
the conditions of women's work and their occupational progress.

National Iearue of !mon Voters

The biennial convention of the National League of -Iomen Voters was held in

Detroit April 25 to 20. In connection with the program of its Women In Industry

Committee, the convortion reaffirmed its stand for active support of the

following Federal or 2edera-State Heasures: Adequate appropriation for the

-domen's Iuroau; U.S. Department of Labor; an effectively coordinated system
of Federal and State employment offices; and the collection of adequate
emplorient statistics. L new item added to this part of the program was a system
of Federal; State and local unemployment relief.

For support in the various States, new points on the program indorsed by
the convention were workmen's compensation including occupational diseases,
and unemployment conipensation; items reiterated for State support were shorter
hours and the prohibition of night work for women in industrial occu-,Ftions,
adequate enforcement of labor laws, establishment and adequate appropriations
for a State agency of women in industry; State inspection of industrial pay rolls
and publication of ff.L:.ures on women's earnings, and effective regulation of
private omployuent agencies. In addition; the principle of collective bargaining
was indorsed as a means of riving women workers a share in the control of their
conditions of employment.

The leaguo's committee on the Legal Status of ifomen, desicrned to "remove
discriminations which preclude women from sharing an equal opportunity and a
true equality with men before the law," devoted part of its program to a pre-
sentation of the occupational distribution of gainfully employed married women
and opposition to their, dismissal from employment for the reason of marriage.
On the recommendation of this committee the convention recorded its disa„)proval
of "blanket" methods of legislation.

klonL; the speakers at the evening meetin7s was James 1:ullenbach, chairman
of the Trade 3oard of Non's Clothing Industry, Chicago, who suggested as
important points in a labor pror;ram the treatment of une=loyment as a national
problem; the six-hour day and the five-day week, the setting aside of reserves
for "days of diseliplor:ent," creation of a permanent labor committee of the
House and Senate, and some form of joint industi,ial control supervised by an
appropriate Federal body.

Young donon's Christ an  Association - National Convention.
•••••••••••

The young jonen's Christian Association held its national convention in
yinneapolis Eay 5 to 11. Proposals for work during the coming biennium
include the following listed as economic questions, for many of which the
association has been working for over a decade, and for which it planned "to
continue more vigorously its efforts": Alleviation of unemployment through
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Federal-State agencies, advance planning of public works, and unemploylicnt

insurance; a maximum eight-hour dr.y and abolition of niuht work for wol.len in

industry; atteupts to regulate %iages, with special attention to the relation

Of wes to the coot oZ living and to fullness of life, abolition of child

labor, cnd the regulation of the work of minors, according to the standards of

the Ciiildren's Bureau of the United States Department of Labor; support of

tho *ror.en's 3ureau and Children's Bureau of the United States Departnent of

Labor; and, opposition to the so-called Equal Rights Amendmont to the Federal

constitution.
In addition to the foregoin points the convontion recorded approval of

.unemploy;lont insurance alpd of the establishment of a national economic planning

commission.

National  Conferonce of Social _Work

The National Conforence of Social *.lork held its annual meeting in

philadelphia hay 16 to 24. Division V, devoted to Industrial and Economic

problems, led by paul ";. Kellogg, considered the need for Federal aid

for relief funds, the necessity of economic security for the family inlustrial

health, unemployr.ent insurance, mental hygiene, and hard times, and social

economic planning. Sessions 7:ere held jointly with the National Association

of public •ielfare officials, and the Al2erican Association for Labor Legislation,

and with the family and health divisions of the Conference. Although the

conference does not adopt programs fox' action, the need for 30LIC form of

unemployment insurance was one of the key notes of this year's session.
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Memorial Eeetin7 to Julia Lathro).

On Sunday afternoon, May 22d, a memorial 
meeting to Julia Lathrop was hold in

Washington under the auspices of the Children's 
Bureau and the Women's Bureau of

the Department of Labor, with Miss Grace Abbott. pres
iding, and with the following

national organizations participating: American Association of university 7one
n;

General Federation of Women's Clubs; National Ass
ociation of Settlements; National

Child Labor ',3o,amittou; National Conference of Social 
'Jerk; National Committee for

Mental Hyiele; National Consumers League; National 
League of Women's Voters;

National Probation Association; National Women's 
Trade Union League.

The speakers wore Zeiss Lillian Wald, of Henry Street 
Settlement, Judge Julicn

Mack, first judge of the first Juvenile Court in
 the country, in Cook County,Illinois,

and Dr. kdolf meyer, psychiatrist. Each of the speakers told of his 
or her intimate

associations with Miss Lathrop. hiss Wald characterized Miss Lathr
op as a Treat

pioneer in social investigation, stating that she 
had contributed greatly to the

rise of American civilization and the development 
of scientific philanthrOpy, and

speaking especially of her work as chief of the 
Children's Bureau. The speakers

stressed the variety of social wolfare interest
s that Miss Lathrop had initiated or

actively furthered. Those included her work at Hull 
House; as a member of the Noard

of ':ielfare in Illinois, whore she had been intor
ested in the foreign-born, in the

agod, in those in alms heuses and insane hos
pitals, and in other groups needing

assistance; her activities during the war for 
the establishment of the .:iar Risk

Insurance Bureau; and her part in planning for a 
court in which the youth of the

city of Chicago, and the rest of Cook County, 
could bc dealt with not as criminals

but as misunderstood children.

The mooting was closed by Miss Abbott wit
h a fitting tribute to this groat

pioneor who had boon a continual source of h
elp and inspiration to those with whom

she came in contact in her work for the soci
al causes she constantly furthered.

(Report by members of .,:omon's Buroau sta
ff.)
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WOJEN' S 13UREAU

Washington

News Letter No. 88 July 1, 1932.

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFULLY ELIPLOYED WWEN

Hours and 'lark Conditions

Effects of Air Conditioning on Lost Time and Labor Turnover.

H. H. Mather of Philadelphia Electric Company has studied the savings resulting
from the installation of refrigeration in the Philar:Allahia plant of the American

Cigar Company. Although these savings are expressed largely in terms of incruased
production, the benefit to the workers is immediately apparent. The study was made
in 193(. Aefrigeration was required for 85 days of the summer. Vithont it the com-
pany had found that en average of 50 girls per day for 75 days would be sick or

tired in the cigar-makin(; department and work only half a day leaving at noon. This
left 12 machines idle. With refrigeration, lost time was reduced to an averae of 5
girls out a half day :or 75 days. The improved conditions wore found to increase
efficiency so that the proportion of cigars rejected because imperfect was reduced
from about 3 per cent to about 1 per cent. These benefits increased both the plant's
profits and the girls' earnings. There as also a reduction in labor turnover by
about 100 girls, as "not so many felt the urge to take jobs as waitresses in summer
resorts."

Adding these and other savings, it was found that the refrigerator equipment in
this plant paid for itself in two suioners. "It should be remembered, of course: that
the figures are for the cigar-making departrent alone. If similar studios were made
in the stripping and packing departments, for example, there would unquestionably be
additional savings to swell the total. And again no attempt has been made to eval-
uate the general increase in health that has resulted from the comfortable working
conditions provided. Production executives in many industries will do tell to weigh
this last point. Added to the tangible benefits of refrigeration it is a powerful
argument in favor of a comfortable plant." (Factory and Industrial Eanageroent, May,
1932.)

Illinois. Hour )f Work

Beginning in 1929 the Division of Statistics and :esoarch of the Illinois
Department of Labor has made an annual study of normal and actual hours of work in
representative manufacturing establishments. The most recent report covers a pay
roll period near April 15, 1932. Data for women cover over 450 establishments:
actual hours being reported for nearly 24,000 women, normal hours for over 1,000
more. The term "normal" hours moans the standard full daily and weekly operating
time of a plant for each shift, eocluding overtime and part time. The term "actual"
hours means the daily and weekly hours which the plant actually operated with one
shift of workers, during the period covered by the report.

Normal weekly hours for over two-thirds of the women (67.9 per cent) were from
44 to 48 inclusive. For only about 4 per cent (3.9) of the women were normal hours
less than 44 a week. Nearly three-tenths (28.2 per cent) had normal schedules of
over 40 hours a week, with ore-tenth (10.5 per cent) having schedules of over 50
hours a loeek.

Then actual hours are considered: two-thirds of the women reported (66.5 per
cent) were found to have worked less than V, hours in the week with well over one-
third (36.0 per cent) having worked less than 32 hours. Nearly one-fourth (23.1 per
cent) had worked from 44 to 48 hours inclusive in the week and one-tenth (10.6 per
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cent) over 48 hours, with only a very small proportien (3.7 per cent) havinz worked
over 50 hours. (The Leber Bulletin, Illinois Departelort of Labor, Chicago, Lay,
1932.)

Eup.12yment

. , . .Erployme int o iiomen ese!  0-1e,Ine 

In 1931 there were 30,224 persons employed in re- Orleans in factories, retail
stores, laundries, telephone and telegr-lph service, public service, hotels and res-
taurants. Of tees°, 14,7,63--nearly half-.-were ,:'omen and girls. There were 10,495
white women; 2,740 colored woman; 107 white and colored girls from the ages of 14 to
16 years, and 1,021 fe.oe. the ages of 16 to 18 yeaes. Colored woelen formra a sohe-
what lar3or proportion of all women than did colored men of all Lien, and there were
about two-fifths more boys than girls in employnent.

The following inlustries employed more than 500 females (all ac7es, white an.:
colored): Department store.); 3;307; clothing manufacture, 1,961; laundries, 1,111;
cigar factories, 988; telephone service, 083; hosiery mille t 563; hotel, 635. Over
700 colored women were amployed in clothing factories, elmoet 700 in laundries, 375
on work with pece.ns (the only female employees in that industry), and nearly 250 in
cigar factories. Clothing ftectories employed 67 gide_ 14 but under 16 years of age,
and 105 who rere 15 but under 10. The other large employers of rj.rls in the latter
age group were departnent storns with 274, hosiery mills with 250. (Twenty-fourth
Report of the Factory Inspection Department, Perish of Orleans, State of Louisiana,
year ending Dec. 31) 1931.)

Canede Ontario

Women who normally are employed in Ontario have suffered severely from unem-
ployment during the depression, but there has not been heavy lorering of wa:e rates
owing largely to the fact that these had been fixed erij.nally at modest levels. In
1926 there were I:3,242 feeiale factory vrorkers in the ,'rovince, and the nurber in-
creased steadily to 53,451 in 1929; after which it drcpped to 50,059 in 3.0 and
47,056 in 1931. The report ta::ec some corfort firm the fact that the older and
higher paid worhere apparently have not been replaced by those yeuneer and cheaper.
In 1929, girls under 18 formed 14.5 per cent of all :creel() workers, in 1930 they
formed 10 per cent and in 1931 enly 7.4 per cent. The decreases in em:eloynent of all
female workers from 1929 to 1931 was 11.9 per cent, of young girls 54.5 per cent.
There has been no noticeable chalyw respecting the weIloymert of married women.
(Eleventh Annual aeport of the Liniruri -Ago Board of Ontario, 1931.)

Wae:es.

Colorado. Waoe- of .6neinree eGirls.

The Y.U.C.A. of Denver recenay has made a study of changes in the weq.-,es and
economic responsibilieies of the girls belor,Tirg to its five 711404 ness :!irls' Clubs.
The croup included clerical workers, cabs women and prefossional women. The in-
formation was secured by questionnaire of which 172 .ere returned. er this numoor
354 were employed rnd 13 unemployed. Of the total ';reup, 16 per cent were under 20
years of r.ge, 37 per cent betceen 20 an' 25, 25 per cent between 25 and 30, 12 per
cent between 30 and 35, [...lid 9 per cent 35 and °var.

A comparison of this year's wage with that of lest was reported by 35 per cent
of the women. Of these about one-fourth reported reductions ranging from under c>5
to over ;115 a wee!e; slightly over one-fourth reported increases in wag,es, and
slightly loss than ono-helf reported no chrengo in wages. 
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On the matter of expenses and financial responsibility the report states: "We
were interested in finding out whether the sirla had cut expenses on clothes, recre-
ation, room and board, and found thnt 53 per cent :lave had to make such cuts. In
view of the fact that 41 per cent have had no cuts in salary and 23 per cent have
had wage raises, this 53 per cent looks an though the girls were uncertain of the
future or taking advantage of loncriing cost of living. ..1hen we turn to the item of
increased responsibility at home due to unemployment in the family we find perhaps
the answer to this reduction... 42 per cent of the girls having taken on more finan-
cial responsibility."

Most of the eighteen girls unemployed were unmarried, but seven of them had one
or ;nor: persons dependent on them. (Communication to the omen's Bureau,)

Decline.s in women's wages 1929 to 1931 as reported  from certain sourcee in the
United. States and for Ontario  which  has a minimum warif,-.: Isw.

The Eleventh Annual Reeort of the Idnimum Wage Board of Ontario, recently
issued; gives striking evidence of the fact that from 1029 to a corresponding period
in 1931 women's wages had not decreased to anything like the degree that has been
the MSC in the United States, so far as evidence is evnilable from the two important
industrial States that report data on this subjecL—Minois and !ew York—and from
the fiEures on women's wages issued by the National Industrial Conference Loard.

With due allowance for differences in types of industry, in desree of economic
change, and in, industrial classification s these data give an added strength to the
contention that minimum wage legislation carefully drafted and wisel7 administered
may produce a decided effect in the naintenance of the earnings of a group of indus-
trial workers who ordinarily receive extremely low wages, though the extent to which
the entire effect is due to the minimum wage regulaticns scarcely can be measured.

The Ontario report gives the total number of women employed and the total wages
paid them in one week of 1929 and 1931 (exact date not specified) in 11 separate
industrial classifications in addition to those for a group of miscellaneous manu-
factures. The decrease from 1929 to 1931 in the overage wages of the women in all
the manufacturing industries taken together was only 1.7 per cent; while in Illinois
it :as something over 11 per cent; in New York 5.4 per cent in i:arch, 13 per cent in
September; and according to the National Indu,trial Conference Board report 12 per
cent in Larch and 18.2 per cent in September.

The greatest decline that had occurred in any industrial group in Ontario '::as
18.2 per cent in rubber, the next 7.2 per cent in tobacco; the least was 2.3 per cent
in jewelry. In four groups there had been some increase—food, printing and paper
goods; custom millinery, and textiles; average wages in the food industries kind
decreased as much as 9.9 per cent in Eew York, but had shown some increase in Illinois;
decreases in printing and paper had been as high as 14.3 per cent in :!ew York; 19.2
per cent in Illinois, in the textile group as high RS 19.9 in New York, and 24.8 in
Illinois. (These highs were in March in some cases, in September in others.)

In Illinois, in the industrial groups that most nearly correspond to those of
Ontario, the greatest decline in average wages from :iarch, 1929 to Larch, 19319 was
38.3 per cent in watch and jewelry factories, the next two being 31.6 per cent in
clothing and millinery and 24.3 per cent in textiles; the least was 4 per cent in
electrical apparatus plants. There had boon increases in three main groups—furs and
leather goods; food, beverages and tobacco; and chemicals, oils xXiX*XN and paints.

In 1:ew York; declines from 1:nrch, 1929, to larch, 1931, ranged from 17.5 per
cent in furs, leather and rubber goods and over 14 per cent in textiles and in rubber
to 1.3 per cent in the food and tobacco group, and there were no increases.
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September figures for New York showed the declines from 1929 to 1931 to have
been grceter than was the case in Liarch in all the industries that could be roughly
compared to the Ontario grounira:s, but in an especinlly great degree in machinery
and electrical apparatus factories and in tobacco. In Illinois, the September con-
paricons showed conditions worse than did those of Earch in five groups, especially
so in furs, loather and rubber and in cigars and tobacco; there was a less decrease
than in March in three groups--watches and jewelry, clothing and millinery, and
textiles--all of which, in comparison to the other industries, had shown especial
declines from Earch, 1929, to Earch, 1931; and September showed an increase greater
than that of Earch in food, beverages and tobacco, which may have reflected largely
seasonal influences.

In the fipires given by the National Industrial Conference Board, women's aver-
age wac declines from Earch, 1929, to i.iarch, 1931, ranged from 19.1 per cent in
electrical manufacturing, 18.2 per cent in chemicals, and over 16 per cent in silk
and in rubber to 4.9 per cent in book and job printing; averaz;e wages had increased
somewhat in one industry--news and magazine printing. Declines from 1929 to 1931 in
September were greater than in learch in all the groups under consideration except
electrical manufacturing and silk (in which they had been especially great in liarch)
and particularly so in news and magazine printing which had shown a slight average
wage gain in I:arch, and in certain of the textile industries in which the 1:arch
declines had been moderate. (Analysis by Research Division of the :omen's Cureau.)

Belgium. F.amily_Allowahces.

The system of family allowances was begun as a voluntary service soon after the
war. In 1928 it was made compulsory for all manufacturers or employers who obtained
contracts from the State or other public authority. Cy a law of August 4, 1930,
payment of allowances was made compulsory for all employers except employers of per-
sons living in the employer's own house, or of charwomen or of foreign sailors who
have not been put on the same footing as Belgians by an agreement with their country
of origin.

Contributions are paid by the employer into Equalization Pools, and are duo for
every man or woman employed whether married or single, so that there is no reason for
discrimination in employment against a married person. The legal minimum of allow-
ances is as follows:

Child 1st 2d 3d 4th 5th and subsequent
Francs per month 15 20 40 70 100

The law particularly insists that the allowances are not part of the salnry,but
quite independent of it. The allowances can not be taken into account when fixing
minimum or contractual wages. They may not be attached for debt or made over to a
third party. The allowances are continued during strikes and lockouts, if the
responsibility for these is attributable to the employer and not to the worker. This
depends on the findings of an arbitration court. The distinction between family
allowances and wages is emphasized by the rule that the two must not be paid on the
same day. One provision of the law is that a wife is allowed to receive and spend
for the benefit of the children the whole of the allowance without any control by
the husband.

Allowances arc paid in respect of children until school-leaving age, that is,14.
Extensions of benefits are granted until the age of 18 for children continuing their
education in day classes and who for this reason do not earn any wages, or children
apprentices in a legal manner for a trade. Allowances are granted indefinitely for
children who by reason of their physical or mental condition are incapable of working.
Allowances are .,:ranted not only for the children of the employee, whether legitimate
or not, but also for every other dependent child, e.g., young brothers or sisters.

The estimated yearly cost to employers io 400,000,000 francs; the number of
employers affected, 400,000, and of wage edrners, 2,200,000. As the total population
of Belgium is about 9,000,000 it will be seen that a wide field is covered. (From a
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speech by Monsieur Forthomne at the Family Allowance Conference in London; April 29thand 30th, 1932. Reported in Family Endowment Chronicle, lien 1932.)

Industrial Aceidents
Louisiann.  Tnductrial Accidents in New Orleans.

Of 1,351 perscns in,;ured in 1:eer Orleans during 1931, 346 were women and 6 were
girls under 18 years of ete. No accidents were repo‘nted for girls under 16. The
highest incidence of accidents to women occurred in the bag industry, there being
reported during the year 87 such accidents, about one for each five women employed..
Laundries and the manufacture of condiments and foods showed the next highest inci-
dence of accidents, there being one for each ten women employed in each of these
industries.

The most serious accidents to women in tones of time lost due to the accident
occurred in tentile One woman in a twine mill lost 23 days due to an accident,
and 12 women over 18 years of ege employed in cotton mills lost an average of over 12
days each from such a cause. In the same industry 5 girls under 18 years of a:e lost
an average of over 17 days each. One girl under 18 years of wee enrzaoyed in the mop
and broom industry lost 20 days because of an accident. Thirty women employed in
hotels lost an average of eliehtly over 10 dys each, five women in hosiery mills an
average of 0 days each, and nine wenen in telephone service an aversol7e of 5 days each.
(Twenty-fourth repor-:, of the Factories Inspection Department, Parish of Orleans,
State of Louisiana, year ending Dec. 31, 1931.)

1:0TES: UNIT7JD STATES

Illumination _and aesieht in Industry.

paper on this subject was presented by Le Grand H. Hardy, M.D. (director of
eye service ct the Fifth Avenue Hospital, Vow York City) before the Greater New York
Safety Conference, February 24, 1932. Dr. }lardy analyzed defects in illumination,
their effects on the eyes, and the way in which such defects cause accidents. He also
analyzed the different usual type of eye defects found, stating thet defective vision
is a common condition in all stages of life. Of S0,000,000 incandescent lamps in-
stalled in cur industrial plants, less than 25 per cent are so installed or equipped
that they will rot peciuce glare. Glare is but one of tho dufects of industrial
illuminatien; there Ely be defects in intensity or quantity; in quality or spectral
composition in distribution, in steadiness, in diffusion and indirection. The illu-
minating Lngineer4.ng :Society estimates that we ;:re losinz the services of 125,000 men
annually theoKh accidents due to poor lighting. aecent reliable surveys show that
15 per cent of industrial accidents are caused by poor lighting, with an annual direct
cost of 050,000,000. The direct cost has been shown to be but one-quarter of the
total cost clue to time lost by fellow employees, foremen, supervisors and other
ee.eeutives, damage to machinery, tools, and materials, and other interference with
prodiwelon. The public health, cost of this condition has never been evaluated eatis-
facterily.

It has been demonstrated repeatedly thaL, liht is cheap coelpared with labor
costs, The I1luminat3:eg :Engineering Society and the American S',andar -,s Association
have made e. detailed t„stimete conservatively based on practical conditions; this
demoretmtes that if, because of good illtuainat;_on, an oneraeor saves the equivalent
of only 2 minutes per they :or 300 days—whether in mere production; better quality
of product r ,f,eeeeaeed occidente--lie will offset the annual cot of the illumination.

In conclusion; ir. Harey recomoended that every part make an illumination sur-
vey and also test the eyesighl of itt workers, showing how these peojects might be
carried out simply and inexpensively and yet effectively. (The Sight-Saving Review,
June, 1932.)
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ACTIVITIES AFF:CTING GAINFULLY EMPLOYED WOMEN

Hours and Work Conditions

United States.  Night Work in  Cotton  Mills.

One year's discontinuance of productive ni7ht operations in cotton mills, to

begin October 15 next, has been recommended to the industry by The Cotton-Textile

Institute. Discussing the recommendation, Mr. George A. Sloan, president of the

institute, noted that ever since the World 4ar the industry has been subject to the

depressing influence of the threat of overcapacity, due not so much to excess equip-

ment as to the widespread practice of double-shift operations. This situation has

resulted in intermittent work and unequal distribution of employment.
It is expected that the new policy which is recommended for the voluntary con-

sideration of each mill, and which applies only to productive machinery (i.e.

spindles in spinning mills and looms in weaving mills), will help to correct handi-

caps of long standing by concentrating operations and stabilizihg employment on the

day shift. The proponents of the recommendation believe that its observance will

tend to insure more regular work and at the same time to encourage the confidence of

customers and the general public in the industry's ability and determination to nut

its house in order.
Mr. Sloan emphasized that the recommendation constitutes a vitally necessary and

progressive step for the cotton textile industry, its employees and customers and for
cotton farmers, pointing out that the industry's daytime productive capacity, alone,

is well in excess of the present demand for cotton goods and ample to meet any
expected requirements for the near future. He expressed the opinion that the removal
during the coming year of this threat of over production should stimulate buying and

result in increased consumption of raw cotton.
The recommendation first appeared in the form of a unanimous resolution at a

meeting of the institute's executive committee on June 16. It has since been
indorsed by an overwhelming percentage of the institute's board of directors. The
directors supporting the recommendation represent equipment aggregating in excess
of 9,000,000 spindles. It is understood that the institute's officials and directors
will immediately undertake to canvass the various mill managements as to their
respective attitudes regerding the institute's proposal. (Daily News Record, July

11, 1932.)

Massachusetts Lczislation Affecting Industrial Homo Jerk.

The Massachusetts Legislature of 1932 extended the jurisdiction of several labor

laws. Most of these concerned the statutes regulating the employment of women and

children. Outstanding in this new legislation is the requirement that "every person

hiring, employing or contracting with a member of a family to make, alter, repair,

ornament; finish or adapt for sale by labor to be performed in a room or apartment

in a tenement or dwelling house, any article except wearing apparel or any part

thereof or material supplied by said person, shall at such times as the commissioner

may require, furnish to the department the names and addresses of the workers so

hired, employed or contracted with and of all women and minors dwelling in said

room or apartment, and of girls under 21 and boys under 18, their ages." The excep-

tion of "wearing apparel" made in this case is due to the fact that in another

statute it is alruady covered.
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In homes where work of this type is being done, children have been known to
work in violation of the statutes regulating child employment in this State. At
present when a violation of this kind comes to the attention of the department, the
concern is immediately notified of its responsibility in this connection even though
such employment is not in their plant. The Massachusetts statutes provide that no
person shall employ a minor under 14 or permit him to work in or about or in connec-
tion with any establishment engaed in the manufacture or sale of these goods.
Furthermore, the Massachusetts law requires that such persons shall not employ a
child between 14 and 16 or "permit him to work" in or about or in connection with
his establishment unless an employment certificate is issued to such child.

Another side to this problem appears in relation to the 48-hour law for women
employed in labor in certain types of establishments. If work is taken from the
place of employment to be done in the home, then the home is used for industrial
purposes, and becomes for the purposes of the statute a manufacturing establishment.
The advantage under the new law consists of requiring manufacturers to furnish the
department with a list containing the names and addresses of the workers so hired,
and of all women and minors dwelling in the room or apartment, and also in the case
of girls under 21 and boys under 18, their ages. This will enable the department to
maintain supervision of such places and strengthen the laws relating to women and
children.

The Department of Labor and Industries was also directed by the legislature to
make special study into the provisions of the law relating to one day's rest in
seven for certain employees now excepted by the statute; and another requiring inves-
tigation as to the advisability of including laborers in the prevailing rate of
wages law in the construction, addition to or alteration of public works. (Com-
munication to the Women's Dureau.)

New York. Hours of dork in Canneries.

The hour law as it applies to canneries provides that "a female over 18 years
of age may be employed in canning or preserving perishable products in fruit and
canning establishments between the 15th day of June and the 15th day of October not
more than 10 hours in any day nor more than 6 days or 60 hours in any week, but the
board may adopt rules permitting such employment between the 25th day of June and
the 5th day of August not more than 12 hours in any one day or more than 6 days or
66 hours in any week, if it finds that such employment is required by the needs of
the industry and can be permitted without serious injury to the health of the women
so employed."

The industrial board has revised the rule permitting overtime employment between
June 25 and August 5, the revision being effective April 21, 1932. Of especial
interest are the following new requirements, which, it is hoped, will tend to makemcrc
stable a highly seasonal industry:

The employer shall report each product to be packed during the permit
period, the number of canning lines available for packing each of them; and
the minimum number of men and women necessary to pack in a 10-hour day the
normal output of each product in terms of what is now known as can size No. 2.

The employer shall produce satisfactory proof that he has calculated and
arranged to employ the number of men and women who will be needed to pack the
expected yield of each crop in n working day not exceeding a maximum of 10
hours, and that he has also calculated and arranged to employ an additional
number of women who may be needed during an emergency or rush period..

The employer shall produce satisfactory proof that he has instituted
arrangements to secure regular delivery of raw produce as far as possible.

(Industrial Code, Rule No. 1. Relating to the Employment of Women in
Canneries.)
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uhina. Labor Administration.

The Labor Department of the Chinese Ministry of Industry recently announced theprogram of work of the department. The following are the more important items of
this program: (1) Investigation of labor conditions; (2) continuation of thereorganization and registration of trade unions; (3) establishment of machinery for
the settlement of labor disputes; ('i) promotion of the adoption of the factory
council system, (5) division of factory inspection areas; (6) encouragement of
workers' education; (7) drafting of regulations for workers' savings banks; (8)
application of the law relating to collective agreements; (9) participation in the
International Labor Conference; (10) revision of labor laws; (11) study of theproblem of industrial efficiency; (12) compilation of labor statistics; (13) publi-cation of a monthly labor review. (Industrial and Labor Information, July 119 1932.)

Great  Britain. Seatin- and Posture.

General principles with regard to posture: (1) Wherever seats can be used forwork, they should be so arranged as to enable the work to be done in correct sittingposture; (2) wherever possible, arrangements should be made for change of posture.Posture and health: That posture and health are closely related is common .knowledge, but on the question of the extent and the manner there still exists someconfusion. This is in part accounted for by the difficulties of isolating theposture factor" from other effects of work done in a sitting position. Looking atthe anatomical facts it is clear that the spinal column, composed of a large numberof vertebrae, is the controlling factor not only for the support of the head but formovements of the limbs. The spine, then, should be so accommodated when the workeris seated as to enable it to exercise to advantage its control over the movements ofthe body. In the erect posture the spinal column presents certain curves and inorder to work with the minimum of fatigue in the sitting posture these curves mustbe maintained, with support if necessary. Failure in this respect not only producesfatigue, but results in a deformity, which at first may be easily corrected at will,but later may become permanent.
The skeletal effects of deformity of the spinal column are too well known to

need description, but the physiological effects are not sufficiently recognized. A
cramped position day after day will lead to reduced chest capacity (impeding respira-tion) and laxity of the muscles of the abdomen, predisposing the worker to impover-
ishment of the blood and disorders of the digestive system.

Correct Sitting Posture: Correct sitting posture is that in which the weightor the body is carried on the bones which form the base of the pelvis, and the body
held erect by muscular action which prevents sagging at the waist, the keynote of
bad sitting posture. To assist the muscles the back should be supported at its most
flexible part, i.e. the lumbo-dorsal region (or small of the back).

In order to avoid hampering the circulation, the angle at the knee joints should
always be greater than a right angle.

Work should be so placed that stooping is reduced to a minimum.
Instruction of workers as to correct posture is as necessary as the provisionof good seats. It is a waste-of money to buy good seats unless training is given asto their proper use.
Seats for Work: The aim in every factory should be to avoid continuous standing

wherever possible. Workers arc often unnecessarily made to stand continuously at
their work either through the mistaken idea that they will work harder and better, or
simply because it has always been the tradition or custom of the factory to do so.
It is certain that by some readjustment of tables or benches, the adoption of suit..able chairs, the iniroduction of mechanical conveyors, or other similar means, much
work now done standing could equally well be done sitting.
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Two things have to be considered—the type of seat and the adjustment af the seat

to the worker and the work. Details of construction and design of seats are of

great importance if correct posture is to be maintained, and proper adjustment of

the seats is also essential on account of individual differences in workers and the

great diversity of types of work, work tables and machines. (Seats for Workers in

Factories and Workshops, Welfare Pamphlet No. 6 (Second Edition) issued by the Home

Office.)
Empllment

Wisconsin. Training for Unemployed Women.

The Milwaukee Vocational School has arranged a two weeks' training course to

prepare unemployed women for domestic work. Defore the school closed its spring
term the course had been conducted five times with groups ranging from 10 to 20. A

few of these have been placed. The courses may be continued in the fall. (Com-

munication to the Women's Bureau.)

Alberta. Employment of Women.

Reports on employment in trades and industries for 1931 cover 2,808 firms

employing 40,030 male employees over 18; 571 males under 18; 7,793 females over 18:

229 females under 18; and 509 apprentices. The.returns, when considered as to

employment by months for males, for the first time since returns have been received

show a steady decline during the entire year, there being practically no improwement

through usual seasonal activities. December was the month of least employment, when

38,497 were employed, and January the month of greatest, when 41,507 were employed.

The returns of monthly employment of females indicate very little change in

volume of employment throughout the year. Summer holiday trade and Christmas acti-

vities did, however, bring additional employment. February was the month of least

employment for women when 7,234 were employed; the highest point was reached in

June with 7,795 employed. Fluctuation of employment for men and women was prac-

tically the same, minimum employment being 92 per cent of maximum employment in each

case. Seven-eighths (87.3 per cent) of the firms operated 52 weeks in the year and

over 90 per cent (91.5) at least 40 weeks. Five and one-half per cent operated less

than half a year. (Annual Report of the Commissioner of Labor of the Province of

Alberta, 1931-32.)

gos

Louisiana. Wa,res of Women Workers.

The Constitutional Convention of 1921 authorized the creation of a commission to

investigate working conditions, hours of service and other matters in connection with

women and child workers and if there ever was a time that such commission be

appointed, it is now, as some of the above policies now existing are most deplorable.

This department knows firsthand that in the City of New Orleans certain res-

taurants and cafes are paying waitresses as little as 6 cents an hour and if the

patronizing public did not tip these workers, they could not exist on the wages paid.

In addition to this measley wage, the workers have to return to the employer 5 cents

a day out of their wages for a so-called maid service. In addition to this, they

are forced to pay 25 cents weekly for a cap or head band. They are also forced to

pay 25 cents for the use of uniforms and ordinarily the worker uses two or more each

week.
If the waitress works six full days, she would earn $3.24 and after making the

deductions above mentioned, she has a net balance left of $2.19 and should she be

forced to pay street car fares both ways daily, she would have a net balance of $1.35

for a week's work.
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We also know that there are certain clothing manufacturing industries and estab-
lishments making women's dresses that are paying approximately the same earnings as
above mentioned and workers a:e penalized for every defect or for infraction of com-
pany rules until these workers earn virtually nothing and are working under certain
conditions in direct violation of State laws.

Much has been said and written about the despicable sweat shop practices in
some of the eastern cities but the same conditions exist in New Orleans and some-
thing should be done to eliminate these evils.

Unless the hours of service are violated or some law is disregarded in connec-
tion with employment coming under the supervision of the Department of Labor and
Industrial Statistics, the commissioner has no legal jurisdiction but realizing the
existence of the deplorable conditions above mentioned, he feels that in the name of
humanity and common justice as well as for the protection of these unfortunates,
that the lawmaking bodies should enact some law looking to the elimination of these
evils and that a commission should be appointed under the authorization of the Con-
stitution to take immediate steps with the view of rectifying conditions herein
complained of and this office is more than willing to do all possible in connection
therewith. (Sixteenth Biennial Report of the Department of Commissioner of Labor
and Industrial Statistics of the State of Louisiana, 1931-1932.)

Alberta. WaLe  Rates for ...Tomen Workers.

The Annual Report of the Commissioner of Labor of Alberta gives classified
weekly wage rates for men and women wage earners for the week of employment of
greatest numbers in the period covered by the report. The exact date is not given.
While some wage earners not covered by minimum wage rates may be included, it is of
interest to compare these rates with rates set by the Minimum Wage Board. The minimum
wage rate for experienced women 18 years of age and over is $12.50 in factories and
retail stores, and $14 in hotels and restaurants (in certain towns and cities), in
telephone and telegraph offices, in personal service, and in office and clerical
employment. The wage statistics given in this report are for "trades and indus-
tries" and cover 2,808 firms employing 79793 women 18 years of age and over. Rates
of less than $12 were reported for about 15 per cent (14.7 per cent) of the women,
and of less than $13 for less than one-third (32.9 per cent). Rates of $20 and over
were reported for over one-fifth (22 per cent) of the women. (Annual Report of the
Commissioner of Labor of the Province of Alberta, 1931-32; and Wages and Hours of
Labor in Canada, 1926 2 1930, and 1931, Report No. 15 Issued by the Department of
Labor.)

Industrial Accidents

Illinois.  Accidents  to Women.

During the calendar year 1929, 54,390 compensable accident cases were closed
in Illinois. This number includes accidents occurrinF: before 1929 but closed in
1929 and excludes any accidents occurring in 1929 that were not closed during the
year. Of this number, 1,691 were accidents to women. These accidents were classi-
fied as to extent of disability as follows: Fatal, 4; permanent partial, 343; dis-
figurement, 60; temporary total only, 1,259; temporary partial only, 6; other dis-
abilities, 19. Cases classified as resulting in temporary total disability only,
which constitute three-fourths of all cases, are those of persons who lost time
from work due to the injury, but eventually recovered completely. In the cases of
permanent partial disability the person injured may or may not have lost time from
work, but in all cases was left with a permanent injury such as loss, or loss of use,
of a member. Some kind of permanent disability resulted from about one-fifth of all
women's cases closed in 192,9.
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Of all women injured, over one-fourth (28.0 per cent) were under 21 years ofage, 8.8 per cent being under 18. Over one-fifth (22.2 per cent) were 40 or over.Of those with permanent partial injuries, the proportion of younger women was great-er, 30 per cent being under 21 and 11 per cent under 18. The proportion of those40 and over was practically the same (21.9 per cent).
Half the women were employed in manufacturing at the time of the injury, overone-fourth (27.0 per cent) in services other than government or professional service,and over one-tenth (14.6 per cent) in trade and finance. The manufacturing group

responsible for the largest number of accidents was that of metal and metal products,over one-fourth (26.3 per cent) of the women injured in manufacturing being so
employed. Over half (51.8 per cent) the women in the service group were employed
in hotels or restaurants.

Over one-fourth (29.9 per cent) of those accidents to women were caused by
machinery and one-fourth (25.8 per cent) by falls of persons. One-eighth (12.9 per
cent) were caused by handling objects and about one-tenth (9.8 per cent) by striking
against objects or persons. No other one cause accounted for as much as 5 per cent
of the accidents. Over half (53.3 per cent) of the accidents resulting in permanent
partial disability were due to machines and one-fifth (19.8 per cent) to falls ofpersons. Two of the four fatal accidents were due to flames and two to motor
vehicles.

The cost of accidents as reported includes compensation only, medical andfuneral expenses, and the cost of artificial members being excluded. The averagecost of the 1,691 closed cases was $113. The average for fatal cases was $1,425; forpermanent partial cases,$385; for disfigurement,$85; and for temporary total,_ $31.(Thirteenth Annual Report of the Illinois Department of Labor, July 1; 1929-June 30;1930.)

Personnel

Miss Helen Wood of New Haven, chairman of the Department of Women in Industryfor the New Haven County League of Women Voters, has just received from Commissionerof Labor, Joseph M. Tone, the appointment to fill the office of industrial investi-gator in the State Department of Labor and Factory Inspection. Miss dood was theindustrial secretary of the Y.W.C.A. in New Haven before accepting the office ofState industrial investigator. A graduate of Columbia University, Miss Wood didgraduate work in labor problems and social legislation at Washington University, St.Louis, Mo.; and later worked for the Chester Knitting Mills and the Missouri StateLife Insurance Company in St. Louis.

NOTES: UNITED STATES

Medical and Health  Service for Small  Plants.

It has been demonstrated in Philadelphia during the past five years that asmall plant can have a practical medical and health program at a cost commensuratewith that of larger plants. Leans for supplying such a service have been workedout by the Philadel],hia Health Council. Two or more small plants located near toeach ether share the services of an industrial nurse and physician.According to a definite schedule, regular visits are made to each plant by thephysician and the nurse, each of whom gives an amount of time to each plant which isdetermined by the number of employees. For every 100 employees the nurse spendstwo hours in the dispensary each week while the physician is there for one hour.The nurse's schedule is arranged to coincide with the physician's schedule in each
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plant. It has been the experience of the council that this specified kmount of time
is the least with which a satisfactory medical program can be maintained.

Whenever the number of hours of service to be given makes it possible, the -
frequency and length of visits arc so distributed that the nurse will be in each
plant at least three times a week and the physician at least twice. In plants of
100 employees this arrangeEent is possible, but occasionally impractical unless this
smaller plant is located near a larger one. But when the health service is estab-
lished in a plant of 200 or more it is practical for the nurse to visit the plant
every day and the physician three times a week. In addition to their regular sched-
ules, the nurse and the physician return frequently for special redressins of acci-
dent cases or for emergency calls.

In the beginning, the physician in charge of the plant dispensary is a full-time
industrial physician on the staff of the Health Council. When; after a period of one
or two years, the several details of relationships of the medical service to the
management and employees have been carefully worked out; the entire service is turned
over to a physician in private practice, who continues to maintain approximately the
same schedule as first planned and carries on in the same manner as did the Health
Council physiciah. When the "divorcing" from the Health Council occurs, two or more
plants, likewise ready to be "divorced" are at the same time turned over to this
private physician. So far as possible, the plants to be "divorced" are located
closely together in the same part of town, and their total number of employees
approximates one thousand.

The cost to the plant of the nurse's and the physician's time while the service
is maintained by the Health Council is $4.50 per employee per year, payable monthly.
As an example, therefore, the cost to a plant of 100 employees would be $450 per
year or $37.50 per month. The Health Council assists each plant in planning and
equipping a dispensary suitable to its needs. Past experience has shown that the
total cost of installing and equipping a two-room clinic, including the first supply
of necessary surgical and medical items, varies from $200 to $400 depending upon the
requirements of the plant. The cost to the plant after separation from the Health
Council depends on the time given by the nurse and doctor who continue the service.

A well-trained full-time industrial nurse should receive at least $165 a month
for this type of work. A competent younger private physician, who is building up a
practice but who proves to have a definite interest in industrial health work; can
be secured to give about 11 hours a week for an average of $145 per month. This is
a little more than $3 per hour. However, it has been the experience of the council
that in securing the services of a physician for a very few hours per week one
should expect to pay $5 an hour. (Factory and Industrial Management, July; 1932.
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ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFULLY ELPLOYED WOMEN

Hours and Work Conditions

Pennsylvania. Needle Guards on  Power Sewing_Machines.

A recent survey of the needle industries in Pennsylvania, conducted hastily
by the Bureau of Inspection to obtain information for the guidance of the Industrial
Board, relative to guarding point of operation on power sewing machines, revealed
an interesting change of attitude toward needle guards. While there still are some
manufacturers who contend that needle guards slow up production to a ruinous degree,
the survey reports show an increasing number of prominent manufacturers who are
thoroughly committed to this form of protecting workers from injury.

In one district fourteen shirt and dress manufe.cturers reported that they were
efficiently using needle guards on power sewing machines. Among the establishments
surveyed was one large factory which began installing needle guards in 1929. The
management of this plant reported that in one year during which 1,313 women were
employed on a double shift for five months, there were 22 injuries from needle
punctures. These were mostly attributed to the fact that employees had removed the
needle guards, which were even then being supplied but without much compulsion as
to use. An intensive drive to enforce use of needle guards greatly reduced these
accidents. Althourh this concern has operated since 1931 with a large percentage
of inexperienced workers, due to labor turnover, the needle accident experience
has continued to show a healthy trend of reduction, while production standards
actually have improved.

Lost operators, it was found in the survey, do not object to the use of needle
guards for straight sewing. On fancy dresses, which require many stops, the
operators complain of slowed-up production on piece work, objecting especially to
interference with a full view of the work. One manager in the dress industry pro-
tested that needle guards are bad for posture and hard on the eyes.

The Bureau of Inspection, as a result of this survey, is recommending that
general enforcement of needle guarding be sustained by the Industrial Board except
in specific cases where it can be shown by the manufacturer that the character of
the work makes use of the needle guard impractical. It is being recommended at the
same time that the Bureau of Industrial Standards approach sewing machine manu-
facturers with a view to obtaining improvement in design at the point of operation,
which may make later application of needle guards unnecessary. This, of course,
would benefit only in cases of new installations. Accident investigators in the
needle industry very generally believe that regulation of the needle lift can ,
assist greatly in reducing sewing machine accidents. Much work is performed to-day
on power sewin7 machines with a needle lift considerably in excess of actual
requirements, the natural result being an increase in unnecessary hazard. (Labor
and Industry, July, 1932.)

Brazil. Re,7ulations on  Work of Women in Industry.

Detailed regulations on the work of women in Brazilian industrial and
commercial establishments were issued in a decree dated May 17, 1932.
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Beginning with a declaration of the eight of all workers to equal compensation
without distinction as to sex, the decree provides that, with certein exceptions,
women shall not be employed in public or privately-owned industrial and commercial
establishments between the hours of 10 at night and 5 in the morning, forbids
their employment inspecifiod industries, and guarantees them safeguards during
pregnancy and childbirth.

According to the rerulations, women shall not be required to handle articles
above a given weight, nor be employed in work carried on underground, in subterranean
mining operations, quarries, private or public construction work, or in dangerous
or unhealthful tasks listed in a supplementary order. However, restriction on any
or all of these last may be liftdd by the order of the Minister of Labor, Industry
and Commerce when it is proved that the danger or unhealthful condition has been
eliminated as a result of the adoption of new methods of work or manufacture or the
introduction of preventive measures.

Pregnancy alone shall not be considered a justifiable cause for the dismissal
of a woman from her position. Expectant mothers shall not be required to work
during the four weeks prior to and following childbirth. Upon recommendation by a
physician these periods each may be increased to six weeks should conditions so
demand. Women nursing their own children will be granted special rest periods of a
half hour each twice a day during the first six months following childbirth.

Establishments which employ 30 or more women over 16 years of age shall main-
tain a day nursery for the children of their employees.

During the period of from four to six weeks prior to or following childbirth
women shall have the right to compensation equal to one-half of their average wages
during the previous six months, and shall not be denoted because of their absence
from their regular duties.

The amount of the compensation during the time it is impossible for a woman to
work ordinarily will be taken from the funds established by the Institute of Social
Insurance. However, if money is not available from this source, the amount must be
paid by the employer. (Bulletin of the Pan American Union, August, 1932.)

Mexico. A Labor Office.

As a result of a number of requests made to the Advisory Council of the Depart-
ment of the Federal District by representatives of the workers' organizations, a
Labor Office recently has been established in Lexico with the object of supervising
the application of the Federal Labor code in the Federal District, and of r.iving
particular attention to hygiene and safety in industrial undertakings, the night work
of women and children, home work, and the protection of workers in other respects
in accordance with the Labor Code.

The Labor Office also will deal with complaints made by workers against their
employers as a result of failure to apply social legislation. (Industrial and Labor
Information, July 16, 1932.)

Employment 

Nev York. Need for Standards for Household Emrloyment.

The Service Section of the Public Employment Center of Rochester, N.Y., opened
May 1, 1931, operating for a period of eight months that year. During that period,
of the 1,449 requests for workers (called orders in this analysis) received in the
Service Department, 38 per cent were filled and the remaining number were cancelled.
To determine why these cancelled orders were not filled, the orders which have been
received and cancelled during the first two months of 1932 have been scanned care-
fully, since obviously causes of cancellations during these two months would be
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/151plicable to the cancellations of 1031. During these two months, 339 orders have
been received; 158 or 46 per cent were filled; 152 or 44 per cent were cancelled,
and the remaining 10 per cent were still open at the end of that period. The more
significant causes for cancellation were the following:

Low pay was the cause of cancellation of 29 orders. In 12 of these cases,
wages were so low that no anplicant was interested. Insufficient time allowance
was the reason for the cancellation of 27 orders. Lary people, when entering an
order with the Public Employment Center, also notify their friends and other
employment agencies, and sometimes insert ads in the papers at the same time. In
other eases, it is found that the Public Lmployment Center has been called after
these other sources have been tapped, and by the time the Center is able to refer
people the other sources have produced results. In 15 cases, orders were cencelled
because living conditions were not acceptable to the applicant. The element of low
wages also entered into these orders. Distance was a factor in 11 cases. It is
difficult to get apnlicants to consider positions where more than one carfare is
entailed. The average employer does net add this extra carfare to the wage offered,
and women are unwilling to deduct this amount from their earnings.

The request of employers for applicants whose qualifications were out of line
with the wages offered caused cancellation in 13 instances. Even when the classifi-
cation was not °mentioned specifically, it was found that "requirements out of lire
with pay offered" honeycombed this whole group of cancelled orders. At the present
time there is a strong conflict of interests between the two groups; the employers
offering gradually diminishing wages, while the applicants try to make a firm stand
for wages comparable to those received in the past. For this reason, it is only
when the better type person really gets desperate that she is willing to consider
the low wages being offered. Applicants readily available for these lover priced
jobs are neither of the high type, nor have they the experience demanded by the
average employer, regardless of the wage she offers.

By scanning orders frequently reopened, it is apparent that turnover is
increased by very low wages, 'since the better qualified girl takes an underpaid
job only until she can get another at a wage nearer that at which she values her
services. If the employer hires a girl whose work actually is worth the low wage
paid, the employer soon tires of her and discharges her hoping to got one better
qualified for the same money. If she succeeds, in some cases, the better qualified
girl cuts down on the quality of her work to match the amount of wage received.
Both employer and -:orker are dissatisfied and further turnover is inevitable.

There is one element especially important in giving service to employers of
household workers. The personal aspect of the relationship of employee and employer
in household service is of such importance that adequate time should be given to
be sure that these personal requirements arc met. The question of skill is only
one factor. Demand for immediate action on a request for a worker defeats the
purpose of sound placement procedure. To accede to such a demand usually necessi-
tates the sending of the first person available--the delicate question of personal
rapport ee;eth the employer and her family having, in many cases, to be relegated
to the background. Organization and anticipation of labor requirements are of
equal if not greater importance in the home than in the field of business.
(Communication to the Women's Bureau.)
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Canada. Employment and Unoralaypent.2_1931.

The 1931 census was taken to show the situation as of June 1. The censuscovered only cities of over 5,000 population, numbering 137 in all. For each ofthese was ascertained first, the number of persons 20 years of age and over,designating themselves as "workers," and second, the numbbr of these not at workon June 1. An estimate based on a one in ten sample in thirty cities was madeof the employment or unemployment of persons under 20.
Of 1,3459330 workers 20 years of age and over, one-fifth (21.7 per cent) werewomen. Of the male wage earners, one-fifth (21.8 per cent) were not working onJune 1, 19319 and of the female wage earners one-twelfth (6.6 per cent) wereso situated. It was estimated that there were nearly 200,000 workers under 20years of age, 53 per cent being male and 47 per cent female. It was furtherestimated that one-fifth (20.6 per cent) of the boys and one-sixth (12.3 per cent)of the girls were unemployed. (The Labor Gazette, Canada, July, 1932.)

Wages 

North Carolina Determinin7 Wac,,e Rates of Hosiery Workers.

Following a stoppage in the seamless hosiery mills of High Point, NorthCarolina, an agreement was signed by workers and employers which embodied someinteresting points. We quote in part:
The return of the workers "is agreed upon with the further distinctunderstanding that the mill owners will conduct an investigation of the wagescales applying to these operations in the competitive trade area of High Point;and that the workers will conduct a similar survey with a view to assemblingdata for a review of the matter at a future date when both sides have theinformation needed, at which time the manufacturers agree to raise their scaleto bring it in line with the level of this competition if it is found to be low.It is understood and agreed that this review and adjustment, if and where needed,will be made within a reasonable time.

"It is further understood and agreed that the manufacturers, parties tothis negotiation, will not reduce wages again while orders now on hand are beingfilled and while business remains on no worse basis than at present and thatthey will seek to procure conditions that will permit them to raise pay ifpossible.
"It is part of this agreement that the manufacturers party to it will notreduce wages at any time in the future without giving employees notice of it atleast one week in advance of the cut; and that the workers by voluntary proposalof their delegates will give similar notice of their intention to walk out orstrike." (Daily News Record, Aug. 29 1932.)

Pennsylvania.  Earnings and Hours in the Knit Goods Industry.

A study of the krlit goods industry was made by the Bureau of Women andChildren, of the Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry, in April, 1929.The establishments covered manufacture cotton underwear, rayon underwear,sweaters and bathing suits. Data on earnings and hours were secured for 2,205
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men and women in 22 establishments. Of these employees, 19719 or 77.9 per cent
were women. The sample comprises 15 per cent of the emiloyees and 10 per cent of
the plants in the knit goods industries of the State.

There was a wide range in the scheduled weekly hours of work in the plants
studied. Hours on the day shift ranged from 45-2- to 54 a week, the median being
50 hours. The scheduled hours on the day shift usually were the same for men and
women. On the night shifts where only men were employed, the weekly schedules were
509 60, and 62 hours.

Men in the knit goods industry had a higher earning power than women. ien's
median weekly earnings were $23.829 that is, half earned more and half less than
this amount. The median for women, $15.38, was more than $8 less than that
for men. Nearly two-thirds (63.1 per cent) of the men received $20 or more
in the week studied, while only about one-fifth (21.6 per cent) of the women
had weekly earnings of %;20 or more. Seven per cent of the men and 15 per cent
of the women earned less than 10. There was a considerelle range in median weekly
earnings for women in different occupational croups. Eedian earrings of $21.44
for women in the winding department were the highest reported, the lowest; 912.68
for those in inspecting and pressing departments. Overtime workers; both mon and
woLen, earned less money than those working their regular sheduled hours.

That more significant data might be Lade available regarding the actual
earnings of knit goods employees, information on annual earnings fcr the year 1920
was secured for all employees whose names appeared on each firm's pay roll for
the entire year. Data on annual earnings were secured for 254 men and 909 women.
The median annual earnings for men were $1,265, half earning more and half less;for
women they were 1/27. Two-thirds of the men and loss than one-fifth of the women
earned 4,000 or more in 1928. Approximately 2 per cent of the men and 6 per cent
of the women earned less than $500 during the year. Women engaged in seaming
and winding had the highest median earnings, $806 and $613 respectively. Women
knitters with a median of $658 and the women doing miscellaneous work with a median
of $647, had the lowest annual earnings of the group.

"The findings of this report serve to emphasize irregular employment as the
outstanding problem in the knit goods industry. The fluctuation in employment
varied somewhat in the different geographical areas but the industry as a whole did
not provide a regular full-time week's work for quite ono-third of the employee::.
With more than one-half the women and one-third the men working less than their
regular hours, it was significant to find the.t ono-fifth of the workers were aorking
overtime. The seriousness of this irregularity of employment which was found in
all occupational groups and in all geographical areas is emphasized by the decrease
in earnings not only for the undortime workers but for the overtime workers as well."
(Hours and Earnings of Mon and Women in the Knit Goods Industry.)

Hungary. flinimum  Wee.

On July 30, 1932, the Secretariat of the League of Nations registered the
formal ratification by the Hungarian Government of the convention concerning the
creation of minimum wage fixing machinery. (Industrial and Labor Information;
Aug. 15, 1932.)
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Health Problems 

Nursinfr in a Denartment Store.
  A report from a department store in Seattle states:
"The staff of a medical department in a store varies in size with the number

of employees. For our personnel of 1,500 people we have a doctor and a dentist one
hour daily and two full-time nurses. The physician examines all new employees,
gives medical advice to all who consult him and treats all accidents which happen to
employees or customers in the store building. The dentist examines all employees
every six months and gives advice es to dental care needed. This enables us to
maintain a high standard of dental health, for all are expected to keep their
teeth in f:ood condition.

"The daily routine of the nurse usually consists of--
Assisting the physician
Giving necessary first aid to all emergencies and caring for cases

per order of store physician
Making home calls
Keepine. records
Consulting on health and dietary habits.

"During the day she cares for a great many ailments and emergencies for which
she has standing orders. In 1931 the report in our department read:

Doctor's examinations  2,525
Dentist's examinations  2,320
Customers assisted  315
Nurses' consultations, etc 16,750
Home calls  815

"A very small percentage of those examined by the physician are found unfit foremployment, but a great many have some defects and the majority of these are later
corrected. All are encouraged to consult the doctor whenever needed and many serious
conditions and breakdowns are forestalled. Trouble is avoided frequently by buildingup resistance through hypodermic injections of iron, ultra-violet ray treatments, andthe administration of cold serums, besides advice on diet and health habits. Thisclose health supervision kr...s made it possible to reduce absence and turnover, bothof which are expensive to the employer as well as the employee " (FrancesNorquist, R.N., in Public Health Nursing, August, 1932.)

Diet of Substandard '...orkers.

Studies have deter-,:ined that undernourished industrial workers are lessefficient than those who are well nourished. There is a greater number of absencesand a smaller amount of work accomplished by these workers.It was arranged that a group of underweight women dependent on industrial employ-ment should be given one tablespoonful of cod liver oil and one pint of milk daily tosupplement their ordinary home ration. These were served during morning and afternoonrest periods. Data were collected or increase of body weight, decrease in number ofabsences, increase in efficiency at usual tasks, frequency and severity of colds andother illnesses, and menstrual difficulties. The exporimnnt was carried on :rem themiddle of December to the middle of May.
The group studied were 63 women employed at light muscular work. Their agesranged from 18 to 45 years. Over 50 per cent were more than 10 per cent underweight.
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Forty-five women were kept on the additional diet for ayear and 18 for two years.
The average hours of absence totaled 105.3 for the year previous to thc tost,

68.4 for the first year, and 40.8 for tho second year--a total reduction of 61'
per cent for those in the two-yenr test.

Tho average efficiency for the group was 77.8 for the year previous to the
test, 78.8 for the first year, and 00.1 for the second year.

During the first year the women gained an average of 2.6 sl'DII At the time

of the first weighing 14 suffercd from menstrual irregularities. Six of these

stated that the irregularities were completely corrected, six that they were

benefitted, and two that there was no improvement. (Journal of Industrial HTTienu,

June, 1932.)

Great Britain.  Influence of  Holidays on Body WeiFht.

In a recent imestigation the National Institute of Industrial Psycholo:y had

occasion to take weekly roadins of the weights of groups of operatives in throe
cotton mills. During the course of the investigation a holiday period of one week

occurred at each cf the three mills, and some i-nterestin results were obtained on
the influence of holidays on weight.

Thc data were analyzed b. converting the successive weekly weights of each
operative into a percentage of her initial weight, and averaging the percentage
weights thus obtained for each mill. The numbers stuJied wore not lnrgc, being
30 in mill One, 21 in mill Two, and 15 in mill Three. In all three mills there
was a definite tendency for the weights of operatives to fall before the holiday
period. The first set of readings taken after the holiday periods showed that
in all throe mills the .operatives had gained considerably in weight as a result
of a week's absence. The average percentage increase in weight during the
holiday week for all three mills was 1.53 per cent, the average gain per operative
being 2 pounds with a probable error of 0.13 pounds. At tho end of five weeks
after the resumption of work at two of the mills, the average weight was 2.05
per cent greater than in the week before the holiday period, indicating that the
effect of the holiday still was being maintained.

These results, althourh obtained on a very small group, point the way to further
research which should be undertaken to throw ht on the problem of holidays.
(The Human Factor. The Journal of the National Institute of Industrial Psychology,
Auc.rust 192.)/

NOTES: UNITED STATES

Occanational Experience of  Applicants for Work in Philadelphia.

The prupose of this study was to present information as to the nature and
characteristics of the unemployed. It was confined to persons able and willing to
work who were seeking employment. The study was made with the cooperation of
thirty-nine establishments representing twenty different industries, and six
placement agencies. A special questionnaire was filled out for each applicant for
work in these establishments durinc: the first week of Yarch, 1929. The information
secured covered personal data and data regarding the family. It also covered the
employment experience of the applicant for three years.

The gross yield of the week's collection v:as the record of 3,838 applicants.
Of these, two groups were rejected, those which did 0ot show a complete employment
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record for at least three years, and thase from which was omitted more than one

item of personal information. The net sample represented 1,123 persons. Of this
numS er, 125 were single women, 30 married women, and 17 widowed or divorced women.

The total of 172 women represented about 15 per cent of the whole group.

Duration of employment and unemployment, number of jobs held, and the regular

occupation of the applicants, were carefully studied and correlated with personal

and family data. The chief findings regarding women are summarized here.

The division according to sex, 15.2 Per cent being women, does not correspond

very closely to the groupings of "those usually employed" in the Census, which

shows 26.3 per cent to be women. The moot likely explanation of this seems to lie

in the mission of domestic service and the reporting of very few in professional

service, since the Census shows that a large proportion of employees in both these

categories are females.
Though women had longer unemployment than had men, they had not held so many

jobs as had men. The proportions of both married and single women who held one

or two jobs were larger than average, while those of the women who held more than

two jobs were correspondingly smaller than average. No married woman held mo:oe

than four jobs and no single woman more than five.
The duration of unemployment of men was decidedly shorter than that of women

aISlicants. The married men, although they were shown to be often out of work,

tended to remain out for shorter periods than most of the other applicants.

Larger proportions of women than men were out of work at all interval:3 of more than

one month. The percentages for the three female groups (married, single, and

widowed) were nearly twice as large as those for men in the five longest periods

of unemployment (three months, four months, five months, six months, one year).

The comparison of numbers of times out of work with sox and marital status

shows that single men lost time more frequently than any other group. Single women

show a tendency to emulate the single, men since they have large percentages

the groups who were out throe and four times. (The classifications are from none

to five times.) Liarried women, widows, and widowers in no instance lost time more

than twice.
Occupations were classed as low, medium, and clerical, and low, medium,

and high manual. Half of the married women and nearly half of the single women Lad

been em:loyed on low-g.rade clerical jobs as their regular occupation. ..iemen

constituted half of the low-grade clerical group; one-third of the medium-grade

ans one-fifth of the high grade. In contrast, less than one-tenth of each of the

manual groups were women.
The largest numbers of the unemployed women reported were from retail trade,

the next from textiles, and following in close order came metals, clerical

organizations, paper and printing, and professicnal service.
As a final conclusion the author states: "The group appears to constitute a

labor supply which is in great part above the average quality. The enforced idle-

ness of most of these workers is due, not to their unfitness for work, but to the

inability of business and industry to absorb these capable and wng workers."

In this connection the date of the study, Larch, 1929, should be recalled.
(Occupational Experience of Applicants for ,iork in Philadelphia, by Burton P. Earley.
0 Thesis in Economics.)
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WOEEN'S HLtEAU

Washino:ton
News Letter No. 91 October 19

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFULLY ELPLOYED W01.IN

Hours and Work Conditions

British Columbia. Hours of ciork.

Included in the report of the British Columbia Depart-lent of Labor is the annual
report of the Board of Adjustment Ldl:inisterinE the Hours of Work Act. It will be
recalled that the Hours of "jor': Act was passed ley tho Legislature in 1923 and became
effective on January 1, 1925. It established a norm' rorkin,(:, day of 8 hours (40
hours per week) in industrial undertakings in the provinces except agriculture, with
provisions for certain other exceptions under special conditions.

The 48-heur week is regnrded by tho Board of Adjustment as being on a sound
footin,7, the report statinr- that "only in Lose industrits not comin: within the
scope of this legislation, or tnoso havinc- been granted special exemption because
of climatic or other consideration; do the hours exceed 48 in the week." (The Labor
Gazette, Canada, September, 1932.)

Chile. A Einistry of Labor.

A Linistry of Labor was established in Chile by a Legislative Decree of June 69
19329 and will deal with all motters reletin to labor probler)s. These were formerly
within the province of the 1.:inietrv of Jecial which :as also concerned with
questions of public health; a L'Ilietry of Health has no, been established to deal
with the latter. The functions the new ilinistry of Labor will be deteri:ined by a
decree to be issued later. (Industrial and Labor Inform: tion, September 5; 1932.)

Greet Britain. Hours and  Davs of .Ioi k.

The Annual Report of the Chief Inspector of Factories and workshops in Groat
Britain for the year 1931 contains interest:1.n'; information as to the actual hours
worked in the principal industries.

The report stetas that the normal week of 47 or 40 hou:'s was general, except in
cases where short ti6e was ,oeinr worked on account of the depression. The 40-hour
week is of such generel application that era:ler:lent in excess is often rearded,
es.)ecially in the case of youne: persons, as illegal. In woolen and worsted factories
and cotton doubling, hewever, after the departure from the gold standard; most of the
mills reverted to the :1111 lerel period of employelent of 55-2: hours a week for pro-
tected persons (women and young persons); while in sci.le cases the men worked ouch
loner hours. In the nontextile industries some undertakings worked 56 hours in the
weeL.

The report refers to the stemly 1,ro,ress of the 5-day reek, which has now been
adopted in a wide variety of industries. This system of workinc: continues to be
very popular, more esnecially in those areas where workers travel long distances to
their work. At least 100 firLs engaged in a wide variety of industries and employ-
ing large numbers of workers have boon found workin the 5-day week in addition to
those mentioned in last year's report. Some of them have worked on this system for
a considerable period.

There is again vory littlo evidence that firros who have once started this
system revert to Saturday working except in a few cases where the nature rf the work
is such that it is inconvenient to have the factory closed en Saturdays. (Industrial
and Labor Information, August 22, 1932.)
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Switzerland. Imrovement of Conditions Affectine Domestic  Servants.

In the spring of 1930 the Federa] Bureau of Industry, Trades, and Labor dis-
cussed in a conference of experts the question of the domestic servants. In compli-
ance with the request made by the participants of this conference, a committee was
appointed for the purpose of studying the lac!: of trained women domestic servants
and the causes of this lack. The committee was also asked to present suggestions for
a solution of these problems.

Under the chairmanship of Dr. Nelli Jaussi, secretary of the Swiss Association
for the Study of Occupations for 'donor, the committee prepared a detailed report
which was presented to the Federal bureau. In that report she expressed the opinion
that a larger number of trained domestic servants could be made available in Switzer-
land (1) if facilities are provided for training of women for domestic service and
also if the housewives who employ servants are more familiar with home economics;
(2) if the economic and personal conditions of the work of domestic servants are
greatly improved; and (3) if the attitude of society toward domestic servants could
be improved. She suggests intensive educational work among housewives, domestic
servants, and the broad masses of the population; also the introduction of laws and
regulations, the use of work contracts, and the establishment and spreed of public
dormitories for domestic servants. She condiders that it is necessary to establish
a temporary office which would study intensively this question for several years.

The report of the committee was published and it may be obtained from
Schweizerischen Zentralstelle fur Frauenberufe,'Zurich, Schanzengraben 29. (Swiss
Association for the Study of ,iomen's Occupations.)

Employment.

Great 3ritain.  Enplament  of Women in the Lancashire Area,

In March, 19319 the University of Manchester was invited by the Board of Trade
to conduct an industrial survey of the Lancashire area and make a report which should
include "(a) a survey of the present industrial position of the area; (b) the pros-
pects of early expansion and new development, having regard particularly to new indus-
trial developments within recant years, and (c) so far as practicable, an assessment
of the prospective employment capacity of the various industries in the area as a
basis for an estimate of the volume of labor likely to be surplus to the requirements
of individual industries within the ne:ct few years."

The Survey Region excludes a small part of Lancashire and includes "the indus-
trial and residential fringe of Cheshire and Derbyshire," amon,-: the principal cities
in the area covered are Lianchester, Blackburn, Preston, Burnley and aochdale. The
report was submitted in February, 1932. In a brief review it is possible to give
only the more outstanding facts regarding the employment of women.

The persons in the "occupiable population" are insured workers, and exclude
juveniles under 16; persons over 65; those employed otherwise than in manual labor if
their rate of remuneration was more than 4,250 per annum; persons engaged in agricul-
ture and private domestic service; shone fishermen; outworkers; a number of those .
engaged by public local authorities, railways and certain public utility undertakings;
nurses; and certain other public emPloyees. The numbers of persons reported as unem-
ployed were the averages for karch, June, and September, 1931.

The female population of the area numbered over 2,0002000 in 1931 and about one-
fourth--nearly 600,000—were insured as "occupieble" persons. Of these potential
workers, about one-third (34.8 per cent) were unemployed. The report separates women
and girls, but since all :iris included were at least 16 years of age, they have been
included hero with women.
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Lancashire is well known as the centcr of the English cotton industry. Overhalf the insured women usually were engaged in the Aial-AN. of cotton yarn or cloth.The other important women-emnloyinc: industries were clothing--which included bootsand shoes, and hat sandwholesale and retail trade, each accounting for about ono-tenth of all employable women. The per cent of women unemployed in these three mainindustries was 45 in cotton and 14 in clothire. and in trade.
The report calls attention to three 1:eculiarities of the cotton textile industryin Lancashire. "Women very nuch outnumber men. _toughly speaking, there are 17 in-sured women workers to every 10 me'l in the cotton inftustry in Great Eritain, whereasin all those industries which come under the Unemployment Insurance Acts, there areonly 4 women to every 10 men. This predominance of feemles is largely due to theiroutnumbering men in the weavin:; industry, but, according to the Consus of 19219 theyalso surpass in number the males in the spinring section of the industry. The secondmarked characteristic is the frequency with which women continue in employment aftermarriage. The Census of 1921 shows that 28 per cent of the females occupied in tex-tiles in the Lancashire industrial area were married, whereas for the whole ofEngland and Wale:, only 14 per cent of females in rll occupetions were married. Thethird peculiarity, the reliance on a joint income, is attributable to a number ofoverlapping factors all of which arc related to the fact thet many of the preeentstandard occupations in he cotton industry are women's occupations."The family-wage situetine, havine: elcelents in com!eon with the foregoing state-ments, may be found in cotton manufacturin7 communities in this country. In 1920over one-third (35.5 per cent) of the meen in cotton manufecturing in the UnitedStetes were married, the proportion being higher n: on': the laborers than the semi-skilled workers. Further, it is of intert.st to co.:pare the occupational distributionof women in the cotton industry of Lnelend with that in the United States. Accordingto the 1921 census of copulation, nearly half (48.9 per cent) of the women in theindustry in Lrncashire d efere weavers, while only 7.6 per cent were spinners (includ-ing piecers). The svall proportion engaged as spinners is due to the predominance ofmule spinnine:, which is more generally (lone 'ey leen then is ring spinnin:2. The onlycensus for the United Stetes which (Jives specific occupations is that of 1910. Atthat time over one-fifth (22.1 per cent) of the women in the cotton industry t:erespinners, and less than one-third, (30.2 per cont)were weavers. According to areport of the Buroau of Lebor 6tatistics on cotton goods manufacturing for 192'9 22per cent of the women included ':ere spinners and 27 per cent were weevers. (krindustrial Survey of the 1,ancashire Area, made for the Board of Trade by theverity of Manchester.)

United States. Earnine:s and Cost of Livine of  :usiness Girls.

At the request of the Business and Professional Assembly of the Young Women'sChristian Association, hundreds of business girls kept personel accounts of income,savings, and expenses through September, October, and Nove,eber, 19319 to provideup-to-date knowledge of ircome and expenses to aid other young women. Over 300 ofthese account books hove icon analyzed, and the findings presented by Benjamin R.Andrews in an article entitled "The Budgeteersu appearing in the 'Voman's ?Fuss,September; 1932. jeost ef the 312 young wo,een whose accounts are here analyzed didsome form of clerical wer*; 29 7ervin professional service, chiefly teac',iN-. Theireernin s ranged from less than ;..10 to over ,;45 a week, with a median of $23.01 (halfreceiving more and half less; than that amount). The followiner table indicates thenumbers of young women whose earnings came within certain classified wageLess than $10..... 2 $20 but not $25... 93 $35 but not $40... 26$10 but not $15... 17 $25 but not $30... 56 $40 but not $45... 8$15 but not $20... 83 $30 but not 29 $45 but not $50... 1
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As to living coots, 121r. Andrews says: "A broad view of their use of money is

best obtained perhaps by aresentinf: the average exj,enditures of a subgroup of

persons who all earned from .g0 to ,24.99, all lived in cities of over 2509000 popu-

lation and all lived at home.— The average regular wage of this representative sub-

group was 22.33 a week; it was supplemented by extra earnings or slight interest

receipts so that total average income was 822.51; in addition, savins were used and

loans or sifts received Sc) that the total average money for use per week during the

13 weeks of the account keeping was 23.1.2. This group or the average :put :.2.12 a

week in its savings account, probably largely for deferred spending, and 80 cents a

week into investment and life insurence, making the total of savings and investment

82.92 a week. The average operating expenses included board, 87.41; lunch, •al.09;

carfare, 4i1.9 and emergencies (largely items of additional famili expenditure :or

those living at home) 81; makin7 average total operating expenses :10.50 per week.

On the average, the group epent for clothing 83.71 a week, and for repair, cleaning

and laundry, 36 cents a week, or a total of S4.07 for clothing. Their advancement

expenses included 35 cents a week for education, 75 cents a week for health; 'l.42

a week for gifts, 96 cents for recreation; 8 cents for clubs; 42 cents for toilet

articles and personal care; or a total of 4.19 per week for advancement or -personal

expenses. Finally, their sundry or unclassified expenses were 58 cents a week,

making the total or savings and expenditures accounted for, 22.27."

Presented in another way, thie croup spent nearly half (45.5 per cent) of their

income for operating exl)ehsen over one-sixth for clothes and for advancer:ent and

personal care (17.6 per cent and 18.1 per cent respectively); and saved or invested

about one-eighth (12.6 per cent).

Louisiana. Earninies of iaitroo:3(23 ir ,\ow Orleans._ - .

The Now Orleans Association of Commerce reports a survey of seven princinal

restaurants in the city, which it estimates employ approximately 60 per cent of the

women in this occupation in New Orleans. (The l30 census 'eports 19098 waitresses

in Now Orleans and 29625 in the atate of Louisiana.) Mansu.ers of the sevenestab-

lishments were interviewed, and a num'ax of waitresees quest4,oned, and the associa-

tion reports an average Wacj of 4i1 a day with two meals erovided, and an average

week's workin schedule of 6 days of 8 hours each. Uniforos arc reported to be )ro-

vided in the majority of the restaurants, and sold at cost in others, while in six

of the seven establishmants the management has the uniforms laundered.

Two recent State surveys of the 'omen's r!,ureeu report WEOS of waitresses (in

each case including a very few counter girls). In 71orida9 in the autumn of 10209

the median week's wage of 651 white waitresses was (. 5.75. Of these, 155 worked in

year-round establishments and had a median wage of ci9.20 a week. (One-half eaan

more, one-half less, than the median.) In North Dakota, in the early part of 10319

reports for 234 waitresses showed a median of ,;9.33 in the week. Comparison with

1930 census data show that these reports covered, respectively nearly ono-fifth and

slightly over one-fourtl, of t!:e women so employed in these States (in the case of

Florida for white women alone). In no ctudy of waitresses can the amounts received

in tips bc very adequately estimated. (Communication to the .:iomen's Dureau and.

aomen's Bureau data.)

luebec. Minimum  Ware.

The Women's Linimum Wage Comuission of Quebec has decided to hold a conference

at the end of September to investigate the wa,:es and wor'air.:: conditions of female

employees in restaurants. It will be recalled that the provincial leislature, at

its session this year, amended the ..omen's 1.'nimum ..17e, Act to include those

employed in "commercial establishments," in addition to those in industrial estab-
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lishments who were already provided for under the Act. Restaurant helpers are stated

to form the lara;est s3ction of the commercial establishments group. If the commis-

sion should find that existing wages are insufficient, a conference will be held

later for the purpose of fixins-- a rinimum wage. (The Labor Gazette, Canada,

September, 1932.)

Health Problems of Emaloved Women

New York. Occupational Dermatitis.

Occupational dermatitis due to handling plants, veetables and fruits is dis
-

cussed by May R. Eayers, L.A., E.D.?ir the New York Industrial Bulletin, 
AuFust,

1932. "Yluch has already been written and said cbout occupational dermatitis 
in which

the general factors of hersonal sescortibility and idiosyncracy have been stress
ed.

This brief article will not, therefore, attelyet to discuss this phase of the 
ater

at all; but will confine itself to a brief aesurcZof some of the recent cases
 v.hich

have been reported as due to flowers, ve{:etables and fruits.

"There have been a number of typical cases amonu floricts, for exapp
le, due to

handling chrysanthomu,es, joneuils, narcissus and tulips especially. A few casco

were reported as due to handling "nlarts"--the specific variety not ha
ving been

specified. Chrysanthemum dermatitis appears te be the commonest among
 florists, and

some interesting observations nave been made with reference to it.
 For instance. it

has boon shown that the under surface of the lec" is more irritant than the 
upper

surface, the former giving a more positive patch test than the latter. The petal

may produce an erythema, but does not usually cause sufficient irrita
tion o produce

vescicles such as are -eroduced by the leaf. The strie:er smelling varieties of

chrysenthenums appear to be more injurious than those which are milde
r. It ie of

further interest that extracts from some varieties of chrysanthem
ums are used in

insect powders, and workers in the factories where these 
powders are made, tend to

contract a typical dermatitis. The chemical substance beliLved to be responsible

for this dermatitis is known as pyrethrum--a natural ester.

"Orange and lemon peel have been responsible for a number of recent cases of

occupational dermatitis. In some of these cases where patch tests wore perforred

both with the fruit juice and the Awel, it was observed that it was the peel and not

the juice that was responcible for the dermatitis. Indeed, in a few instances, it

was merely the outermost portion of the shin that gave a poeitive skin test. The

che.tical substance responsible for the dermatitis in these cases 
is believed to be

the essential oil--Liamnene. Limonene is a turpene which is in the same hydrocarbon

group as turpentine; and the dermatitis which it initiates aphecrs to resemble that

produced by tur9entine.

"An intercetine cese, of lettuce dermatitis o unusual severity has boon relort-

ed in a salad maker. patch tests with lettuce -,:ere positive. In order to c':Zect a

cure in this case, it ras necessary not merely to eliminate all contact of the skin

with the lettuce, but it was also necessary to 1*(.7101re lettuce from the diet...

"Occupational dermatitis is contracted from time to time by workers handling.

Shoe leather. There appears to be some difference of opinion as to the cause. Some

believe the injurious substances to be free chromie acid or the water soluble dye-

stuffs left over from the clyeilv. process. Others hold the sumec neselonsible--this

being used in the tanning process

"Arsenic or other sulestences used as sprays on flo'aera or plants are quite as

capable of setting up dermatitis as the plants themselves. In all cases a patch

test will provide information as to the true cause. In mckinrc: such tests, therefore,

the possibility that the spray rather than the plant may have been responsible must

not be overlooked.
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"In closins-, it might be well to emnhasize afiTin the fact that
 in all of these

cases--as in all cases of occupational dermatitis—there appear to be
 tremendous

differences in individual susce-Itibility."

Groat Britain. Industrial i]larlovment of Mothers.
Webb...M.00

The final report of the Departrentel Committee on Materna
l Mortality and Lor—

bidity (Ministry of fiealh, (:rent .eritain) has been iesued rec
ently, and has been

reviewed in an editorial in Lother and Child (Septerer, 1932), p
art of which is

quoted here: "In t?.e Interim :.enort to yoars az°, particulars acre iven

of 2,000 cases investiLated oy the Courittee, and now a further 
3,80( cases are

reported upon, makinE a total of 5,000 deaths of women in chi
ldbirth, the causes of

which have been subjected to the closest investiretion possible 
within the liiita—

tions or the Committee...
"On the much ar:ued quertion of the industrial employment of 

expectant mothers,

the Comieittcc do not al„near to have discovered any valid reason w
hy a -,--renant woaan

should not perform work of sore kiwi up to the last week or two 
of prce,:nancy, but

the work should be of a suitable nature. It should not involve hoavy liftin! or pro—

loned periods of standin', nor should it involve the stress and 
discomfort of rot—

ting to and from work during rush !lours. Ordinary factory work ie usuelly inadvis—

able during the last six or eirht weeks of )re::nalcy. ith observations on those

lines to direct °rote vicr:s, the precticabil3ty of a satisfactor
y exieloymenL for the

expectant mother is seer to be very much limited, however muc
h she and her employer

may desire it. Industrial work, the Committee -,-oint out, is often lirhter and loss

fatiguing than the household duties that woul0 :ell to her lot i
f she stayed at home.

If the cessation of factory erori: were to be MPZ:.0 colTpu:sory, 
this would constitute a

real hardship, invelvie] a loss of wa:,;s, yith the conequent diednution in go
od 

food and nurhaps in exercise, upon both of an :expectant mother depends for her

health. The dangers of industrial crep?myreent to expectart and nursi
n:: mothers are of

lone range. Maternal work may htve bad effects upon the child, le
adinf!:, as it may do,

to artificial feedin;7$ Lhic, if carried out on wronr):, lines, may be an ire,ortent

factor in the production of rickets. idol:0.)s in girl children may he a cauee, as

we know, o: malformed ucivjs. loadinq in turn to obstetric difficulti
es. Thus it is

not difficult to appreciet, that industrial ore?loyment of 
mothers ney contribute to

mat ornal mortality and rorbidity in the nest generation..."

NOTES: UNITED 3TLTES

Salo of Milk to Factor .:erkers.

Or June 25, the :;ello747 Co. of Battle Crcch Michian. inaugureted the Plan of

selling milk to its factory emploYees. It will be recalled that this plt—et has been

workiip on a schedule of four 6—hour shifts since Jecember, 1930. No re7uler rest

periods arc F7iven but woren who wish to purchase ailk are systematically
 relieved

and given time to do so. recent communication to the ..lomen'e Bureau indicates

that the plan has been appreciated. The .1ay follo7iry: its bej.nninF, 159 half pints

of milk wore sold. Thereafter the incresee in sales was fairly steady until, on

July 16, the last date renorted, 61t half pints were sold.
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News Letter No. 92 November 1, 1932.

ACTIVITIES ATFECTING GAINFULLY il.:PLCYED WOMEN

Emplant

United Stetes. Acee of _(ainful Workers.

A receilt release from the Bureau of the Census gives number and )rolDortion of

persons gainfully occupied, by age and sex, for the Uniteu States and for each State,
with a comparison with 1920 for the United States. These figures brine: out several
striking facts in connection with worien's empleyment. The age group employing the
greatest numbers of both sexes is that of 25 and under 45 years, in which 42.3 per
cent of the women and 46.7 per cent of the men are found.

The preponderance of the young among the gainfully employed women is shown from
the fact that 37.3 per cent were under 25, and 20.3 per cent 45 and over, while of
the men only 20.5 per cent were under 25 and 32.7 per cent were 45 or over. In this
connection it is interesting to note that the number of eleployed women under 25 has
increased 12.4 per cent since 1920, while that of eeen has increased only 6 per cent.
This increase cones after the are of 17, however, sn'Aice the employelent of young per-
sons of both sexes under 16 shows a 1,arhed decrease, that for girls being greater in
proportion than for boys.

Another fact that serves to emphasize the youth of the employed women is that of
all the women in each age group, those 20 and under 25 had the largest proportion
employed, those id and 19 the next; while of the men, those 25 and under 45 had the
largest proportions e:e:eloyee; those 45 and under 65 the next.

A distinct shift in the ireportance of various are groups both in the no-)ulation
and among employed persons s shown in the followine table.

-''''..

Age

•••••••••••••••••••••

Per cent increase since 1920
1u 1 .. Fenale

Popula-
tion

Gainfully
occuied

15.2
1/ 35.5

0.7
16.5
14.1
22.9
29.9

Popula-
t3on

Gainfully
occu.ied

Total 10 years of age and over....,.......
10 but not 16.....................—.
16 but not 20...... ••••...••••“•••
20 but not 25...........,.................
25 but not 45.....—.............c.....,.
45 but not 65......,. ..... ................
65 and over ....... 0000cOof OOOO oecon000,s,,
-,

1P,1
14-.7
22.S
17.9
13.8
22.6
33.9

C
 
c
o
 
L.r) 

C
 

0
 
•
 
•
 
•
 
•
 
•
 
•
 

I 
0
 

t
O
 

I 
CN2 

r-i 

25.8

1/ 40.5
3.2

29.8
33.0
41.6
35.2

1j In tnis case the,ee was a dec;eaee.

The foregoing- table shows that the proportional increase in the employment of
women in all groups 20 and over was greeter than their i:opulation increase, while
this was true for men only at ages 25 to 45 and 45 to 65. The greatest proportional
increase in the enl)loyment of women had been at 45 but not 65, of men at 65 and over.
In all groups 16 and over, the increeee in employment was proportionally greater for
women than for men.

The table also gives evidence of incresed lcn:th of life, since for both sexes
the proportional incroaso in population was grurtcr at the ages 45 and over than at.
younger ages.
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United States. Emplument of Earried Women.

a
1
rn

Complete data on thu marital status of gainfully occupied women 15 years of age
ld over are now available in a release iesuod by the hure,- u of the Census, October
2, 1932, Of all employeCt -eollen, over half (53.9 or cent) were single (including
arital status unknown), wile nearly 29 per cent were married. Of all women 15
cars of age and over, nearly one'-fourth (24.8 per cent) were employed, while of
arried women only about one-ninth (11.7 per cent) weru employed.

Nearly one-third of employed married women (36.1 per cent) were in domestic and
personal service, nearly one-fifth (19.8 per cent) in manufacturing, over one-tenth
(11.1 per cent and 11.8 per cent respectively) in trade and in clerical occupations,
and nearly one-tenth (9.2 per cent)in agriculture. In all occupational groups but
agriculture, forestry and fiehing many more single (including unknown) than married
women were employed, though the proportion of the empoyed married women who were in
domestic and personal service in the !nanufacturing industries, in trade, and in
agriculture, was greeter than the proportion of all women in these occupational
groups.

Comparison of 1930 with 1920 shows an increase in emrloyment of all women of
over 25 per cent, and of employed married women of nearly 60 per cent. The increase
in the female population 15 years of age and over was only slightly less than the
increase in numbers of married women, the percentages being 21.8 and 22.8 respective-
ly.

United States. Industrial

Public Health Nursing, October, 1932, contains a report based on tabulations
received from the U.S. Bureau of the Census, which gives the number of trained
nurses employed by industry throughout the United States at the date of the 1930
census. A total of 2,942 fe.ale trained nurses and 247 male trained nurses were
employed at that date.

The industrial distribution of female trained nurses was as follows:

All industries. .......... 0.— ..... .0000.00 2,942
Extraction of ... ........... • • . 33
Manufacturing and mechanicel...... 0.000 0 ........ 1,902
Transportation and communication— . • oo • WOO° 4•• 205
Trade...... .0. ...... 0. .. • ...... .0 • 701

. . 0.0 ... 0.. 69
Miscellaneous.....— .......... ....... 6000006. 32

Hours _and Work Conditions

Chdle, Saturday Half Holiday and Overtime.

By an act of June 22, 1932, the Chilean Government has made the Saturday half-
holiday compulsory in all industrial undertakings except those exempted from the
ap-elication of the weekly rest under the regulations of January 16, 1918. This
exemption covers those industries in which interruption of work is impossible for
te,lenic,t1 reasons, and undertakings the stoppage  of which would involve serious
pre.:el_ee to the community, such as railways and slaughter-houses. (No stateLent
was eeUe as to wage.) By legislative decree of June 22, 1932, the overtime hitherto
autherized in certain cases by the act relating to contracts of employment and the
8-hour day has been prohibited. The object is to reduce unemployment. (Industrial
and Labor Information, September 19, 1032.)
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France. NiEht Work.

On July 4, 1932, M. Reille-Soult a4;elin introduced in the French Chaseber of
Deputies his bill to lengthen the night period during which employment is prohibited;
so as to abolish the two-shift s,:sten for women and children. M. Reille-Soult's
bill would amend Section 22 of the Labor Code; which authorizes the employment of
women and children between 5 a.m. and 10 p.m., so that all work by such persons
between 8 p.m. and 6 !I'M. shall he prohibited excert in cases in which the employment
of women at night is authorized by administrative regulations after consultation with
the occupational organizatione concerned. (Industrial and Labor Information,
September 12, 1932.)

Italy. Overtime.

The Italian Einistry of Corporations recently issued new instructions to factory
inspectors in regard to exemptions under the act relating to hours of work. The
circular states that in applyinc7 the act relatin to hours of work those authorities
which, like the factory inspectors, have the duty of supervision and the power to
grant exemptions should keep in view the necessity of relieving the cow:estion of
the labor market so far as possible. Fectory inspectors, when expressine: their
views as to the grantinr of exemptions subject to edministrative authorization,
should consider whether the nature al the work calls for such exemptions, and whether
the organization of the undertaking would make it rossilqe, without increasing costs
or endangering the normal develovent of production; to meet special economic needs
Yed, the engagement of labor on the local market rather than by the c-,rnt of exemptions
from the normal system of hours of work established by the act. (Industrial and
Labor Information; September 26, 1932.)

Wa7es.

United  Stetes.  4a_Les  of 'oren workers.

The executive committee of the 1932 Industrial Assembly of the Y...T.C.A. as it
worked on the important issues revirinr, attention at Ednneapolis came to the con-
clusion th:-.A one urgent question has to do with the effect of the depression on
wees. Many girls wore already realizing something of the depression in their own
rodeced pay envelopes but they did not ::no:; how widespread the cuts wore or how
acute. They, therefore, ase-3. the Laboratory Division to collect some facts for
discussion at the assembly. An informal quest-:onreire 'ses sent out during the first
th-ee months of 1032 and brou,s‘ht 603 replies from wic'ely scattered sections and from
mlly different typos of industries. The results are of interest to more than the
f)w wno could discuss them at the assembly, both because they reveal the present
lielited resources of industrial women to-day and beeause they show us the shrinkage
in 1,urchasing power upon which all business is dependent.

The 603 who sent in the historiec of their pay envelopes for the lest year are
a fairly representative sample of the industrial membership. Of the 603, the
largest single group (177) were household employees; 80 were textile workers, 71
Terc garment workers; 36 in the electrical industry, 32 in stores, 28 in the food
in'iustries, 23 in shoe factories and smuner numbers in the iletal trades, in rubber
fa-tories, in hotels and resteurents, launaries; printing establishments and many
miscellaneous trades.

From all over the United States the histories came, although the largest numbers
came from the highly Indestrialized sections. All those who sent in the question-
naire were asked to toll the amount in their last pay envelope. The results, there-
fore, do not indicate whether these amounts were for full- or part-time work. It is
evident from the waves reported that many of these girls have been on part time. The
important fact, however; is that this is what there vas for them to live on.
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The median rate for all include( is ,11.13 (half earring less and half earningmore), and that for the largest sin le occupation Frou, the houseolc7 eadayees, is$10.54. The latter eaaount does not iiclude room nnd board so that it shews a roteactually somewhat higher than for the total group. The following table ives thewages paid to there 603 wonen durirn. the early months of 1032:

Up to $5 87. 
22A $20-$24.90....... 5A

$10-$14.99  36/3 $25-$29.99 ..... 1,1c,

Half of these roman are !<ettira less than ;11.13 (the median) and 74 per cent aregetting under ,7,15 which shews that wages  are dropping do-:m below anything current inrecent years. Information also was secured as to wages received a year ago.Many of us comfort ourselves these days when we hear of such facts by thinkingof lower prices and a falling cost of living. There has, of course, been a drop inthe cost of living since the depression began, end between December, 1031; and Decem-ber, 1930, a decline of about 9.2 per cent. At the same time the wage of this grouphad declined from a :.edian of $1.03 for that received a year back to a median of$11.13, a drop of 24.9 per cent. This means, of course, that there was a real cro-1.:in the standard of living during the last year.
Of 584 women reporting wages for both 1930 and 1931, 35 ha. an increaso in earn-ings and 107 were earning the same. The remaining 442, alvoat three-fourths, reportreductions ranging from $1 to $15 or more, the median being: just under cY.5. Thelowering of earnings by 30 per cort—for.this group an average of about ,")1.50--wouldhave more than equalled the reduction during the year in cost of living, yet themedian loss in earnings, instead of ;1.50 was $4.93. (Grace L. Coyle, in The Woman'sPress, October, 1932.)

Massachusetts. Minimum Ware.

A minimum rate of ,S12.50 a week for women and girls employed throughout theState in the pocketbook and leather goods occupation is provided by a decree enteredAugust 17, 1932, by the Minimum Wage Commission. This decree became effectiveOctober 3, 1932.
Under the decree the ninimula rate applies to woven 18 years of age or over whoha 4 had one year's experience in the occupation, one month of which was in a particu-law factory; for employees under 18 years of ae ,aith the required qualifications ofexperience, except as to age, rot loss than $11.25 a week. For learners and appren-tices, irrespective of age; not less than ;;;FI a 'neck for the first sia ronths; and notless than $10 a week after sia months' experience.
The entrance of this decree brings 22 occupations in the State under minimumwage decrees. (Communication to the Women's laireau.)

Wisconsin Minimum Wage.

On June 8, 1932; the Industrial Commission of Wisconsin issued a new minimumwage order, having decided that there should be approximately a 10 per cent reductionin basic wage rates. Minimum -cage orders in Wisconsin apply only to minors under 21years of ago.
The new order sots the hourly rates for minors 17 years of age and over asfollows:
Experienced employees in cities with a population of 5,000 or a:ora...22- cents.
Experienced employees, elsewhere ..... ........ ........ ...... .........20
Inexperienced employees during the first 3 months in the industry... .16Inexperienced employees during the second 3 months in the industry...16

(Communication to thu -domen's Bureau.)

1
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Industrial Accidents end Ilealth Hazards

United States. Atmo2211eric Conditions in Textile Plants.

C. O. Sappington, M.D., Dr. P.H., Director of Division of Industrial 11.ealth 2
National Safety Council, Chicar.o, delivered an address at the last National Safety
Congress on the subject of health hazards in the textile industry. According to the
1930 census the industry employs nearly 933,000 operatives and laborers, nearly half
of whom are women.

We quote in part from Dr. SappinEten's address, omitting any discussion :f tho
hazards involYed in thc use of dyes and other chemical substances to which few if
any women are exposed.

"Perhaps the best brief summary ever given of the health hazards in the textile
industry was that written by Doctor ialton J. Rosonau of Harvard University:

The principal conditions which affect health in the textile industries are
working in a dusty atmosphere which is often kept very moist and usually very
warm in order to keep the fiber pliable and workable. .dorkirK in an atmosphere
which is excessively moist and frequently very warm, and further, containing an
excessive amount of organic dust, subject:: the workmen to artificial and un-
natural conditions which can not be conducive to health. Presumably the heat
and moisture predispose to rheumatic states and inflammatory conditions of the
respiratory tract which are aggravated by the irritation of the fibrous dust.
It is believed that workmen so exposed are more prone to contract comon colds,
bronchitis, pneumonia, tu'eerculosis, and other inflammatory diseases of the
respiratory tract.

"In a study made by the ..;orkers' Health Bureau of New York City, an exaednation
of a small group of textile workers showed the following defects and abnormal condi-
tions occurring in order of greatest frequency as named: (1) anemia; (2) throat
irritations, coughs and colds; (3) headaches; (4) digestive disorders, (5) muscular
pains and rheumatism; (6) decayed teeth and pyorrhea; (7) high blood preseure; (8)
respiratory diseeees, including active and suspected tuberculosis, and (9) skin
affections, including rashes and irritations.

"A great deal of attention has been giver to the study of tuberculosis in the
textile industry. For instance, 25 cases of pulmonary tuberculosis were found among
404 workers exarAned. In making comparisons with other organizations this amounts to
12 times the percentage found arong 16,662 persons examined by the Letropolitan Life
Insurance Company about ten years ego; and 6 times the amount of tuberculosis found
by Doctor George E. Price in his examinations of 50,000 garment workers. It is also
significant that tuberculosis has decreased amone metal grinders, molders, founders,
and casters; plumoers, and hatters, to a greater extent than among employees in the
textile industry. For instance Kober comments that 'in Massachusetts the reduction
in death rate from pulmonary tuberculosis during recent years has been much less in
the four chief textile centers, than in the State in general.' kccordinc: to the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, the tuberculosis death rate for textile employees
of all ages is 22 per cunt for males, and 35.5 per cent for femoles, as against an
average of 14.8 per cent for the general population. . .

"Tuberculosis has been properly considered a partly-occupational disease, that
is to say, it results from a combination of factors weich may be both occupational
and nonoccupational. It should also be explained that tuburculosis is a corm disease
and can not be caused primarily either by industrial or nonindustrial environmental
factors. However, in placing the responsibility for a high incidence of tuberculosis,
a detailed study of both working and home conditions should be made, along with a
survey of the habits and the financial status of the employees concerned.
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"In addition to the influence of ervanic dusts; in the production of catarrh of

the respiratory tassages and other respiratory abnormalities, adequate consideration

must also be given to the influence of high temperature and high humidity which

surely favor functional troubles in the beginning and later, anatomical derangement

of the respiratory system.
"Added to this must also be considered the necessity of maintaining a standing

position for long hours, and other factors which may induce overfatigue.

• • • .

"The greatest need in the textile industry, in considering health hazards and

sickness experience, is the acquisition of more accurate knowledge and experience.

This can be accomplished through the use of the following suggestions as a basis for

acquiring this information and experience:

1. The inauguration of health service in the various textile groups,
providing for employment examinations, periodic reexaminations, includ-

ing advice on physical defectsfound; a first aid and dispensary

service, which will help to prevent loss of time from work; and an
inspection service which will embrace a study of the health hazards inci-

dent to the var_ous processes and substances used in certain individual
groups.

2. Special studies on the incidence of tuberculosis throughout the various
groups in the te;:tile industry . . .

3. Special investigations and research regarding the use of systems of
artificial humidification and temperature control . . .

4. Studies in engireerin7 revision which will permit of successful adapta-
tion of exhaust systems of ventilation to be applied to special proc-
esses."

Ohio. Industrial Health Hazards.

A recent study of Ohio vital statistics showed that in mechanical and manufac-
turing industries the tuberculosis death rate for females was 118.1 as compared to
96.6 for males, for the year 1929. In 1930 there were 487 deaths from tuberculosis
among the 9049286 males employed in this group, but there were 490 deaths the
143,873 females so employed, or a comparative rate for the latter of nearly 6 to 1.

In a similar manner the other leading causes of disability and death assume
great prominence. One mi-ht consider that the industrial depression has greatly
modified these relations, but if the number of reports of occupational diseases
received from the physicians of the State are any criterion, such is not the case.
The reasons for this are of course only surmise: Those who are working are doing
so more intensely, sometimes with much overtime; the state of nutrition is decreasing;
domestic overcrowding is increasing, etc.

The attack upon this situation can only be partly successful when made by health
officials alone. There are too many factors invelved. If features of industrial
hygiene alone are considered, four common hazards of work life appear: (1) Faulty
air hygiene--particularly overheating of ordinary working interiors which is almost
universal in the cooler seasons in American shops, factories, stores, offices, etc.;
(2) fatigue from innumerable causes and exposures, some of which have been worked
out; (3) dust, which is associated with about 10 per cent of all employments and
invites lung diseases as well as upper respiratory afflictions, and (4) poisons,
particularly the mineral poisons like lea ; but also the volatile solvents like
petroleum and coal-tar derivatives, paint's, enamels; lacquers, etc., and irritants
which affect the shin and too often the mucous membranes.
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At present Ohio compensates 21 occupational disoaLes just as tho101 they were
industrial accidents; i)ut the total number is legion. In fact; some 200000 organic
chemicals alone have yet to Le investigaL,ed from a medical viewpoint. (Ohio Health
News;Apublished by the Stete Department of Health.)

l October 1, 1032,

Pennsylvania. Infection in  Industrial _Accident Cescs.

The Bureau of btatistics of the Departhient of Labor and Industry recently com-
pleted a tabulation showing ti:o rate of blood poisonilv in compensable industrial
accident cases. This coverine. the exnerience for the 10 years 1921-1930, shows an
average rate of infection for all industries of 5.6 per cent.

In 5 industries, the rate of infection is found to exceed one in every ton cases.
All of these employ considerable numbers of women, though the data in this case are
not given by sex. The rate of infection in the cases compensated in these 5 indus-
tries during the year 1930 was as follows:

Clothing  17.7 per cent
Hotels and rustaurants  15.4
heather and rubber  13.7
Textiles•—•—•.•.   11.9
Food............ OOOOO OOOOO 10.4

The consistently high rate of infection for these five industries in which minor
accidents are common and serious accidents rare seems to offer conclusive evidence
that the pin-prick injury in the needle trades, thu minor burns and cuts in the
hotel, restaurant and foocl industries, the punctures L'ild abrasions from flying
shuttles in the textile trades, and the cuts and abrasions from knives and hides in
the leather industries do not receive the immediate medical attention thst is of
much vital importance in the prevention of septic infection. (Labor and Industry
Pennsylvania, August; 1932.)

Great Britain. Industrial Accidents to Women.

DurinL- the year 1031 there were reported to the depart-ent of inspection of
factories and workshops 755 fatal and 112,494 nonfatal accidents to workers. An
accident as include in the report is defined an one "which is either fatal or dis-
ables the workman for more than three days from earning full wages for the work at
which he was employed." Of the fatal accidents, 733 occurred to males and 22 to
females. Of these 13 occurred to females in textile industries, 7 in nontextile
manufacturing, and 2 were of a group classified by place of occurrence rather than
by industry. Of the nonfatal accidents; 14,873 were accidents to females; 102001
adults and 4,872 young persons.

The greater number of those accidents to women occurred in manufacturing indus-
tries, less than 300 being classified not by industry but by place of occurrence;
such as docks, warehouses, or other buildings. Excluding this lest c:roup the follow-
ing discussion concerns the 142600 nonfatal accidents to females which are classified
by industry. The proportion which young rersons formed of all injured females varies
considerably from industry to industry. They form one...fourth of the group reported
from the textile industries and one-third from nontextile industries. They form 43
per cent of those injured in the light metal industries, 40 per cent of those in the
wearing apparel industries, and 39 per cent of those in the ,-ottery and glass indus-
tries.

Textiles are found to have accounted for 28 per cent of the 14,600 accidents to
females which are classified by industry 12 per cent occurred in the food industries,
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nearly 11 per cent in the lirht metz.11 trades, nearly 8 per cent in the woaring
apparel industriJ,s. If all motL1 industries are cmAbined, electrical eivineering,
the making of machinery, the makin;-; of vehicles, etc., as well as the
trades;" the group is found to form one-fourth of the total. (Annual Re ,ort of the
Chief Inspector of Factories and .Jorkshops. Great Dritair., 1931.)

PERSONNEL

Miss Charlotte Carr has recently assumed the duties ef Director of Bureau of
Inspection in addition to her position as Deputy Secretary of the jepartnent of Labor
and Industry of Pennsylvania. (Communication to the ';onen's Bureau.)

NOTES: FOR2IGN

Great Britain. I:omen Factory Inallectors.

The Chief Inspector of Factories and 4orkshops in his annual report for 1931
makes the following statement regarding the status of women inspectors:

"The second great chenEe which has been brotOlt about during my tenure of office
is the reorganization of the department by which the separate branch of the -Jomen
Inspectors was abolished, and men and women placed on a similar footing. The change
was decided upon shortly before I became Chief Insector, after the whole question
had been considered by a Departmental Comittee. It was found that the old system
led to overlapping and consequent friction within the department, and to confusion
and irritation amongst employers arising from dual visits. It was recognized too
that most of the work of inspection can be done equally as well by women as by men.
The two branches were therefore amalgamated and a proportion of women were appointed
to each grade of the inspectorate. The position was reviewed by a second Departmental
Committee in 1929. They arrived at the unanimous conclusion that the new system had
worked satisfactorily and recorwencl.ed still closer coordination of the work. Accord-
ingly a common seniority list has been formed, including men and women in each grade,
and men and women are now recruited on a COT.11'.011 basis and at a common examination.
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U.S. Department of Labor
WOMEN'S BUREAU
Washington

News Letter No. 93 December 1, 1932

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFULLY EMPLOYED WOMEN

Hours and Work Conditions

United States. Niht Work of Women in  Textile Mills.

The directors of the Cotton Textile Institute in a closed session held
November 15 in Spartanburg, S.C., reaffirmed the board's position of opposition to
night work for women and minors and adopted resolutions referring the problem to
manufacturing groups and advocating a shorter work week.

Mr. George A. Sloan, president of the Institute, said, "I am hopeful of the
future. The textile industry occupies a unique position in comparison with other
industries because of the unusually fine demand for its products. It rests with
the mill executivcs as to how they will supply this demand to the best advantage -
through carefully ordered operation giving steady employment to many or through
maximum production which would close the mills quickly." (Christian Science
Monitor, Nov. 16, 1932.)

Pennsyly.ania.. Legal Workinp- Hours of Women.

In the course of a public statement or),/the olicy of the Inspection Bureau,
Charlotte E. Carr, the new director, called atterltion to the fact that the hour laws
were the ones most frequently violated by empley rs. "The last 100 prosecutions
covering 231 violations," she :Aid, I:show that t,e woman's law cases covered 69 per

cent of the total, and the chili lab* law cases covered 27 per cent. These are 96

per cent of the total. Thèçe were only 3 safety.procecutions and one for violation
of the bakery law. Tho, bulk of law violation takes place against the legal rights
of the women and childr4. There were 166 violations of the woman's law and 65

violations of the child Nbor law covered by the last 100 prosecutions brought by

the Department."
"It is tra ically humorous at this time when the efforts of the nation from the

President downw td are bent toward securing shorter hours and splitting-of-work
among the unemplOted that/58 out of 100 violations in Pennsylvania are offenses
against the hours'Aaws fir women and children. Many of these offenses took place in
factori whare the work on hand could have been done by a larger staff without
resortin: to these violations. The efforts of the Federal and State governments to
supply we reliaf on public projects can easily be outweighed in effectiveness by
employers v o ar unwilling to recognize that the social need at present is for a
reasona : 1..un of work spreading among as great a number of unemployed as
possible."

In this co nection it is interesting to recall the statement made in July by
Dr. A. U. Northr p, secretary of the Department of Labor and Industry in the same
state. "During the past year, largely because of the depression, the demand for the
services of the Department of Labor and Industry has increased between 20 and 25 per
cert." (Pennsylvania Labor and Industry, July and October, 1932.)

4isconsin.  Night  Work of Women

Requests have been made by certain industrial interests that the order pro-
hibiting work of women after 6 p.m. be modified. After a hearing in September and
a study of data on the subject, the Industrial Commission issued an order allowing
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certain modifications. In an introductory statement the Commission says:

"The general order of the commission prohibiting night work fqr women was

entered on June 29, 1917. During the fifteen years that have elapsed since the*,

which included the war period, when demand for production was most insistent, this

order has met with general acceptance, so that the burden of proof rests upon thosm

who would disturb it. The petitioners have not made a showing that there is any

general demand for modification of this general order, or that there is any general

disagreement with its reasonableness. However, they have argued that in specific

instances certain employers could employ more persons if they were permitted to

employ women after 6.00 p.m."
Modifications allowed are carefully safeguarded as follows:

"During this period of widespread unemployment upon individual application, the

commission will permit women to be employed after 6.00 p.m. but not later than 10.00

p.m. for not more than eight hours per day, nor for a period which extends more than

twelve hours from beginning to end. Such special orders shall remain in effect

until January 1, 1934, or until factory employment as a whole has increased twenty-

five per cent above the level of October 15, 19322 whichever date is earlier. They

will be entered only upon the following showing being made by the individual

employer:
1. That he has made every reasonable effort to regularize his business and

consequently his employment, so as to avoid seasonal peaks and intermittent

rush periods.

2. That taking full advnntage of the existing regulations will not result in

sufficient increased output to meet present and prospective orders.

3. That the effect of employing women beyond 6.00 p.m. will be to increase or

spread employment, not merely result in the substitution of women for men.

4. That he has made proper provisions for the health and comfort of women

employes, including transportation to their homes after nightfall,

5. That he will make periodical reports to the Industrial Commission covering

any phase of his operations which the commission considers relevant."

(Communication to the Womens' Bureau, enclosing copy of the order.

Spain.NiEht Work of Women.

Or, .29 September 1932 the Secretariat of the League of Nations registered the

formal ratification by the Government of the Spanish Republic of the Conventions

concerning the employment of women during the night, concerning the minimum age for

admission of children to industrial employment and concerning the night work of

young persons employed in industry, the Convention concerning workmen's compensation

for occupational diseases, and the Conventions concerning sickness insurance for

workers in industry and commerce and domestic servants and concerning sickness

insurance for agricultural workers. (Industrial and Labor Information, Oct. 17,

1932.)
Emlument

Ohio.  Unemplament Insurance.

An Unemployment Insurance Commission was appointed by Governor White of Ohio

in pursuance of a joint resolution of the General Assembly adopted April 9, 1931.

The commission in October 1932 submitted the first part of its report containing

its conclusions and recommendations. In it the commission states that compulsory

unemployment insurance "must be the corner stone of any practical program to protect

workers against unemployment."

The principal provisions of a proposed bill are as follows:
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A general fund is to be formed through contributions of employers and

employees. The treasurer of the state is to be custodian of the fund, and it is to

be administered by a commission of three members appointed by the Governor.

Employers are to contribute two per cent of their pay rolls and employees one per

cent of their wages. It is proposed, however, that after January 1, 1937, the

insurance commission shall be authorized to classify industries and employments

according to the unemployment they cause and fix and publish rates on a merit

rating system, after the manner of the workmen's compensation rates. Rates for

employers may be as low as one per cent or as high as three and one-half per cent.

To qualify for benefits the employee must have been at work and paid premiums

for at least 26 weeks during the 12 months preceding his application, or for a

period of 40 weeks in the preceding 2 years. He must be capable of and available

for employment, and unable to obtain work at his usual employment or at any other

for which he is reasonably fitted. Also he must register at an employment office

or other designated agency. Those unemployed because of strikes or lockouts are

disqualified. It is provided, however, that no one shall be disqualified for

refusal to take work where there is a strike or lockout, or where wages, hours

and conditions of labor are substantially lower than those prevailing in the

locality. Benefits shall begin after a 3 weeks' waiting period, or 6 weeks for

those discharged for just cause. And benefits shall be 50 per cent of the worker's

normal wage, but not to exceed $15.00 a week. The maximum period for which

benefits will be paid shall be 16 weeks in any one year. For those only partially

employed, no benefits shall be paid unless there is a loss of more than 40 per cent

of normal weekly earnings.
Excluded from the law are persons engaged in interstate commerce, farmers,

farm laborers, and domestic servants, teachers in schools and government employees,

non-manual workers with salaries of $2,000 a year or more, employees and workers in

establishments of less than three employees, and short time casual workers. However,

special provisions are to be made for the last named group if their employment by

any one employer continues for more than 4 weeks. (Report of the Ohio Commission

on Unemployment Insurance, Part 19 Conclusions and Recommended Bill.)

Pennsylvania. Spreading Emplament

At a time when efforts are being made to spread work through a reasonable

shortening of the working time of individual employees, cases of unreasonable hours

come to light from time to time. The American Federation of Fullfashioned Hosiery

Workers opposes work on Sunday that it reports has existed in a large Pennsylvania

mill. The organ of this union states that at times during the last three years when

operations have been curtailed at this mill many employees involved have been on

short time. Nevertheless, even in the dullest periods some employees have worked

full ten hours and twenty minutes a shift. (The Hosiery worker, Oct. 21; 1932.)

India. Employment of Women in Bengal.

During 1931 a daily average of 480,439 persons wer) employed jr the factories

of Bengal. Of these 61;947 or one-eighth (12.9X) were wemer, The most imncrtant

single indus-(,ry anploying women was that o!' jute r.ianuf-et -..:re 'iter :7o-thirds

(68.2r.) of the wpmen bJ:., so cmployed. Em;l.oyment of 7, mer. .Jeci decreased by 16 per

cent below the da:ly averaf;e of 1930. This uas due to c,radc depressjor and the

general change ov'T by jut3 m1s to the single shift system of wnrking. The

decrcL.se ir em.ii1D.;nent ef wom,.1., in jute mills was 19 per cent. rnual Rennet Ob

the Administrai.iou of the Indian Factories Act ir Bergnl, 1937.)
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dages

California.  Minimum Wage.

The Industrial Welfare Commission, at its September 28th meeting, voted to
hold a public hearing in Los Angeles sometime in December for the purpose of taking
testimony about the present cost of living for employed women. According to the
Act, the minimum wage in the State of California is based upon maintenance, and
the Commission wants to be sure that the $16 rate in effect today is in accordance
with present needs. This action should not be construed to mean that the Commission
contemplates either raising or lowering the present standard, or that it has any
set figure in mind, but rather that because of the conflicting opinions on the costs
today, it wishes to make a thorough and comprehensive study, and the results will
show what can be considered the legal amount for women and minors. Questionnaires
have been mailed to all women's and men's organizations, labor unions, employees'
and employers' associations, chambers of commerce, and to hundreds of individual
workers, to obtain their statements as to what should be the wage for those who
come under the law. (California State Department of Industrial Relations. Report
to Governor's Council, October 1932.)

North Dakota.  Minimum  Wage.

On December 16 North Dakota will put into force revised minimum wage orders
affecting three types of occupations - laundry, public housekeepins;, and mercantile -
and reducing the rates 10 per cent below the minimums set in 1922.

In laundry occupations the minimum rates fixed in the new order are for
experienced workers $12.60 a week ($54.60 a month) or $12.10 a week where laundry
privileges are allowed. For the first 3 months learners must be paid $9.90 a week
or $42.90 a month, and for the next two months $11.25 a week or $48.75 a month.

In public housekeeping occupations the minimum rates set are $13.41 for
waitresses and counter girls and $12.76 for chambermaids and kitchen help. No
monthly rates are indicated as in the 1922 order. Also unlike the earlier order
no apprenticeship period is specified with the usual lower rates allowed. However,
part time workers under the new order may be put on a strictly hourly basis of pay
instead of the former graded scale, i.e., the order calls for only one forty-eighth
of the weekly wage to be paid for each hour worked, whereas the 1922 order declared
36 to 48 hours a full week's work and required that one thirty-sixth of the weekly
minimum be paid for 30 to 35 hours of work. A further change in the new order is
the ommission of the prohibition against work between 1.00 a.m. and 5.00 a.m.

In mercantile occupations, which are defined as including the work of all
women in mercantile establishments except those performing office duties solely,
minimum wages of $13.00 a week or $56.33 a month are set. The apprenticeship period
is one year during which time a minimum wage of $10.80 a week or $46.80 a month
must be paid. The earlier order divided this year into four periods with minimum
wage requirements of $9.60, $10.40, $11.20, and $12.00 each. The same provision
is made in this order for part time workers as in the public housekeeping order.
(Communication to Warner's Bureau, enclosing copy of the order.)

Wisconsin. Minimum Wage.

Following a reduction of 10 per cent in minimum wage rates for minors 17
but not 21 years of age which was ordered in June 1932, further modifications were
asked by certain industrial interests. This request was refused in a recent orderin which the Industrial Commission says in part: "The argument of the petitionersthat the cost of living has declined twenty-five to thirty per cent since 1921,
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when the previous rates had been established, is not valid because of the fact
that when the 1921 rates were fixed they did not represent an increase ever the
rates fixed in 1919 commensurate with the increase in the cost of living since
then. In other words, they did not take into account the extreme peak that
prices reached in 1921. The commission is of the opinion that further reduction
cannot be directed without violation of the legislative standard and is therefore
obliged to deny that part of the request." (Communication to the Women's Bureau,
enclosing copy of the order.)

Industrial Accidents and Occun.atipra.l Diseases

New York.  Cause of Industrial Accidents.

The Deaartment of Labor of New York has recently issued a special bulletin
(No. 176) on Cause of Compensated Accidents, for the year ending June 30, 1930.
The analysis covers cases closed during the year. No data are given b: sex, but,
since in three industries covered, manufacture of clothing, manufacture of textiles
and laundries, over half the operatives and laborers in New York were women
(58.4A, 50.9 and 54.3/0, respectively) as reported in the Census of 1930, it is
of interest to give a brief analysis of the data for these three industries.

In te clothing industry, there were 5,137 compensated cases closed during
the year. Of these, 7 resulted fatally, 520 in permanent partial disability, and
4,610 in temporary disability. In the textile industry the 1898 cases were divided
into 12 fatal, 4-15 permanent partial, and 1,471 temporary; and in the laundries of
844 cases 1 was permanent total, 9 fatal, 170 permanent partial, and 665 temporary.
In the textile industries and in laundries, about one-fifth of all cases were
permanent partial, compared to one-tenth in clothing industries. In terms of
average weeks' compensation awarded, accidents in the clothing industries were
least severe, those in laundries most severe. The average number of weeks for
which compensation was awarded for permanent partial cases was 32.2 in clothing,
47.6 in textiles, and 68.5 in laundries. The average for temporary cases was 3.9,
5.8 and 5.5 respectively.

In each industry more accidents were caused by mechanical appliances than by
any other one cause, the next most important cause was handling objects and tools,
falls being third. The same order of importance was found in each industry for
permanent partial cases, but in textiles and laundries the order of importance was
slightly different for temporary cases.

The figures point to three other causes extremely serious in. their results
although responsible for comparatively few accidents. In the clothing industries,
vehicles caused 5 permanent partial cases with an average award of 114.0 weeks'
compensation. In laurdries, elevators, hoists and corveyors caused 3 permanent
partial cases with an average award of 129.7 weeks' compensation; and electricity,
explosives, heat, etc., 5 permanent partial cases with an average award of 128.2
weeks' compensation.

New York. OccITational Diseases and Comensation.

The Division of Women in Industry of the New York Department of Labor reports
an analysis of cases appearing on the occup7tional disease calendar of the Division
of ilorkmen's Compensation and which were heard in New York City between July 1,
1931 and June 30, 1932. The cases are analyzed as to disposition, reasons for dis-
allowance, length of disability, causative agent, occupation involved and diagnosis.
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In an introductory statement the report says: The idea behind occupational
disease legislation is to compensate workers for losses incurred by virtue of dis-

ability arising from diseases contracted in the course of work. Eight states and
territories in the United States have an "all inclusive" or "blanket" law covering
all diseases proven to have arisen out of employment (California, Connecticut,

)istrict of Columbia, Hawaii, Massachusetts, North Dakota, Philippine Islands and

Wisconsin). This is the orly fair method of coverage, as present day industry
changes raw materials too rapidly for legislation to keep pace with the changes.
New industries spring up over night and use injurious substances that could not be
covered by list legislation before a year or two had elapsed.

New York legislation, however, has not yet placed this State in the group
of those providing all-inclusive coverage. The Workmen's Compensation Law in the
State of New York compensates only for such occupational diseases as are enumerated
in Section 3, Subd. 2, Pars. 1-27 of the Compensation Law. This list has been
growing since the time when compensation for occupational disease was first granted
in 1920, until at the present time 27 diseases are enumerated. However, this does
not cover all diseases which may be contracted in the course of employment. Six
other states besides New York have lists of this sort (Illinois, Kentucky,
Minnesota, New Jersey, Ohio and Puerto Rico).

There were 655 cases heard in the year covered by the analysis. Of tese 288,
or 44 per cent, were disallowed for various reasons, while 196, or 30 per cent of
the total, were granted awards; 146, or 22 per cent, are still pending; 12, or 2
per cent, were transferred to other calendars, either to the trial calendar hearing
accidents, or, if occupational diseases, to calendars in some other locality. In
11 cases, or 2 per cent, decision was reserved, and two cases although reporting
the disease make no claim at present. The chief reason for disallowing cases is
still the fact that they are not covered by the Act, although this group does not
form so large a percentage as formerly, since each year the Act has been extended
to cover more diseases. However, 93, or 32 per cent, of the total disallowed
cases were not covered by the Act.

The lack of complete coverage is shown in detail in the analysis of disposition
of cases as classified by causative agent. Only a part of these data can be
referred to.

Disability due to carbon monoxide poisoning is compensable only where the
concentration of carbon monoxide is sufficient to cause unconsciousness. But any
insidious change in the human economy caused by working continuously in an atmos-
phere of carbon monoxide in low concentration is not recognized. In consequence,
all cases due to this cause, 14 in number, were disallowed, though obviously of
ocCupational origin.

Dust of any type, such as that constantly inhaled by lens grinders, metal
polishers and some textile workers, will cause changes in the lung tissue and pre-
pare a pabulum which is particularly favorable to the growth of any tubercle
bacilli present. Yet these dusts are not recognized by law as causing diseases
that are compensable. Of the 13 cases reported, 12 have already been disallowed.

Flour, sugar and spices, used daily by bakers (and sugar by candy makers)
cause a dermatitis which has been well known in medical literature for many years,
but so far these agents have not been brought under the law as compensable causes
of occupational disease. Henze of 11 cases reported, nine have been disallowed and
two are pending. (New York Industrial Bulletin, September and October, 1932.)
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Pennsylvania.  Occupational  Disease.

The first meeting of the newly appointed Commission on Industrial Diseases was
held on October 11, 1932. T. Henry Walnut was elected chairman. Mr. Walnut was
chairman of the Workmen's Compensation Board under Governor Pinchot's former
administration, and aided in framing the first Compensation Law.

In making public the membership of the Commission, Governor Pinchot said:
"gorkers injured through industrial accidents now receive compensation without

fighting their cases through the courts. But thousands of workers annually are
crippled through industrial diseases. They do not get automatic compensation. They
must fight expensively for every cert. This condition exists in Pennsylvania in
spite of the fact that 11 other states, with fewer dangers to employes, have proper
laws.

"The right simply to bring a law suit means nothing at all today to an employe
who has been crippled through an industrial disease. He cannot wait, and he has no
money to pay lawyers.

"It is time to provide adequate legislation. That need has become increasingly
urgent because new industrial methods have developed new hazards to health. It is
important to have all the facts in the case, and to have them as soon as possible.
Not only workers but employers and insurance companies are interested. I have
therefore appointed a Commission representative of all interests, to study thd
problem. Its recommendations will be presented to the next session of the
Legislature." (Pennsylvania Labor and Industry, October 1932.)

NOTES: UNITED STATES

New Jersey.  Medial _Examination  of Domestic Servants Newark.

Charles V. ',raster, M.D., D.P.H., health officer of Newark, N.J., speaking
before the 61st annual meeting of the American Public Health Association in
Washington October 25, described the workings of a city ordinance requiring the
examination of domestic empleyees.

This ordinance was passed in 1930 to take effect on Sept. 1 of that year. The
ordinance requires that no person shall be employed as a domestic servant unless
they have first filed with the city Public Health Department a certificate of a
duly licensed physician setting forth that the person is free from tuberculosis and
any other contagious or communicable disease. Such a certificate shall be effective
for six months. Domestic servants may be examined by physicians connected with the
Department of Health of the city without charge.

The enforcement of the domestic servants ordinance was placed in the division
of sanitation. The actual examinations are conducted in the dispensary clinics
under the supervision of the bureau of tuberculosis. The examination includes
examination of the skin to detect the presence of skin diseases such as eczema,
psoriasis, abscesses, cuts and wounds. The attention of the examiner is directed
to the possible association of skin diseases with syphilis. When such is sus-
pected, a Wassermann blood test is required. The physical examination of the chest
must include all known procedure for the determination of chronic pulmonary dis..
eases. Any abnormal chest condition found is sufficient cause for rejecting the
applicant pending X-ray or fleuroscopic examination. The examination of the nose,
menCe, teeth, throat, ears and eyes is directed towards the discovery of acute or
chronic conditions of an infective nature. Especially where there is a discharge
swabs are taken for examination. Blood tests are required where there is a history
of typhoid fever or syphilis. When there is no scar, vaccination is required.
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As is the case with all new laws, a considerable amount of education and
publicity was required. All employment agencies, public and private, were brought
into the department for a conference. The new ordinance was explained and it was
pointed out that no domestic employee should be placed in any position without
possessing the domestic employee's card. Local newspapers carried copies of the
new ordinance displayed above help wanted advertisements. Domestics advertising
for places were mailed copies of the law with instructions for examination. All
hotels, clubs, lodging houses and institutions were canvassed and their domestics
sent down for examination. A house to house canvass was carried out in the resi—
dential districts cf the city and all householders duly informed of the new
ordinance.

During the year 1931 the law was not generally known to the public and the
follow—up system had not been sufficiently organized. More definite efforts in
the early part of 1932 produced better results. The number of examinations to date
is as follows. It will be observed that there were over 10,000 examinations during
the first eight months this year compared to 2863 during 1931.

Examinations 1931 & 1st 8 months 1932 
Private doctors At our clinic Total 

1931   291 2572 2863
1st 8 months 1932 1282 8879 10,161
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